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WILL LEAVE

BURNING IMAGE
"1983-1987" Virus 316 . CD

In the 20-year gap between Merle

Haggard, Buck Owens, and Korn, what

do you do in a place like Bakersfield?

Somehow four town mutants found

each other and cooked up a stew of

punk, goth and more than a bit of hard-

core and surfaced briefly as Burning

image. For the first time hear their rare

7-inch and unreleased songs on cd!
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JOEY CAPE *TONY SLY
.

acoustic

JOEY CAPE * TONY SLY
acoustic

JOEY CAPE & TONY SLY PLAY

ACOUSTIC VERSIONS OF LAGWAGON &
NO USE FOR A NAME CLASSICS

* Including two brand new tracks!
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is the radical new philosophy behind us spelunking the depths of the
Under the Volcano vault and plundering its contents in the name of crass
commercialism. You get some cool stuff. We get to eat.

Psst! Check outwww.underthevolcano.net to buy back issues and even more crap!

Pete B. of Manorville says:

"Y* know, my mom really loved the full-color FUCK OFF AND
DIE buttons you made for us. Thanks, Under the Volcano!”

FUN BAGS!
Two pounds of assorted zines, pins, stickers, flyers, or whatever.

People that like surprises will be. ..uh...surprised. $10ppd
Please make check or MO out to Under the Volcano. Inc. P08 236, Nesconset. NY 11767, NYS residents please add 8.5%.



POB 236 NESCONSET MY 11767
: RBIackUTV@aol.com p: 631.585.7471 w: www.underthevolcano.net

BASTARD IN CHARGE
Rich Black

BASTARDS AT LARGE

365joe Chuck Foster Ron Noiz

Mike Andriani Sarah Katz Darren Paltrowitz

Kellie BYH Chris Manic Thee Republicrat

Lindsay Cain Roger Moser, Jr. Mike Ramek
Shawn Clap Myk Amy Soprano

Greg Groovy Dan McClernon Keith Thomson
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ADVERTISING
Scott Hefflon 617.623.5319

DISTRIBUTION
Desert Moon 800.547.0182

FRONT COVER
Atreyu

Cyst Vicious

ADVERTISE!
DEADLINE FOR #81 : JULY 20, 2004

DEADLINE FOR #82: SEPTEMBER 20, 2004

SIZES

Back Cover

Full Page

y2 Page
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7.5" X 10"
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I tend to "be pretty accepting of things, but BELIEVING something is true

is altogether different...
Lately, anytime I go out for Chinese food, I save the fortune from the

cookie; at some point, I’ll probably create some weird piece of "found" art

with them, but for now I’m just doing the research (and eating too much

chicken and cashews).
Recently, however, I came across the strangest fortune I’ve ever seen.

It read:
"GOD IS GOING TO GIVE YOU EVERYTHING YOU WANT"

C’mon, admit it-that’s pretty odd. What the hell was THAT doing in

there?
But oddly, I’m feeling inspired by this cookie fortune. And I want to

give YOU something. . .well, nice. (And no, it’s not what you’re thinking!)

I’ll call it:

"SILLY THINGS TO THINK ABOUT WHEN YOUR ENTIRE WORLD IS COLLAPSING"

Ready? Here goes.

There's a light at the end of the tunnel.

There will be breathing room if you make it.

You’ll get over the hump.
Someone you know would fight a grizzly bear for you.

The love of your life is wondering where YOU are, too.

Time heals all wounds.
Your family probably loves you.
It’s not as bad as it seems.

Tomorrow is another day.

Y’gettin’ all of this, Bill?

Back cover price includes full-color, all other pricing is for b+w. Prices

for other full-color ads and special placement available upon request.

ADVERTISING REQUIREMENTS
1 . Payment must accompany ads or major label rates apply.

2. Make all checks payable to Under the Volcano, Inc.

3. Art should be submitted as a 300 dpi JPG or TIFF.

|4. Make ads the right size!

5. Don’t wait until the last minute.

Press run is a minimum of 7,000.

Call Scott at 617.623.5319 for further ad info.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Prices for 6 bi-monthly issues

USA 1
st Class $20/ Canada and Mexico Air Mail $25

Airmail to Europe or UK $46/ Overseas Surface Mail $40

Send (US Funds) check, MO or well-concealed cash payable

|to Vital Music Mail Order (NOT Under the Volcano—this

applies to subscriptions ONLY!) to: Vital Music Mail Order,

POB 938, Harrisville, NH 03450. For the new Vital Music

catalog, send $1 applicable to first purchase.

DISTRIBUTION
Books-A-Million, Desert Moon, Doormouse, Get Hip, Interpunk, Media|

Solutions, Revelation, Tower, Ubiquity and Virgin.

ATTENTION PUBLISHERS!
For professional printing at DIY prices, email RBIackUTV@aol.com

WANNASENDUSANINTERVIEW?
Under the Volcano is looking for high-quality interviews to publish. There is NO PAY
involved. We like many genres of music, but Punk and Hardcore are generally what set our

loins on fire, and we’re ONLY interested in bands that have a CD available through

national distributors. Email us first about your interview ideas. We’ll require hearing the

band first of course, and have some simple guidelines once you get the go-ahead.

Remember, there are no guarantees—we’re kind of dicks about the right “mix” of bands

for a particular issue, and hafta REALLY like what a band is doing to run a feature. Please

DON’T approach us about features on bands from Long Island, as we already have ‘em

covered.

INTERNSHIPS
Under the Volcano is always looking for bright, motivated, and slightly masochistic people

to create and or/fill unrewarding, unglamourous, non-paying intern positions (we are NOT
looking for writers) in exchange for college credit! English, Communications or Marketing

majors are encouraged to apply, and you DON'T have to live on Long Island. If ya wanna

get involved, email a proposal detailing STEP BY STEP ideas for new programs or projects

(including how you intend to implement them
)
or however else you'd like to contribute to

boss@underthevolcano.net with "INTERNS" in the subject header. Please also include a

300 word statement explaining WHY ya wanna work with Under the Volcano
,
along with

your contact info.

TABLEOF CONTINTS
COLUMNS

ATREYU

G7 WELCOMING COMMUTE.
HEADS VS. BREAKERS

INFLAMES

MODERN LIFE IS WAR

SEX POSITIONS

AUDIO REVIEWS

VIDEO STUFF
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I’m trying to land a real job these days. I’m

considering an occupation that has ridiculous

things like a pension and a real health plan.

Maybe this sudden inspiration was sparked by the
nice break up note I got a few months ago. Or
maybe it’s because I get into shit that costs

money and well... I can’t afford anything. But

there are other things that I’m looking into. I’m

hunting out “perks,” like not being able to

terminated for no good reason. My current job

looks for reasons to get rid of people. If you’ve
been around too long, earn too much money or

think for yourself, you’re fair game and wind up on
the hit list. You can immediately move from the

“star” of the store to finding yourself in a room
having to justify why you never take 45 minute
lunches, but rather 50 minute lunches. Three of

these in a row can get you canned.

The excuse I always had to stay despite the

shitty pay was the health benefits. Recently, I lost

my dental coverage. This in itself is a long story.

So... now the excuse is lifted. I’m looking for

some decent pay, decent benefits and more
importantly, a set schedule. These are all the

things that most people would want. I always
invented reasons for not getting into a good
situation. I had feared God would hit me with

lightening, or I’d go impotent, or something like

that. I’d think, “Hey the band might take off this

month.” Which I think, if you followed my band,

you could say we did more than take off—we’re
like on a long permanent vacation.

No, I’m not suffering a midlife crisis. I just

have this longing desire to build a bar. A nice bar,

well stocked; packed with all my own homebrews
and whatnot. I don’t have the money or the proper
place to do this, but this alone has been one of

the great motivational factors. It sounds retarded,

but beer can do many magnificent things to a
man. A few pints of my lager have led me to this

new state of mind. I don’t know what I would have
done, or would be doing, if I hadn’t been on the

piss.

I’m tired of facing a whole load of misery and
bullshit, day in and day out. Then when it comes
to payday, I don’t even have an adequate enough
check to mindfuck myself into believing that it’s

my reward for dealing with the despair. There are

a lot of moments where some really dark shit

goes on in my head, most of which I don’t like to

admit. I don’t know how or why I got through it. I

don’t know why I didn’t give in to the chatter.

What I do know is I’m out of that rut and looking

to stay out of it. This cannot be achieved if I

continue to stay in the shitty situation without

making changes. No sireee!

Then we can get into some specifics: rent,

gas, credit bills, car insurance and repairs. Right

now, to be able to deal with all this stuff and still

be active in the scene to the extent that I want to

be is just not possible. I could split rent with some
friends, but you know what? I only trust a small

handful of people. Most of the other people
(granted they are great drinking partners) would
be the absolutely most unreliable folks when it

came to pay the landlord and the electric

company. I honestly don’t want to add any more
enemies to my already bible-sized list. That’s

fucking tiring too.

I can’t give up my Punk and Hardcore, and
my current job forces me to do so between lousy

work schedules and a wage too low to provide
any security. I’m either working when a good
show happens or I have no money. You get the

idea. The new job will help Groovy get back into

the groove. So things are falling into place.

Everyone keep your fingers crossed.

Now let’s talk about the important issues.

There have been some photos floating around of

a female soldier torturing and/or humiliating Iraqi

prison inmates by putting panties on their heads,
dog leashes around their neck and electric wires

on their knob. Geesh, the things they call torture!

If I met a lady who was willing to do all that, I’d be
calling her one thing... the future Mrs. Groovy. I

mean Jesus, doesn’t stuff like this cost big bucks
in the Castro district? If they really want to be total

bastards they should hit the inmates up with a bill

or something. Explain to them that hardworking
Yanks pay good money to get spanked. Yet
another reason why I need a better paying job!

If you want to see something really strange,

go to www.pacmanhattan.com, where you’ll find

out all about a real life version of the Pac Man
game played right in the grids of Manhattan.
There’s a bunch of technical hoopajoob about this

game with cell phones and stuff, but it looks pretty

cool.

Another cool site I found was
www.romanm.ch/ascii-movies.htm, where you will

find some action scenes from movies transferred

to ascii animations. It sort of looks like The Matrix

when it’s on computer screen, but it’s pictures

made out with letters. Pretty cool.

One of the newer bands I’ve heard and liked

recently was Clair De Lune, from Minnesota.
Check out their website and some tunes at

www.cdlmusic.com. They have sort of a Black
Heart Procession meets Trail of Dead sound.

Fuck off! Later. .

.

GENTRIFIER
Gentrification is the buying and renovation of

houses in deteriorated urban neighborhoods,
especially by mid-income professionals, thus
improving property values but often displacing

lower income residents.

This is an inevitable occurrence and, in

search of larger, cheaper workspace, artists most
often forge the way. Once word gets out that

there is affordable housing, the more daring move
in. Eventually the new residents need a place to

congregate, so filling the demand, a local bar or

two opens. Then someone else realizes that

these people need somewhere to eat and not just

drink, so a small restaurant will open. Then there

is some foot traffic in the neighborhood and a
coffee shop may open. Then these new residents

would rather not leave the neighborhood, which
they have become increasingly comfortable in,

and filling the new demand, a larger

bar/performance space will open. Eventually one
street becomes a strip, always one right near the

subway so the less daring who wouldn’t move into

the neighborhood can visit, hang out in the new,
hip bars then go back to their “safe” neighborhood
and tell their friends, who, in turn, make the trek

themselves.

These “weekend warriors” will soon start

moving in, creating a demand for housing so the

landlords sell them off for the fast buck to the real

estate management company which “renovates.”

Because they are “new,” these units are rented

out at a much higher price, thus creating a
“market value”(whatever you can get for it), which
the smaller landlords who retained their holdings

can now match.

The tenants who reside in these new “luxury”

apartments have more expensive tastes, so a
gourmet food and cheese shop will open next to

the liquor store. Eventually, the artists who
originally started the process are priced out of the

area because they can longer afford the rents,

goods and services.

There are many examples of this in recent

New York City history. I was a victim myself.

When Manhattan became the bastion of the

bourgeois in the late ‘90s, I fled to Brooklyn
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(luckily), but the process is ever-expanding in

Brooklyn as well. The most obvious example is

Williamsburg. A neighborhood that just a few

years ago was abandoned warehouses turned art

spaces is now lined with luxury co-ops and sushi

bars. But the expansion is moving deeper into

“rougher” neighborhoods.

I recently began a new job in Clinton Hill,

Brooklyn, a neighborhood lined with majestic

brownstones and steeped in Brooklyn waterfront

history. The seeds of gentrification have already

been sown with the reconfiguration of

manufacturing warehouses into artist lofts. I work

in a bar/restaurant/art/performance space, the

first of its kind in the area. The neighborhood is

filled with people like myself who don’t have

anywhere to commune. It is my job, as Venue

Director, to bring in the artists: for exhibition in our

gallery, for performance on our stage, for

screening of their film and video work, etc.

Situated across the avenue from the projects, we
are constantly battling the darker elements of the

“old” neighborhood, consciously becoming a

presence and, in a sense, policing the block.

There are often customers on the sidewalk out

front tugging on their cigarettes, thus creating a

sense of safety in numbers; on the weekends our

security stands out front with a watchful eye, on a

couple of occasions foiling the tomfoolery of local

youth. Believing in the strength of community, I

created a lecture series in which we bring in local

politicians and activists to speak on current

issues, which creates a discourse among the

audience.

I have grown to genuinely like the regular

clientele. They have thanked us. As one patron

put it, “If this place hadn’t opened, I would never

have known any of my neighbors.” But I fear our

acquaintance is fleeting. The gentrification

process is well under way. There are all ready

quaint clothing shops and cafes opening. Soon
with the influx of money, the rents will be raised,

services and goods will become more expensive,

and the very same artists who originally forged

the renaissance will be priced out. And I will have

only myself to blame for my own displacement.

Sometimes it’s good to know when to keep

your mouth shut. It’s also really good to know

when to stay out of people's personal business.

No one really knows this though. When people

find out something they just take it and run with it,

whether it has anything to do with them or not. My
problem is, I thought I was different—that my
business would stay my business no matter what.

Of course that could never happen, could it?

The point I’m getting at here (if I ever end up

making one at all) is that in this day and age your

personal life is never safe. There is always some
little fuckhead running around butting in and trying

to destroy you .lean bet almost everyone has had

their personal lives splattered out just to be

berated and tortured for some personal mistakes.

Worse is, once that something little gets spread

around, more rumors surface... mostly ones that

are not true.

I am learning that keeping to myself is my
best bet, because there is barely anyone you can

trust, and not enough time in your life to keep

looking for that person. You can't promise

yourself that you won't make mistakes again

because you are always going to make stupid

mistakes. It is all part of the learning process. If

we didn't make mistakes, we would never learn a

goddamn thing. What I learned is that it takes a

long time to earn trust. Some people may call you

friend. . .then call you something worse when your

back is turned.

The best thing I can say here to sum
everything up is take precautions. You never can

tell who is holding that knife and aiming it straight

at your back. Shit talking isn't worth it because

you’re just going to get yourself too worked up

over somebody else's problems. Even as I sit

here and complain about this, I know I am no

better than the people I’m complaining about

because it's just natural to try and get involved in

other's people's business—it's human.
I’m changing due to my personal situation

and I advise you all to do that same.

ADVERTISI
NG INFO IS

ON PAGE 5!
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IT seems lately that every label in the known universe is scrambling to find that one heavy band that
REALLY CONNECTS WITH ITS CORE AUDIENCE, BUT HAS POTENTIAL TO PLAY ON A LARGER FIELD. ONE BAND THAT HAS
NOT BEEN THROWN INTO THE FOREFRONT OF THIS INDUSTRY TSUNAMI IS ATREYU, A BAND THAT’S SLOWLY CLIMBED TO
THE TOP OF THE SCENE ON ITS OWN, ECLIPSING EVEN SOME OF THE BIGGEST BANDS, WITH SALES FIGURES OF WELL OVER
100,000 ALBUMS. It is a tribute to the band’s work ethic and the intricacies of its compositions that has
Atryeu playing a big role at this year’s Ozzfest . Vocalist Alex Varkatzas answered my email questions
FROM THE ROAD IN THE MIDST OF ENDURING A REALLY TOUGH WEEK ON TOUR. READ ON ABOUT THE ATREYU’S NEW
album, The Curse [Victory] and the band’s immediate future.
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Alex Varkatzas: I don't think it's a change

at all... if the album is more melodic, it's

also more Metal, more Rock and a lot heaver;

we just pushed everything we did to the max
on this . .

.

UTV: The production team of Eric Rachel and
Alan Douches was used on your album Suicide
Notes and Butterfly Kisses , but on The Curse

you used GGGarth and Josh Wilbur. Why the

change?
Alex Varkatzas: We have been fans of GGGarth
and Josh's respective works for a while and
figured that they could help us capture the

sound of The Curse . Both guys are very
talented and a pleasure to work with.

UTV: What led to the departure of your
bassist Chris Thomson? Where did Marc, his

replacement, come from?
Alex Varkatzas: Chris left because he

couldn't play the songs and wanted to start

a family or something. Marc joined up that

day and is a pleasure to have in the band.

We had watched him [Marc] play n a local

band from home and knew
he had what it takes, so

we asked him to join.

UTV: What do you feel
contributed most to

Suicide Notes and
Butterfly Kisses selling
a staggering 120,000 copies?
Alex Varkatzas: I honestly have no clue...

120,000 people with bad taste ... [laughs] ..

I

think we are sincere about what we do...

Sincere, honest, intense, but we also have a

sense of humor. I think people connect with
us because we are just normal dudes like

everyone else.

UTV: At this point, Atreyu is probably one

of the best-known Hardcore bands in the

world. What are some of the perks, and what
are some of the problems of where the band
is at right now? Has "fame" affected you at

all, and if so, how?
Alex Varkatzas: It's made me paranoid... or

should say more paranoid then I was. I love

the fact that people know about our band; I

am not into the fact that people know about

me, though, I'm a low key type of dude, and
think I would disappoint most people if they

really knew me.

UTV: Is there more pressure to release a

more ” commercially viable” record? Are you
able to use Atreyu' s popularity to further
empower yourselves, or the hardcore scene?

Alex Varkatzas: I dunno... I love what we

do. Fuck commercial viability, we write shit

we love. If other people are into it, rad-if

not, rad. I do this for me.

UTV: You seem to have a lot of Gothic style

lyrics; are you influenced by bands an

Atreyu fan might find surprising?
Alex Varkatzas: I love Joy Division and The

Cure-that might play a part.

UTV: How much has the resurrection of

Headbanger f s Ball helped in your popularity?
Alex Varkatzas: It hasn't hurt that's for

sure, but the "Lipgloss and Black” video
didn't get picked up for a while after it

was serviced; at that point the record had
already been out almost a year and a half. I

think the non-stop touring has been the best
thing for us.

UTV: During the first run of Headbanger's
Ball ,

bands in the Hardcore scene considered
it "selling out” to be seen there. Why and

how has that changed for the current
Hardcore/Metalcore scene?
Alex Varkatzas: I think the lines between
Metal and Hardcore and Metalcore have

blurred. There is so much crossover now
that--based on music alone--sometimes it's

hard to classify a lot of

these bands. I think
that's rad.

UTV: Do you have any
thoughts on playing with
both Slayer and the re-

united Judas Priest at

this summer's Ozzfest?
Alex Varkatzas: It's going to be amazing I

mean, Judas-freaking-Priest ! Radness!

.

UTV: Are there any plans to re-issue your
two early SPs, Fractures In Facade of Your
Porcelain Beauty and Visions ?

Alex Varkatzas: As of right now, no..

UTV: This is partly joking, but also partly
serious. Speaking of Fractures... why is it

that almost every Metalcore band either has

four words in their name--From Autumn To

Ashes, Give Up The Ghost--or have these

really long album titles?
Alex Varkatzas: I think it has something to

do with having a big penis. Seriously, that

is the reason.
UTV: In closing, what is the band most
looking forward to over the next few months?

Alex Varkatzas: Rock and rolling across the

world. ,
and our new record coming out June

29th. Take care! X
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SOME OF YOU MAY HAVE BEEN INITIALLY INTRIGUED
IN THE G7 WELCOMING COMMITTEE BASED ON THE
FACT THAT ITS RUN BY MEMBERS OF POLITICAL
HARDCORE ACT PROPACANDHI. BUT AS YOU
LEARNED, AND MORE WILL LEARN AFTER READING
THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE, Cl IS MORE THAN JUST
YOUR AVERAGE RECORD LABEL; ITS AN ANARCHIST
COLLECTIVE RUN BY LI KE-MI NDED I N DIVI DUALS WHO
ARE DETERMINED TO BRING YOU THE VOICE OFTHE
ACTIVE LEFT-WING. THROUGH MUSIC, BOOKS, AND
IDEAS, C7 WELCOMING COMMITTEE IS HERETOOPEN
YOUR MIND TO A WORLD THAT IS BASED ON
QUALITY OF HUMAN LIFE INSTEAD OF MONEY,
POWER, AND CREED. YOU MAY NOT AGREE WITH
EVERYTHING Cl BELIEVES I N—AN D I DONT EXPECT
YOU TO—BUT I GUARANTEE THAT TH El R VI EWS Wl LL

MAKE YOU THINK. COLLECTIVE MEMBER DEREK
HOGUE WAS KIND ENOUGH TO ANSWER MY
QUESTIONS ON THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE OF
THE LABEL, AS WELL AS WHAT IT TAKES TO RUN A
SUCCESSFUL RECORD LABEL IN AN EVER-PRESENT
CAPITALIST SOCIETY WHILE REMAINING TRUE TO
THEIR DEEPLY-ROOTED ANARCHIST BELIEFS.

® atv 4]( ve mo n

www .gTwelcomIngcommittee .com

G7 Welcoming Committee Records
P .0 . Box 27006 , 0360 Main Street

,

Winnipeg, MB. R3C4T3, Canada

Under the Volcano: When I first heard of G7 back in
its inception in 1997, the main focal point that
stuck out was that it was run by members of
Propaghandi. What possessed the band to start its own
label, considering the fact that at the time they
were already on a successful record label [Pat Wreck
Chords]?
Derek Hogue: I can’t speak entirely for them--as I’m
not in Propagandhi--but I think their goal in
starting (37 was not to replace the role of the label
they were on, but to start something new for like-
minded bands. A place where political bands--and also
spoken word artists--could feel comfortable with the
ideals and practices of their label, and know they
were in good company.
UTV: Explain the name (37 Welcoming Committee, and how
you want it to be perceived.
Derek Hogue: It’s kind of a tongue-in-cheek reference
to the 37 nations, and their annual gatherings where
they discuss global economic policy, and essentially
decide the future of the planet. The "welcoming
committee" is one of resistance and opposition to the
kinds of policies the elite of the world push on the
poorer nations, and the constituents of their own
nations. Our label seeks to add to the chorus of
voices expressing discontent with global capitalism
and Western dominance.
UTV: Geographically

, is the US your primary "market,"
or do you tend to see the label as a worldwide
presence? Are there any special problems or
advantages because of the label being based in Canada?
Derek Hogue: Our main market is actually Canada,
though hopefully this will change soon. The US is a
huge and difficult territory to break into, and when
you have a lot of bands that don’t/are unable to tour
down there, getting good distribution and selling
records is very difficult. Our bands do have a
fanbase all over the world, and in the US, but
currently a pretty small one.

The exception to this would obviously be our
larger bands who’ve since moved onto larger labels,
or with whom we only hold Canadian label rights--
Propagandhi, The Weakerthans, and the (International)
Noise Conspiracy.
UTV: Do you think it’s at all hypocritical that
though you are a part of an anarchist collective and
rail against capitalism, Propagandhi is on one of the
largest, financially successful independent labels in
the world?
Derek Hogue: Again, Propagandhi is not my band. But
I will say that when living under capitalism, you do
what you can. One could make a living as a wage
slave, or have a career in any number of professional
industries, and be a part of capitalism in that way.
Or, one could make a living doing something where
they did not have to submit to a boss, where they
made their own decisions about their future, about
where their money went in the process of making
records, and also manage to raise political awareness
in the process. And in the case of 37, doing all this
using an alternative organizational model based on
equality and participatory self-management.

But yes, it is hypocritical.
UTV: On your website, it says that your goal "was to
create a label that politically radical bands and
speakers could unflinchingly support and call home."
Do you feel that you have thus far succeeded in that
goal? Gould that goal be achieved even further?
Derek Hogue: I think that so far, our bands have been
nothing but happy with how we’ve represented them and
the ideas that drive the label.
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But I will say that when living u^ier

cap ital iim

,

you do what you can . One could

make a living as a wa^e slave, or have a
career in any number of professional

industries , and be apart of capital ism in

thatway .Or , one couldmake a living doing

i^omething whei'e they did not have to

submit to a boss, where they made their

own decisions about their future, about

where their money went in the process of

making records, and also manage to raise

political awareness in the process •

UTV: It seems that every band on G7 has a particular

political agenda. To be on the label, does every band
have to share a specific political perspective? And

further, how important is it that they share similar

views to yourselves?
Derek Hogue: We have no strict ideological checklist

that we go through with each band; it’s really a

case-by-case basis. Surely our views differ on

varying issues--both amongst the bands and between
collective-members even. We just feel it out and see

if overall we share similar goals with the band as

far as the content of the lyrics, and as people

trying to live ethically in the world.

Squally important, though, is the music. If the

music doesn’t move us, and if we aren’t passionate

about it, we can’t with good conscience put ourselves

behind it as a label.

UTV: As an anarchist collective,
besides through music, how do

you attempt to spread your
message to the public? Do you
think the public is even aware

that G7 is more than just

another record label?
Derek Hogue: People who are

well aware of the label and more
than one of our bands probably
have a good idea that we’re
different than other record
labels in our political goals.

We try and infuse it into

everything we do, from our
website, to our advertising, and
interviews. But we also think that the bands speak

for themselves, and when you look at the label as a

big picture, you can clearly see what we’re about.

UTV: What was G7’s first release and what unforeseen

problems did you encounter in the process of trying

to release it?

Derek Hogue: I wasn’t around back then, but our first

release was by the since-broken up German band But

Alive. The main problem was that they overestimated

what a German-speaking punk band could sell in North

America. To this day we still have thousands sitting

in our office. It’s sad, ’cause it’s a fucking great

record.
UTV: What was the rush like to know that with that

first release, the label had taken the first step

towards achieving its goals?
Derek Hogue: I think the rush may have come later,

with subsequent releases, once the label got going

and had more momentum, and more experience. My

biggest rush recently has been the release of Glann

Zd’s new album--I think it’s so incredible, and I’m

so excited to get it out there for people to hear.

UTV: Many politically-influenced or politically

driven labels donate portions of their proceeds to a

cause they support. Do you take part in this type of

practice? If not, if there was a particular

organization that you believe in, would you consider

it?
Derek Hogue: Pact is, we’re not a big enough label to

be donating money anywhere, as we’ve never made a

profit in seven years of business. We did release a

benefit CD for the Ontario Coalition Against Poverty,

which has raised a fair amount of money for them.

We’ve also been collecting donations from our

customers through our online store for the Middle

East Children’s Alliance/Voices In the Wilderness, an

organization that sends aid and helps build community

infrastructure in Iraq and Palestine. So far we’ve

raised over $4000 CDN for them.

UTV: To this point, for your own personal reasons,

what release would you say you are most proud of

putting out, and why?
Derek Hogue: That is really hard to say. There are a

lot of records we’ve released that I totally love,

and am proud of all of them. Sticking out for me are

Propagandhi ’ s last record, the Hiretsukan EP, both
records by Warsawpack and Clann Z&, and I think Greg

MacPherson’s upcoming record will be amazing.

UTV: Hypothetically speaking, if a band came along

that you were all big fans of asked you to released

their next record, but the band had no political

leanings to speak of, would you consider it?

Derek Hogue: I’d have to say no. We are doing this

label for a specific reason, so if a band doesn’t
fall in any way within our

mandate, there is no reason for

us to release. There are plenty
of labels with no specific
mandate out there for bands to

choose from.

UTV: Does G7 believe in formal
contracts with their bands? If

not, do you think G7 could ever
reach a point where a contract
between band and label would
become a necessity?
Derek Hogue: We neither believe
or disbelieve in contracts. They
are simply agreements on paper.

We do have contracts with a

couple of our bands, but

generally we don’t use them. If we feel a band may be

Inclined to move to another label in the not-too-

distant future, we like to go with a contract to

ensure no one screws us. But again, it’s case by case.

UTV: Many labels these days will not commit to a band

that cannot/will not tour or be dedicated to the band

full-time. In general, does touring or lack thereof

effect your decisions on whether to put out a band’s

record?
Derek Hogue: Increasingly, yes. As a general rule,

few people will walk into a record store, or go

online to buy your record if they have no personal

connection wit the music from seeing the band live,

or seeing their video. You can only go so far with

the internet, and getting good reviews or interviews

in magazines. You need to put it all together.

It’s hard to be a successful band these days,

which is why I think it’s so important that your

reason for being in a band is passion for the music

and ideas, and not the idea of selling 10 or 20

thousand records.
UTV: So what’s on G7's plate in the near distant

future as far as releases go? Should we expect any surprises?

Derek Hogue: The new Glann ZG disc, Black Coats and

Bandages ,
is out June 1st. After that we have our

first record from GFK--who are a Metalcore band from

QuebSc City--in September, and a new full-length from

Vancouver’s Submission Hold shortly thereafter. Greg

MacPherson will be recording over the summer for a

late Fall or early 2005 release. And Propagandhi will

be recording their follow-up to Today's Empires,

Tomorrow's Ashes in the fall, which should be out

early 2005.
As for surprises, we’ve been in talks with several

of Epitaph’s bigger artists. We plan on bringing five

or six of them over all at once mid-2005 in an

attempt to break Epitaph’s knee-caps, as it were.

Wish us luck! X
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No one from Long Island should be surprised that Heads Vs. Breakers
debut full-length, Apathy Is the New Black Blew Day Rising] is a
collection ofhyper-kineticHardcore riffs intertwined with melody;
members of the band cut their teeth in respected local outfits like
Silent Majority, Strongpoint and Dropout Year. Guitarist Rich
Jacovina caught a bug on tour, and answered my questions while still
groggy and nauseous.
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Under the Volcano: How did you come up with the name

Heads vs. Breakers? Does the name tie into types of

waves?
Rich Jacovina: Heads Vs. Breakers was the title for

one of our songs, before we found out that our original

name had to he changed. The name has nothing to do with

waves or electricity or pretty much anything else

anyone has surmised on their own. Being a pretty old

dude, I can remember a time when most of the high

school and middle school cliques would fight one

another. There were jocks, metalheads, punks and

breakdancers ,
all duking it out after class, or on a

Friday night. Being in elementary school, I didn’t get

to see much of this firsthand, but I had heard the

romanticized stories from those that had claimed to be

there. And I was fascinated, one day as I’m leaving

school, I see a bunch of my classmates gathering around

a mailbox and as I got closer I could see the piece of

loose leaf taped to the back of it. written in marker,

it read: "TODAY BEHIND THE JUNIOR HIGH: HEADS VS

BREAKERS." It always stuck with me, and there are in

fact a few Lindenhurst Hardcore alumni that knew

exactly what the name meant when they heard it.

UTV: It seemed that for the last three years ago there

were rumors that Heads vs. Breakers might possibly sign

to a host of different labels, but ultimately you ended

up on New Day Rising. Were the rumors around the band
getting a "deal" just bullshit, or did things somehow

keep getting fucked up along the way? Shit, I’ve cursed

twice, and we’re only on the second question!

Rich Jacovina: I can honestly say, I don’t know what

the hell you’re are talking about. For a while, we had

been talking with Go-Kart Records, and they put us on

two comps. I think that had more to do with our friend

Joe working at the label than anything else. Then our

bassist at the time got cancer and we were kind of

treading water as a band. Our friend had stopped
working for Go-Kart, and it wasn’t so much of a lack of

Interest on their part as it was on ours. To be honest,

I didn’t know how we would fit in on Go-Kart’s roster.

They are an extremely eclectic label, and that isn’t

always bad, but they had bigger fish to fry, and I

could see us getting lost in the shuffle. So, as our

bassist was getting better and we were getting ready to

record, our friend Andrew [from the Back Up Plan]

mentioned that the owner of Punk Core was starting a

new "HARDCORE" label, and they were going to be on it.

He wanted to know if we had any interest. So after

talking things over with the guys at Punk Core, we

started talking with Dave [Amcher, owner] and recorded

our full-length for his new label, New Day Rising. That

is the extent of our label jockeying. I would like to

be able to say we signed with NDR because they came up

with the best deal, but really we did it ’cause the

Back Up Plan were doing it, and we’re born followers.

UTV: Members of Heads vs. Breakers come from notable

Long Island Hardcore bands. How do your collective past

experiences affect the way you’re approaching this

band, if at all? While the band’s sound was gelling in

your early practices, was there a conscious effort to

NOT sound like Silent
Majority or Strongpoint, for instance? If so, how do

you divorce yourself from--or exploit--past
achievements in other bands?
Rich Jacovina: From my standpoint, I have never had

any worries about something I write sounding like

Silent Majority. Hell, I got called a Lifetime rip-off

then; at least my singer is in the same ballpark this

time. I guess with the first HVSB record, it wasn’t

really an issue, because I wrote almost all of the

music. I had a pretty clear idea of how I wanted the

songs to sound. Maybe things will be different with the

new material we write, I guess we’ll have to wait and

see. Sometimes I hear a part in one of our songs and it

reminds me of Silent Majority. It doesn’t bother me; if

anything, it makes me hopeful that I might have a

recognizable style of playing that people enjoy, in the

same way that my favorite guitar players have a style

that I recognize, and enjoy.

UTV: I seem to remember that some of the band members

are Straight Edge; is this true? If so, how Intertwined

is this lifestyle choice with the music you make?

Rich Jacovina: We are, in fact, all Straight Edge.

Basically, it means that we don’t get drunk before we

play, while we’re playing, or after we play, we play

Punk Rock/Hardcore and Straight Edge grew out of the

Punk Rock/Hardcore scene, so I guess it’s pretty
intertwined. Maybe if I wrote the lyrics, I would have

more to say about this. I know we have songs about the

deceit and hypocrisy in the tobacco industry. I’m

pretty sure we have a song that comes right out and

says that we’re Straight Edge, but we’re not the ones

causing divisiveness. It’s your problem if you think

that our personal politics is an attack on your
lifestyle, and if we don’t, then we should. Ben, get to

work on that.

UTV: Gould you please gimme some Insight into the

record’s title, Apathy Is the New Blacks

Rich Jacovina: It seems that its become very en vogue

to not care about anything anymore. It’s cool not to

care that your music and your scene is being co-opted

and corrupted by mainstream media and the society it

caters to. It’s cool not to care about the killings and

political puppeteering that go on on the other

side of the world. It’s cool not to vote. It’s cool not

care about whether you’re too drunk to drive. It’s very

tough for me to see this taking hold within the Punk

Rock/Hardcore scene, because for me the scene has

always been about challenging issues. If you’re Just in

it for the music, then why come here? Apathy Is the New
Black was just a way of recognizing how fucked up

things have gotten. I want to have fun too, but I’m not

ready to stop working for change in the things that are

important to me. I hope that day never comes.

UTV: If the band has an underlying philosophy, what

might it be? For instance, I’ve noticed that people are

referred to as "assholes" quite a bit. How does someone

qualify as an asshole? How many different types of

assholes are there? Am I an asshole for asking this

question?
Rich Jacovina: Rich, for this question, and the five

before it, you certainly are an asshole. This band
definitely doesn’t have an underlying philosophy; we

are five people with very different lives and world
views. I would like to say that we can all hang our

hats on the Viv Savage adage "Have a good time, all the

time." but I’m not even sure we all measure up to that

one

.

UTV: Was the song "Looking Massapequa But Feeling
Middle Island" written before or after it was decided

you’d put a record out on New Day Rising? For people

outside of the Island especially, please explain why

you mention those two specific towns, and how the title

relates to the song. [Note: New Day Rising Is located

In Middle Island].
Rich Jacovina: Yes, it was written before we signed to

New Day Rising. It is essentially an insulary version

of the line "Looking California and feeling Minnesota,"

from Soundgarden ’ s "Outshined." For those that don’t

know, Massapequa evokes that sunny happy feeling that

California does in the original, while Middle Island

has that sort of dark, hopeless, and desolate feel of

Minnesota. Long Island is definitely suburbia, but not

all suburbs are the same.

UTV: Can you describe exactly what’s being portrayed in

the CD booklet photographs?
Rich Jacovina: That really wouldn’t be any fun.

UTV: The liner notes state, "And because we’re afraid

of you, thank you Dorene." Who is Dorene, and why are

you afraid of her?
Rich Jacovina: Dorene is Ben’s flancS. That line is

there because she is the only person thanked on the
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album that did not have a part in creating it. It’s
more of a joke than anything else, but there are plenty
of reasons to be afraid of Dorene. Karate would be the
big reason. A poor sense of right and wrong would be
another.
UTV: In the last 13 years of publishing Under the
Volcano

, I’ve seen Long Island go from an area
populated by crappy cover bands to having a thriving
Hardcore/Punk scene, to many of the bands that grew out
of that scene going onto even bigger projects. Are
corporate money, radio airplay and national recognition
for Long Island’s bands poison for a scene that grew
out of isolation and its own need to be self-
sufficient, or in the future will we all be looking
back at this time as fondly as we think of the PWAC
now? Why or why not? Do you have any other thoughts on
Li’s current music scene you’d like to share?
Rich Jacovina: This is a very confusing time for
underground music on Long Island, mainly because no one
wants to be an underground band anymore; no one wants
to take the time to build up a reputation or a
following. There have been a lot of really big bands
coming out of Long Island recently, and not just
becoming successful as an underground band, but being
downright huge within the music industry. When I

started playing in a band, I never thought it could
lead to rockstardom. I wanted to be like Sick of It
All, a band that everyone respected and had put their
time in, and were now able to play in their band full-
time. Kids coming up in the scene now see bands like
Prom Autumn to Ashes, or Taking Back Sunday, and now
that is their goal. They want to be in band that has
major labels fighting to sign them. They hear Brand New
on KROGK every 40 minutes, and they want that kind of
recognition. Now, what these kids don’t know--or don’t
care about--is that Prom Autumn To Ashes, Taking Back
Sunday and Brand New all spent years on the road while
putting out releases on independent labels before
getting to where they are now. In a sense, these bands

helped build the genres they are now at the top of.
But, because there is now a market for those styles of
music, labels want to capitalize. They start gobbling
up these newer bands that are obviously influenced by
the bigger successful bands. Now, you can start a band
with a few of your good-looking friends, and with the
right connections, you could have a video on Fuse
within a few months. So now, that’s the goal for a lot
of these new bands. The Bouncing Souls have a video--
you’ve got a Mohawk, why not you? This isn’t the worst
thing in the world, but it does leave a hole within the
scene. Suddenly, everyone is a headliner.
UTV: You’ve been playing a lot of shows with some very
musically compatible bands like Kill Your Idols and are
doing a mini-tour with The Back Up Plan shortly. Is
there a longer tour in the works?
Rich Jacovina: We love getting in the van to play
shows, but it is really difficult for us to go on the
road for any length of time. I have a full-time job
without the benefits of vacation days and sick leave,
Ben [Gallup, vox] also works full-time and can only
manage so much time off. We got burned big time on our
tour with Back Up Plan. After three fun-filled days,
our brake line blew in northern Vermont where we were
then stuck for nearly three days. The whole thing cost
us hundreds of dollars, and the tour was pretty much
over for us after that. Right now, we are concentrating
on weekends. They allow us to get out of state, without
running into the financial hassles of a longer tour.
With any luck, we’ll make it out this summer for a
little tour. Guess it depends on how much I enjoy
driving a car, and living indoors.
UTV: In closing, if one thing could happen today that
would make you incredibly happy, what would it be? Rich
Jacovina: Being able to go out on tour for as long as I
wanted without coming back to notices of collection and
my father asking me, "How much longer are you gonna
keep this band shit up?" X
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SinceAt the Gates shattered theAmerican borders with Slaughter ofthe SoulJew acts have
been able to consistently release Gothenburg Death Metal of such high caliber. In Flames,
however, is one of the bands that has. With a new album, Soundtrack to Your Escape
[Nuclear Blast] hitting the Billboard Top 200 in this country, In Flames is proving to be a
mainstay. I sat down with drummer Daniel Svensson to discuss the band’s history before their
last New York show on a tour with Killswitch Engage and As I Lay Dying.

IN FLAMES
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Under the Volcano: How did you come about doing a

"Land Of Confusion" cover-Genesis of all bands?

Daniel Svensson: We did some covers before, like

Depeche Mode’s "Everything Counts "on the Whoracle

album. There is no point doing Metal covers if you

are in a metal band, because then they probably will

i sound the same, so it is cool to look into other

styles of music and find something that fits your
style. This is a melodic song, and we’re kind of a

melodic Metal band; it fit In Flames’ style pretty

good.
UTV: What are some of the bands you would listen to

other than Metal bands?
Daniel Svensson: I try to listen to everything,

whatever I consider good, I will listen to. I don’t

care if people call it Metal or Punk. I just don’t

care

.

UTV: Like you mentioned, you’ve done some covers.

You’ve done Metallica, you did Iron Maiden, Treat...

Are you fans of cover albums or do you just like to

cover bands?
Daniel Svensson: No. Those three that you mentioned

were for tribute albums. It’s not on any official In

Flames album. Although some German guy, at our record
* label, put Treat on the "Clayman" single, some rare

limited thing. Otherwise they wouldn’t fit. I mean we

did them for those tribute albums, as I said, we

don’t prefer to do Metal covers.

UTV: Of all places that you have toured--you’ ve

toured most of the world--how did you come about

picking Japan to record your live album?

Daniel Svensson: It was back in 2000. The thing is,

they had everything in place at the venue, all the

recording stuff. If we had decided, we might have

done it in Canada or something, or somewhere else.

But it was too expensive for us to fly all the

equipment over. When we played that show, we didn’t

plan to release a live album. It was recorded anyway

and then they gave us all the tracks and we listened

to it. We had a long break because we did so much

touring on the dayman album, so we thought we could

do a live CD of this one.

UTV: Do you feel that you changed your sound for

Reroute to Remain , and then you sort of returned to

your older sound with your new album, Soundtrack to

Your Escape?

Daniel Svensson: I don’t know; I don’t think so. We

changed producers after Clayman , so it was the first

time we worked with another producer in another

studio on the Reroute to Remain album, that is why

the sound is different. Everyone is asking the same

question; this was not intentionally a change. We

don’t sit down and discuss before we write songs, how

they are going to sound. We write songs and we jam

them together; if it sounds good, we keep it. That’s

how Reroute ... sounds, Soundtrack to Your Escape ,
the

same thing.
UTV: Speaking of producers, you’ve worked with

Fredrick Nordstrom and Daniel Bergstrom, for the

American market, two of the biggest names, what’s the

difference between working with those two?

Daniel Svensson: It’s a big difference, now I don’t

remember so much anymore. It was a long time ago when

we recorded with Fredrick. They work very different.

You can hear it in the sounds. Daniel’s sounds more

rough, it’s more honest, and Fredrick’s is more

polished. We wanted to come away from that, because

all bands came to Gothenburg, to record at Studio

Fredman and sounds like all the Gothenburg bands. So

that is also a reason that we changed studios, to go

away from that.

UTV: Why was there such a long break between Jester

Race and Whoracle?

Daniel Svensson: I wasn’t in the band back then, but

there was a lot of line-up changes, people came and

went all the time and I think there was not enough

members. The members in the band weren’t that keen on

touring.
UTV: Speaking of the older members, do you know what

led to Glenn and Johan leaving the band?
Daniel Svensson: Yeah, they didn’t want to tour. They

had other commitments, so...

UTV: Bjorn [Gelotte, guitar] has been a member all

along, but on the early recordings he played drums.

Daniel Svensson: He played drums, until, his last

record was Whoracle . But he is basically a guitar

player. So then he quit playing drums, and then they

asked me to take over the drums instead. I started

when he left, right before Colony . I’ve been in the

band since early ’98. About six years now.

UTV: How did you come to get in with these guys?

Daniel Svensson: I had another band n Gothenburg

called Sacrilege. We did two albums at Studio Fredman

of course, like everyone else....

UTV: That was on Black Sun Records?
Daniel Svensson: Yes, Black Sun Records. Then I did

two vocal appearances on Dimension Zero , two tribute

albums, two cover songs. So we kind of knew each

other before. I tried out for doing the Summer Fest

that year and it turned out to be good, so... they let

me stay, [laughs]
UTV: Do you have any idea why it took so long to get

the first two records released here in the States?

Daniel Svensson: I don’t know; it’s all about

politics. First two albums are signed on another

label. It’s not Nuclear Blast, it’s Wrong Again--WAR-

-and now it is called Regain. He always puts out new

re-issues every time we release a new album. Actually

changed the covers on the old one to make people

think the old ones is the new album. So he’s a cheap

bastard [breaks into laughter].

UTV: Do you guys have any plans for releasing the

demos?
Daniel Svensson: No. I don’t think they are existing

anymore. I think they are gone. There might be some

people on the internet. Like some tape trader, that

might have it. I really don’t know.

UTV: Unlike most bands of your level, you seem to

have a lot of videos. Have you seen channels like MTV

and Fuse making In Flames more popular?

Daniel Svensson: I know that they are playing the

videos. I’m not a big fan of videos; it is a

necessary evil. Because we are all about the

artistic, visuals and sound and everything. To do a

really nice video, you have to have cash.

UTV: But the new video is pretty over the top.

Daniel Svensson: The thing is, that we know this

producer. He did it really cheap for us. He’s like an

old hot shot--he ’ s not old--he’s been doing this for

so long, a lot of Hip Hop videos in Florida for some

big artists. He has done most of the biggest artists

in Europe. He wanted to try out some Metal videos, so

we got it really cheap. That’s why, because we

couldn’t afford it otherwise.

UTV: Tell me a little bit about the ongoing logo, the

little starman, face, thing, what exactly is that?

Daniel Svensson: That is the Jester.

UTV: Okay, so the three pronged head is really the

hat, etc.
Daniel Svensson: Yup. It is our little gimmick.

UTV: You guys used Andreas Marshall for a bunch of

record covers and now have moved off in other

directions. You used Nik Sundln. . . is there a

particular reason?
Daniel Svensson: It is the same as I told you with

Studio Fredman. Everyone was starting to use the same
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guys, so all the bands looked and sounded the same.
So, we wanted to get away and do our own stuff
visually. Then we got to work with Nikolaus, and we
are really good friends with him. I mean, if you have
ideas, you don’t have to call overseas, because we
can sit down and meet, it is much easier. He lives
right in Gothenburg so... He is playing in Dark
Tranquility.
UTV: Right, and Anders [PridSn, vocals] was in Dark
Tranquility.
Daniel Svensson: Anders was on the first Dark
Tranquility, and the singer from Dark Tranquility was
singing on the first In Flames album. The whole music
scene in Gothenburg is a very inbred family, because
the city isn’t that big. Everyone has played with
each other in different configurations.
UTV: How has the US success of Soundtrack,... affected
this tour?
Daniel Svensson: I don’t know. Success is success.
UTV: I mean, are you seeing the shows bigger? The
first time I saw In Flames you played !/ Amours in
Brooklyn to 200 people, a tiny little place, now
you’re here [Roseland, New York City].
Daniel Svensson: A couple of tours have gone between.
It isn’t like we have grown this big overnight; we
are touring three tours on each record, it has been
rolling slowly. Now we are a part of this package
tour, I mean Killswitch Engage draw a lot of people
we wouldn’t pull ourselves. And vice versa. Dast
summer we did pretty well also; we toured with
Chimera. We headlined by ourselves and we still had
1,100 people average at each show, which is pretty
good. I noticed in the States, it doesn’t matter how
many records you sell, I mean, I like POD. They
played here the other night, and had like 700 people
That tour is going really bad and they sell millions
of records. We sell together--! don’t know how many--

but we sell out the same places. It’s pretty weird.
But it’s fun because we like to play live. I prefer
to play in front of more people.
UTV: What do you see the difference is with playing
somewhere like this which holds 3»300 people against
playing like the Download Festival or other
Festivals? What’s it like to play in front of 100,000
or 200,000 people?
Daniel Svensson: It’s weird, you just see an ocean of
heads. The audience is so far from the stage . The
sound is so big and you see blue sky. A rock show is
supposed to be in a club. We did Wacken last year,
and we headlined almost, then it was dark and we had
a light show with pyros and stuff, then it’s alright.
When you are playing in the middle of the day it is
hard to find the vibe.
UTV: I understand. We had Cradle of Filth play
Ozzfest last summer and they played at 4:30 in the
afternoon, it just didn’t really work.
Daniel Svensson: Yeah, and they’re a Black Metal
band. It just doesn’t fit.
UTV: A couple of the guys were in Ceremonial Oath.
Was that a precursor to In Flames?
Daniel Svensson: I think Jesper [Stromblad, guitar]
was playing in Ceremonial Oath before In Flames, and
then he left for some reason, I think to do some
other stuff music wise. That was when he started In
Flames. Anders, he was singing on some of it. It’s a
big mess. On the Japanese release of Clayman they did
a big family tree of all the Gothenburg bands, which
is pretty cool to see.
UTV: Daniel, thank you for the time and have a good
show tonight. X
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LIFE

I

WAR
DAN MCCLERNON
At this moment, the Hardcore scene is larger in members andpopularity than ever, and isgarnering attention never before seen on

a mainstream levelMostpeople involved see these aspositive things, but the negative effect ofallthis isaglut ofnew acts simply

trying to ape approaches thathave become tired, rehashing chords andprogressions life tribute bands.

Modern Life Is War is relresfing. Theirnew album,My Love, My Way[Martyr] reaches deepdown into the heartandsoulof
Hardcore music and unleashes all its fury onto an unsuspecting world, harkening back to images ofCBGB matinees and alltpe

unadulteratedbeautyof,that era. ifyouhaven'theardModernLifeIs Waryetandyou callyourselfafanofHardcore, thenyou owe
it toyourselftofind out whatyou're missing out on.
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YOU CAN BE A TRADITIONAL YOUTH CREW BAND, BUT IF

YOU’RE JUST FOLLOWING IN FOOTSTEPS, NOT TAKING
ANY CHANCES AND PLAYING LIKE A BUNCH OF DAMN

SISSIES..WELI MAYBE I’LL SAY THAT’S NOT
“HARDCORE”...IT’S MORE LIKE SHIT I WOULD JUMP ROPE
OR PLAY TENNIS TO--IF I WERE TO JUMP ROPE OR PLAY

TENNIS. SOME OF IT HAS BECOME AN ABSURD PARODY OF
ITSELF. I’M REALLY RANTING NOW. AREN’T I?

Under the Volcano: Please introduce yourself and
tell me what you do in the hand.
Jeff Saton: My name is Jeffrey and I do the vocals
and write the lyrics.
UTV: Can you give me the who, what, when, where, and
whys to how Modern Life is War formed? Was the hand
conceived with a specific vision in mind? Where did
the hand name come from?
Jeff Saton: We started this hand a little over two
years ago In our hometown of Marshalltown, Iowa. The
five of us had all played in local punk hands and
heen involved in the local music scene together
since we were really young. Our vision was to was to
write the hest songs we could, put out our own 7",

and hook our own tour out to the east coast. We
never looked much heyond that until we actually got
out on that tour and noticed that we were getting
some really good response. By the time we got home
from that tour we had a deal with Martyr Records for
the full- length and the hall was rolling. I came up
with the hand name, and I guess it just means that
it’s hard to find your own identity and path in life
in these times of spiritual and cultural crisis.
UTV: Iowa is a state not known for producing much in
the variety of Rock music, let alone Hardcore. Was
it difficult to get much of a local following or is

the scene actually better than an outsider like
myself would know?
Jeff Saton: After being around the country quite a

hit, there are places far more isolated and lifeless

than Iowa. I think the scene in Iowa tends to he
more like an independent music scene, rather than a

strictly Hardcore scene. It’s not as segregated as

it may he in a larger city or on the coasts, because
there aren’t as many hands and there aren’t as many
kids.
UTV: Two months after you formed you issued your
self-released, dehut 7”. What was the entire process
like for you, from the recording of it to the
pressing of it, having to look over every detail
yourselves? Did the process put to rest any
misconceptions you might have had that being in a

hand was all fun and games as opposed to the actual
hard work it can often he?
Jeff Saton: I think we had all heen in hands that
we had high hopes for when we were younger, and
things never really materialized. It was that
disappointment that made us so determined to put out
our own record, so I think we had already learned
that it wasn’t all fun and games--and more
importantly, that there are a zillion hands out
there putting out crap demos and begging record
labels to pull them up. So we just decided to get
the record out, tour, and demand attention rather
than just sending demos and playing locally waiting
for a stroke of luck. Putting out a record is such
a complex and confusing process; it made me
appreciate the work that record labels do much more.
But I also think that it’s something anyone can do.

We come from middle class homes... go to
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school. . .work jobs. . .we all chipped in lots of money
to make it happen, but it built a solid foundation
for us and was completely worth it.

UTV: How was the first record received, and were you
surprised at all by people's reactions, be it
positive or negative?
Jeff Saton: We were surprised with the positive
reaction. We were proud of the record, but didn't
anticipate the buzz it created. I felt like there
were a lot of kids backing us 100^ just on the basis
of those three songs; that was pretty exciting. We
didn't get much negative feedback until later; they
don’t backlash until you've gone from a "nobody" to
a "somebody."
UTV: So how did the band hook up with Martyr
Records?
Jeff Saton: We played our first show with Holding
On and they had been big supporters of us all along.
They did a split 7” with Martyr and bothered Steve
[Meyer, owner] enough that he came out to three of
our shows on our first tour and we shook hands on
doing a full-length together.
UTV: As Martyr's your first label, what were you
expecting them to be able to accomplish for you out
of the gate? Have these expectations been met, and
then some?
Jeff Saton: Martyr has been really great to us,
nothing but good things to say. He really took a

chance on us and put a lot of time and money into
us, and that was something that no other label was
willing to do at the time. I don't think we had any
expectations that are out of the ordinary: just to
help out with costs, get the record out and promote
it. We've worked very hard for him and he's done the
same for us. What more can I say?
UTV: I can only assume that one expectation would of
course be to help you put out one hell of a debut
album, and I think they passed with flying colors.
What's your opinion of the final product that is My
Love, My Way*
Jeff Saton: I'm very proud of it. It didn't come
easy at all--writing music, writing lyrics,
recording--none of it. But I think it's a record
that is unique and real, and I hope will stand the
test of time.

UTV: You recorded the album in Brooklyn's Atomic
Studios, known as the home of recordings by Give Up
the Ghost and the Hope Conspiracy, amongst many
others. Was this a factor in your decision to record
there, instead of some place closer to home?
Jeff Baton: We wanted a very deep driving low-end
to our record and a very raw Punk Rock quality to it
while still being crushingly heavy, and we thought
that Atomic was the place to go with the stuff we
were hearing come out of there. We actually spent
more money per hour in the studio that we used for
our 7". Atomic is cheap; a great place with a great
staff. And, we got to hang out in New York City,
which is exciting shit for Midwestern boys.
UTV: How do you feel your sound has changed from the
7" to My Love, My Way*
Jeff Baton: It has become heavier, more brooding,
more unique, deeper, darker, warmer, more real. The
songs are more cathartic now--like there's a deep
current running through them.

UTV: My Love, My Way hints at melody throughout the
record, something lacking in many bands that have a

similar sound to you. And when I say melody, I don't
mean "Melodic Hardcore" as in Good Riddance or Kid

Dynamite, but subtle hints of it that really rope
the listener in closer. Do you think this is a

direction you will pursue further on future
recordings?
Jeff Baton; Yes... I think we discovered that we
could be a raw heavy Hardcore band with a strong
melodic current running just under the surface. It’s
become a very big part of what we do. Kid Dynamite
shreds

!

UTV; Another aspect of the record that I love is

that it doesn't sound formulaic at all, which I

think is a problem in the Hardcore scene today--too
many bands trying to conform to a certain sound,
vocal style, and lyrical topics instead of trying
break out of it. At times it almost sounds like you
guys wanted to try something completely different in
the middle of recording a tune, leaving the listener
on edge waiting to see what comes next. I'm sure
this comment probably doesn't make a hell of a lot
of sense, but basically do you feel you'll continue
experimenting in your sound?
Jeff Baton: Nah, I think it makes perfect sense.
We've been accused of being "artsy," which to me is

pretty fucking ridiculous. There are always people
out there who want to narrow the parameters of what
Hardcore is, and if you do something that isn't
familiar to their ears--or they don't quite now how
to move to it, or what to make of the lyrics--it's
threatening to them. Hardcore to me is punk music
played with some serious intensity-cutting the
emphasis on fashion and image--and adding a strong
work ethic/DIY ethic. That's what we do, but beyond
that we are going to write the type of things we
want to write, when we want to write them. You can
be a traditional youth crew band, but if you're just
following in footsteps, not taking any chances and
playing like a bunch of damn sissies .. .well. . .maybe
I'll say that's not "Hardcore." It's more like shit
I would jump rope or play tennis to--if I were to
jump rope or play tennis. Some of it has become an
absurd parody of Itself. I'm really ranting now,
aren't I?

UTV: So the record sounds great, the tunes are
killer, and the final impressive piece of My Love,
My Way is the brilliant artwork that accompanies the
album. Who's idea was it, who did the artwork, and
what concepts did you try and touch upon throughout
the booklet?
Jeff Baton: I can take a little credit for the
aesthetics of the record. I wanted something that
looked very classic and old world, depicting travel
and the passage of time. We handed a vague idea to
Chris Cannon and he did some fucking incredible
work. I know he was really in touch with the sound
and the lyrics of our record in order to be able to
do something that meshed so well.
UTV: If there was one thing a person could take away
from listening to Modern Life Is War, what do you
hope that would be?
Jeff Baton: I hope people know that we are everyday
kids. We're not selling a lifestyle. We are for
real. Armchair critics can suck it. X
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Pex Positions is the new face ofPardcore, and when / say j—hardcore / don't mean ofthe porn variety if that's what you're thinking. \pith an ingenious sound that toes the imaginary line

hetween Punk and f—,hardcore, ffhex Positions has one foot nestiedfirmly in the past endeavors of{flack Plag andPhinor Threat, andthe other entrenched in the progressive sounds of{flood

ffrothers andthe Pefused, \pith their self-titled, dehut full-length recently releasedon [feathwish, Inc., you can he certain that ffex Positions willhe bringing their sonic assault to your town

in the near distant future. \)Phi/e vocalist Pich Perusi answeredmy guestions about the hand with the coolest name in Pardcore, his pendpeffreadf\Jationa! (geographic.
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Under the Volcano; Under what circumstances did Sex
Positions get together?
Rich Perusi: We figured there was no soul in Hardcore.
I love Soul, so under the influence of the hardest
working man in show business, Sex Positions was brought
together.
UTV; Formed after the demise of your previous band the
Dedication, how did your approach to this new band
differ? Did you have any Intentional goals set at the
outset that would directly counter anything you had
previously done?
Rich Perusi: Upon the outset, it was an extension of what
we were doing previously, but like anything it morphed
and changed into something more. It was different because
we Included so many more people in this project. The
Dedication was basically the same five minds all the
time. This has already had something like 15 different
people involved. . . which some people would see as a bad
thing, but I enjoy working with different people with
different creative drives and ideas about how to approach
Sex Positions.
UTV: With the glut of serious names in Hardcore these
days, and even worse all the serious names that make
absolutely no sense, how did you guys decide on Sex
Positions, otherwise known as the coolest band name in
Hardcore?
Rich Perusi: Our previous drummer was tired of us trying
to come with names, and he said "We ARE Sex Positions,"
and from that moment we were. There is no pretense or
anything, he was just tired of us throwing out bad band
names, and I'm pretty happy with his motion.
UTV: While we’re on the topic, can you name your favorite
sex position? And if you could share that position with
anyone in the world, who would it be? Our loyal readers
would like to know.
Rich Perusi: My favorite Sex Position is Sric Marcelino
[guitar], for many reasons. He has the looks, the humor,
and ability to wail on the magical guitar. I would
probably share him with anyone and everyone because of
the simple fact that he is something that everyone should
experience

.

UTV: Okay, on to more serious questions. You just
released your self-titled debut full-length on Deathwish,
Inc. How has the label been working out for you, and what
are their thoughts on how the record came out? Looking
back, is there anything that you or the label would like
to have done differently in regards to the finished product?
Rich Perusi: Deathwish is an incredible vessel; they have
answers to almost any question we have. They try to make
things we dream of become a reality. I think the
relationship we have cultivated is awesome. The record
was a bit rushed--we weren’t quite ready to record when
we hit the studio--but I guess that added some excitement
and spontaneity to it. Looking back I would say I am
happy with how everything worked out, except that Eddie
Murphy keeps making shit movies like Shrek 2 . He should
have just retired after Trading Places.
UTV: Lately it seems that Hardcore, at least sound-wise,
is becoming a little stale at times. There are probably
more bands playing Hardcore at this moment than at any
other time, and instead of trying to invent their own
sound--or at the very least be a tad creative-- they ’ ve
chosen to play a watered-down version of Hatebreed or
Thursday, or something similar. I bring this up simply
because Sex Positions seems to be based solely to counter
this activity. Sure, one can hear influences in your
sound, such as Black Flag and Blood Brothers, but you
seem to approach each song as something wholly original.
I guess what I’m trying to ask is whether you
deliberately set out to create your own sound, something
out of the ordinary, or if this just kind of occurs
through your songwriting?
Rich Perusi: Eric is always complaining of a similar
plight, that nothing seems exciting or original in
Hardcore. I don’t necessarily agree with this statement
100^ but I do think there should be a little more

attention paid to creativity. We didn’t have a specific
sound picked out when we started writing songs, we let
our influences influence us not create a sound for us.
The process to the finished sound of the record was also
much different than any other Hardcore record that I know
of.

We recorded the basic skeleton of what you hear on
the re cord-- drums

,
guitar, bass, vocals--then sent the

whole thing to our friend and old drummer Larry [Anzoni].
He then took what he heard and added his own electronic
and sampled touches. He hadn’t ever even heard most of
the songs before getting the recording. I think that
added a whole lot to the sound of what is the recorded
version of Sex Positions.
UTV: When I listen to the album, I don’t know whether to
flail around like a lunatic or start breakdancing. Are
the dance beats incorporated in your sound something
you’d like to explore even further in the future?
Rich Perusi: We have talked about it, I honestly can’t
say what the future will bring. I certainly don’t expect
to start writing dance records, because I can’t sing.
UTV: I get this feeling that there is a controlled chaos
throughout each of your tunes. Like that a song could
crash and burn at any time, almost like you take your
emotions to the breaking point, to the edge of sanity--
kind of how I feel when listening to Converge or the
Locust-am I off-base in this rationale? If not, what do
you feel this can be contributed to?
Rich Perusi: Desperation and Anxiety are things I was
trying to convey, whether it was here, or in The
Dedication. I guess it worked. I think it can be directly
contributed to my reliance on this as an outlet for emotion.
[Jeff Is shaking his head laughing at that answer].
UTV: Speaking of Converge, you recorded with Kurt Ballou
at Cod City Studios, home to records by Converge and Cave
In. Why did you feel he was the right man for the Job?
Rich Perusi: We felt he was the person who could best
capture what we were trying to do. The studio is a place
that I don’t really like being; I think it stifles
everything that makes Hardcore and Punk Rock exciting,
but Kurt, I think, did a good job of keeping the mood
light and exciting.
UTV: Lyrically speaking, the album seems to come off as
very depressing and bitter, yet very eloquent. Am I

reading this wrong or do you have a lot on your mind?
Rich Perusi: Since I never had a Live Journal or Blogspot
I figured I could just pour it all out here... or there,
rather.
UTV: With so much positive attention being paid to
Hardcore these days, what’s one negative aspect that you
would like to see changed? I vote for the banning of
those stupid trucker hats that seem to be all the rage
these days.
Rich Perusi: I always felt that Hardcore was a microcosm
of the real world, and only magnified the Idiocy and
great things of the real world--outside of the Hardcore
scene. I would change how interested everyone else is in
matters that have nothing to do with them. I think people
should pay more attention to their own lives and problems
then worrying about people’s that they have no business
poking their noses into. Also, people on Friendster or
Livejournal cutting themselves or holding guns to their
heads need to relax--suicide isn’t glamorous or cool. You
look silly.
UTV: Thanks for taking the time to do the interview. If
there’s anything you’d like to add, feel free to do so
now. Thanks again!
Rich Perusi: Thank you, Under the Volcano , for supporting
and being interested in this band and my previous bands--
see interview with The Reformed from many years ago.
Check out www.sexpos.net for tour dates, we are on our
way out. East/ West/ the Great Plains .. .We ’ re coming! X
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1349 “Beyond Apocalypse” (Candlelight US, POB 707, Plymouth Meeting,

PA 19462). 1349 features Frost of Satyricon and a cast of true Black Metal

composers. This is one of the most brutal Black Metal albums I’ve heard all

year. It is insanely fast. It has a more bitter attitude than every Dimmu Borgir

album combined, and it has an amazing recording. This band for Frost,

compared to Satyricon, is like comparing Samoth’s Zyklon to the last

Emperor album. While the newest offerings from those bands are good,

these other projects have one-upped them. The band closest to what you
find here (and still exists) is Carpathian Forest, except CP isn’t nearly as

talented. This will be a resurgence for fans of Gorgoroth, Immortal,

Darkthrone and the like. For anyone who has seen the 101 Rules of Black

Metal, this is both Grim and Necro at the same time. (CD)-Myk

27 “Let The Light In” (Hydra Head, POB 291430, Los Angeles, CA 90029).

I wasn’t expecting something this subdued from Hydra Head as this is along

the lines of an indie-rock Cardigans. Maria Christopher’s vocals are

captivating and the band behind her (Neil Coulon, Jay Cannava and Ayal

Naor) provides a great, usually-lush backing. However, I could do without

the electro-pop of “Make Love Not War.” (CD)-Paltrowitz

Hardcore/Punk with breakdowns that though not original, make up for it in

sheer energy. The female vocals also add a nice Lunachicks meet Naked
Aggression feel to the entire sound. I also appreciate the fact that the lyrics

are a step above the usual Rodent Popsicle fodder, with All or Nothing

concentrating more on personal facets of their life than Bush, the

government, and Bush. If you’re into the Rodent Popsicle roster, then you
can’t go wrong with this. (CD)-McClernon
As Tall As Lions “Lafcadio” (Triple Crown, 331 West 57th

St. #472, New
York, NY 10019). This Long Island band might just be the next Brand New
or Taking Back Sunday. Not only because of the Triple Crown connection,

but because this is a great band. As Tall As Lions are very mature-sounding

for young artists—not the way Brand New sounded their first album—which

is a huge advantage. Although they’re put into the same category as most
bands on Triple Crown that are huge now, I’d say they hardly compare to

them; I think As Tall As Lions are 1 0 times better than that. Triple Crown just

loves Long Island bands, as if there’s something in the water. If you haven’t

heard this band yet, I’m sure you will—just as you hear Brand New every

two seconds: on the radio. So, pick up this CD so you’re still be able to say,

“Remember when As Tall As Lions...?” (CD)-Cain

40 Below Summer “The Mourning After” (Razor & Tie, POB 503, Village

Station, NY 10014). Okay, give me a break. Is this the ‘90s again? Does
anybody care about Hip Hop-infused Nu Metal? I didn’t care then, but kids

seemed to like it, so I ignored it. But now people are sending me this stuff

at an underground paper? Seriously now, give it up. The style is dead,

(should have never existed), no one cares, and all the bands sound the

same because apparently no one can break through the predetermined

borders of this style. POD is the closest I’ve seen to being able to escape
this style, but 40 Below Summer does absolutely nothing to distinguish

themselves from anyone. They aren’t even a coattails band since no one
has a coat left to drag on. (CD)-Myk

Age of Ruin “Black Sands of the Hourglass” (Tribunal, POB 49322,

Greensboro, NC 27449). As I understand it, this CD is a collection of demos
and hard to find tracks including a cover of Bon Jovi’s “You Give Love A Bad
Name.” I am always skeptical of bands covering ‘80’s cheese acts, but the

cover is a good one. It’s a new feel, and they reworked it enough that no
one would be embarrassed doing flying roundhouse kicks to it at a show.

These guys are super heavy, surpassing bands like Bleeding Through and
even Congress and stepping right into the realm of Death/Black Metal. They
have a mix similar to Dissection in that realm, but Age of Ruin features far

more slow breakdowns and lacks the pure psychotic fury of the Norwegian
scene. This is a far cry from the era when Unbroken started including Metal

parts into their songs. Imagine a band exactly the opposite of Unbroken
which incorporates some Hardcore parts into the Metal, and you have an
idea of where Age of Ruin is headed. (CD)-Myk

As We Fight “Black Nails and Bloody Wrists” (Good Life, POB 1 14, 8500
Kortrijk, Belgium). Some parts Hardcore, some parts Metal, some parts

Death, and a hint of keyboard in a couple of songs only simplifies As We
Fight, a Hardcore band with some serious musical ability. “Catalyst of

Terror” begins with a riff that could have been placed on a Thrice record

before turning to a much more Hardcore sound. A six-piece band (two

vocalists—relax, it’s not Linkin Park), As We Fight is a technical Hardcore
band that doesn’t limit their music to one defining genre, allowing them to be
a band that both Metal and Hardcore fans could embrace. A very welcome
addition to my collection, maybe yours as well. Black Nails and Bloody
Wrists is pushing its way towards the top new CDs I’ve heard in a

while.(CD)-KevTV

Atom and His Package “Hair: Debatable” (Hopeless, POB 7495, Van Nuys,

CA 91409-7495). I will sorely miss Atom and His Package. Besides being

absolutely hysterical and just a good time all around, he also knew how to

write a great tune. I even had one of his songs (“Happy Birthday Ralph,”

replacing Ralph with my name) sung to me in college at my birthday party

while girls rubbed me down in oil whilst handcuffed to a chair. Umm,
anyhow... this release celebrates his final show ever in his hometown of

Philly and for the first time in my life, I wish I had lived in the city of Brotherly

Love, ‘cause it seemed like an awfully good time was had by all. Atom was
as witty as ever, and he played all my favorites, spanning his entire career,

27 songs in all. I hear Atom has a new band going, substituting Dr. Dan
Yemin for the Package, so I expect some great things from him in the future.

(CD)-McClernon

Albert React “Confluence and Scrapes” (Eulogy, POB 24913, Fort

Lauderdale, FL 33307). I didn’t think much of the Bayside record, I know I

wrote that there are great parts and the vocalist has an amazing voice, but

as a whole it isn’t something I will go back and listen to repeatedly, because
after a while it drags. It’s like one really long song start to finish. Albert React
is like the more talented and pioneering younger brother; they can play

sappy Alterna-Rock stuff with the best of them, but at the end of the whiny
verse, they can also blast into a chaotic chorus or stanza that will easily

throw you back into your seat and keep you on your toes. You don’t have
to be a total wuss to play Emo, you should just remember that it came out

of Hardcore and should have an edge. Albert React has that edge and has
put together 10 heartfelt tracks that should please any and all alterna-scr-

emo-indie rockers. (CD)-Myk

All or Nothing HC “What Doesn’t Kill You...” (Rodent Popsicle, POB 1143,

Allston, MA 02135). Out of the three Rodent Popsicle releases I have to

review this month, this is by far the best. Not that All of Nothing HC are mind
blowing or anything, but they are tight as hell and play a cool mix of

Audio Karate “Lady Melody” (Kung Fu, POB 38009, Hollywood CA 90038)
I personally enjoy the strain-heavy, Matt Skiba-meets-Matt Pryor vocals of

Arturo Barrios and how they’re placed so prominently in this Emo-Pop-Punk
mixture. Some of this disc fares more into edgy territory than others, but all

of it is believable and lively. As a bonus, members of The Descendents
appear via production and vocal cameos. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Automatic Black “De-Evolution” (Arista/Hi-Fi...look it up yourself). The
band’s manager is Scott McGhee, which explains why Automatic Black was
opening for KISS before they had a record deal. In turn, here you have a

disc of “aggressive Pop-Rock” with a “cool rockstar” image that would
appeal to American Hi-Fi fans. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Avenged Sevenfold “Waking the Fallen” (Hopeless, POB 7495, Van Nuys,

CA 91409). This is the second full-length from this Hopeless Records act.

Falling into the same realms as AFI, Son of Sam and Bleeding Through,

these guys are a gothic, metallic Punk band that picks up where the Misfits

and Samhain left off. This is the kind of stuff Danzig would have done if he
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still had a clue what kids were interested in instead of that utter crap he

does now. There are heartfelt lyrics that one would expect to find on an Emo
record, and visually these guys look like Samhain. At times, they match
equally the shitkicking power of Bleeding Through, although with A7X (their

own abbreviation) there’s a tendency to have more classic Metal guitar

sounds than with their contemporaries. With all the mixing of influences, it

would be easy to turn this into a stinking turd; it takes a really talented band
to pull it off. These guys are at the forefront of putting together something

really memorable. (CD)-Myk

The National Acrobat “The Complete Recordings” (Initial, POB 17131,

Louisville, KY 40217). I remember reviewing a couple of this bands EPs a

couple of years ago. Being that they were from Kentucky, I, of course,

expected them to sound like either Endpoint or the Enkindles. Biased, I

know, but it was just the image I had of that scene from the bands I’d heard.

After hearing The National Acrobat I was really blown away. Not only did

they not sound remotely like Endpoint, they sounded like they could be

labelmates with Heroin, Angel Hair or perhaps a couple of more eclectic DC
area bands. These guys were really bucking the trend from their home
scene and going more towards the eclectic and weird (for lack of a better

term) Gern Blandsten style band. You could expect to see these guys fit in

with Native Nod or the VSS, perhaps even the Trans Maghetti. It was an

excellent mix of late ‘80's Hardcore and the early ‘90’s AmRep sonic

experience. Now these guys are gone and all in far more popular bands,

and this posthumous collection of all their recordings spans some 30 tracks

of punishing and explosive Punk Rock. Fans of more experimental Black

Flag will really feel the vibe on this as well. (CD)-Myk

Bad Religion “The Empire Strikes First” (Epitaph, 2798 Sunset Blvd., Los

Angeles, CA 90026). With a constant televised barrage of political upheaval,

social unrest, religious disorder, and unspeakable atrocities of war
rampantly bombarding the world around us today, a brand spankin’ new Bad
Religion release is a welcome inspirational relief. The Empire Strikes First

continues the unique Bad Religion tradition of molding impeccable melodic

structures and energetic, intellectual rage into a colossal, life-defining work

of art that no other band could dare come close to replicating. As always,

the poetically caustic lyrics drop a swift, steady kick to the cerebrum,

causing the listener to stop and think before taking action. And the pristine,

rapid-fire musicianship burns with a radiantly glowing intensity not felt since

the sun first came into being. The Empire Strikes First is a rare voice of

astuteness and assertive reason in an age of apathetic, Hollywood-style

aloofness and sluggish, sheep-like bewilderment. Listen, learn, and react!

(CD)-Moser

Billy Club Sandwich “Chin Music” (Innerstrength, 70 Newburgh, NY 12550

). Billy Club Sandwich play a traditional style of New York Hardcore. The
sound should please fans of the Hardcore genre, but it doesn’t do much for

me. There are a million movie quotes and sound bytes, as well as songs

about fighting. The songs that are sung in Spanish were the most interesting

on the album. (CD)-Thee Republicrat

Black Nasa “Deuce” (Meteor City, POB 40322, Albuquerque, NM 87196).

Featuring ex-members of Atomic Bitchwax, you kinda know what you’re

getting into here. Falling into the Stoner Rock/1 970’s Hard Rock
classification, Black Nasa mostly remind me of Black Sabbath, with even the

singer faintly resembling Ozzy at times. A little too psychedelic at times for

me, Deuce is a decent record that could be a great starting point for future

endeavors. (CD)-McClernon

Blood In/Blood Out “No One Conquers Who Doesn’t Fight” (Spook City,

POB 34891, Philadelphia, PA 19101). I love this record, I really do. Much
like The Judas Cradle (see review this issue) this band brings back

memories of the ‘80’s Thrash era and the whole Combat-Core movement.
The guitar parts and sound on this album very much bring to my mind

elements of Kill Em All and the vocals remind me a lot of early Integrity,

Sheer Terror and the roots of the Syracuse scene. The breakdowns are

bruising and the vocalist even carries a little Roger Miret in his style. Lace

up those high tops and let the kick boxing commence! (CD)-Myk

The Book of Knots (Arclight, 1403 Rio Grande St., Austin, TX 78701). With

an eclectic array of 42 instruments and 14 musicians, The Book of Knots’

self-titled debut release is a brilliantly pieced together conceptual endeavor

with a distinct nautical slant. It’s a sonic, seafaring excursion into uncharted

musical territory where guitars cackle and bleat like seagulls, bells

sporadically chime, percussion crashes in and out like huge tumbling waves,

violins mournfully wail, and assorted electronic sputterings shriek with a

lashing fury. The Book of Knots navigate the listener into a maritime-related

soundscape that’s all-at-once trippy, dreamy, haunting, surreal, and
sometimes brash, noisy, and stormy. It’s a grand, life-altering voyage that

will surely bring out the adventurous, scalawag spirit in all who lend their

ears to the unique salty-dog sounds of this CD. Ahoy! (CD)-Moser

Brandtson “Send Us A Signal” (The Militia Group, 1215 North Red Gum,
Suite L, Anaheim CA 92806). I wouldn’t be able to tell this apart from most
of the bands that consider Jimmy Eat World’s Clarity influential, but these

are some well-written songs with careful production. Sensitive but powerful.

(CD)-Paltrowitz

Break the Silence “Near Life Experience” (Hopeless, POB 7495, Van Nuys,

CA 91409). Here’s an interesting Emo/Punk/Hardcore hybrid of a sound, as

worked on by Mass Giorgini. The lyrics are based on personal politics, and

while I don’t enjoy frontman Dan’s screaming, I do like his singing and the

powerful, melodic music that’s backing him. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Breaking Benjamin “We Are Not Alone” (Hollywood...a town where deals

are made, and dreams are crushed). More mad-at-your-dad Rock which’ll

wind up on the radio. Billy Corgan co-wrote three of the tracks, so expect to

see his name in every article about Breaking Benjamin from this point on.

(CD)-Paltrowitz

The Briefs “Sex Objects” (BYO, POB 67609, Los Angeles, CA 90067). It's

bands like The Briefs that keep my hopes up in this day and age of Punk
Rock mediocrity. With two immediate classics in Hit After Hit and Off the

Charts, and a stint on Interscope that ended quicker than it took me to lose

my virginity, The Briefs could have simply called it a day and still would've

made the Punk history books. Instead, they plow ahead with their third full-

length, Sex Objects, a release that demands your attention with its

Ramones and Buzzcocks-inspired anthems. While Sex Objects may not be

any better than their two previous albums (which would have been damn
near impossible), it certainly is right on par and heads and shoulders above
the competition. The Briefs are the embodiment of the year 1977, so if you

think you're ready to be transported into their world, just make sure to pack
your skinny tie. (CD)-McClernon

Burning Brides “Leave No Ashes” (V2
,
14 East 14

th
St., New York, NY

10012). I finally realized why this band seems so familiar; they’re touring

with A Perfect Circle—pretty good company. I’ve heard quite a bit of talk

about this band but never heard them until now. Burning Brides is straight-

up Rock and Roll without being the cliched Retro Rock of say, Jet or the

Strokes. The vocals of Dimitri Coats are a bit raspy and the songs have a

much more basic Rock sound, but there’s an air of authenticity surrounding

them. This is Rock music played by Rock fans instead of Rock music played

by the sons of guys who own modeling agencies. I definitely see why
members of Queens of the Stone Age are fans of Burning Bridges; “King of

the Demimonde” has a deep, plodding groove and a big-time Stoner feel. At

first listen I didn’t quite get into this, but the second time around, it seeped
in—Burning Brides are able to play Rock n’ Roll without getting trapped in

made up Retro Rock bullshit; I can only hope that’s not how they’re sold.

(CD)-KevTV

Carl Henry Brueggen “Cinzano and Cocaine” (446 North Wells #316,

Chicago, IL 60610). Carl Henry Brueggen is extremely fancy. This reminds

me of something my grandparents would (if they could) dance to at their 50th

anniversary; it is very old-fashioned and even more mysterious. I’m so

confused; there are nine musicians listed, only three songs, and absolutely

no information about this CD, anywhere. (CD)-Cain

Carl Henry Brueggen “Man’s Favorite Sport” (446 North Wells #316,

Chicago, IL 60610). Same kinda stuff, different CD... except this time there

are 14 people performing. I give up! (CD)-Cain

The Casualties “On the Front Line” (SideOneDummy, POB 2350, Los

Angeles, CA). Let me first say that I’ve never been that impressed with The
Casualties, but man this album is pretty fucking good. The intro is sure to

be a favorite amongst “The Casualties Army.” The production is flawless

(maybe a little too good,) and the band’s songwriting seems to only be
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getting better. Some songs remind me of Rancid’s fifth album. I’m sure this

album wifi be the summer soundtrack for all the mohawked punks. What can

I say? I dig it. (CD)-Cyst Vicious

The Casualties “On the Front Line” (SideOneDummy, 6201 Sunset Blvd,

Suite 211, Hollywood, CA 90028). There seems to be a love affair with

hating these guys. I don’t get it. I’ve met a couple of the guys several times

and they always seem cool enough. But past that, they put out a very solid

Punk Rock record. It’s got great production and has that classic feel, not to

mention your prototypical political punk lyrics. There is a lot of British Punk

sounds here, but also a lot of American Street Punk parts included. They

have a mean guitar sound and the vocals are excellent. I like this record,

and for whatever reason it is that people seem to bag on them, I’m going to

have to disagree. I think we need more anthemic Punk Rock again. I love

fast and heavy, but we will always need something to sing along to, and

that’s what this is. (CD)-Myk

Cave In “Live Airwaves” (Magic Bullet, 17 Argyle Hills Dr., Fredericksburg,

VA 22405). Cave In’s eight song live CD features songs originally recorded

for radio release, six of which were never broadcast (the two songs from

Jupiter made it onto WBCN out of Boston). Cave In is the rare band that

shines brightly in both the studio and a live setting, and this disc illustrates

why—there are perfect performances of “Inspire,” “Anchor,” “Joy Opposites,”

and the highlight is an even more elongated version of “Seafrost,” making

the song even more grand and spectacular than in its original form. Acoustic

performances of “Beautiful Son” and “Youth Overrided” round out the first

radio session, and “Jupiter” and “Innuendo and Out the Other” are the final

two songs. My only complaint is that the two older songs are mixed much
lower than the other six (different sessions I know, but having to adjust the

volume between songs on the same disc is a bit aggravating). Not only is

it live Cave In, the disc is another limited release from Magic Bullet Records.

If you can find one, pick it up, it’s inexpensive and certainly stands as a fine

example of Cave In’s proficiency for not only crafting great songs, but for

being able to replicate them in a live setting.(CD)-KevTV

Cavity “Supercollider” (Hydra Head, POB 291430, Los Angeles, CA 90029).

Supercollider'^ a re-issue of the 1 999 album from the Man’s Ruin label. This

album has one bonus track for sure and either has a second new track and

is missing an old one, or they changed the name of one song. What you

have here is the most tonal Stoner Rock you can find. Cavity falls

somewhere between Clutch, Buzzoven, Grief, and St. Vitus, but with bits of

all, including, at times, the incredibly slow dirge of Grief. The vocalist

reminds me a lot of Clutch and the rest is a mix of doom that gets you as

low as you care to be. Fans of Pentagram, ATP and the more metallic

Stoner/Doom sound will be thoroughly pleased with this, but it might be a

little over the top for fan of the more psychedelic bands. (CD)-Myk

Charlie Mars “Advance” (V2, www.v2records.com). The major label debut

from singer/songwriter Charlie Mars is nothing short of a compelling,

intimate Rock record. Advance is musically along the lines of what Paul

Westerberg is doing these days (though less bluesy and not yet quite as

good), or some of the more personal Pete Yorn stuff, if Yorn sounded more

like Bono of U2 at times. I’m really impressed with what Mars has been able

to accomplish here. Like most of my favorite bands/artists, Mars has been

able to stir my emotions in such a way that I feel like he had my life in mind

when writing particular tunes. One shouldn’t underestimate how important

that personal connection truly is, and Mars doesn’t either, so one can only

hope that he continues his musical journey and avoids fading into obscurity.

(CD)-McClernon

Cheer-Accident “Introducing Lemon” (Skin Graft, POB 257546, Chicago,

IL 60625). For the life of me, I don’t think my ears have ever heard such a

bizarre and bilious display of musical weirdness as hacked out by the

obviously psycho-freakish Cheer-Accident. Introducing Lemon is a trippy,

ethereal, jazzy, and disjointed sound collage of meandering, self-absorbed

instrumentals with an oddball assortment of chants, scat, and other mentally

disturbed vocalizations randomly tossed throughout the quirky and crazed

mix. This is nothing more than a rambling, nonsensical soundtrack of utter

maddening confusion, an aural absurdity for the damned and criminally

insane. If I’m subjected to one minute more of Cheer-Accident’s blatantly

inhumane auditory torture, I shall assuredly suffer a nervous breakdown

from which I’ll never recover. Downright horrendous, irritating, and awful!

(CD)-Moser

The Chiefs “Holly-West Crisis” (Dr. Strange, POB 1058, Alta Loma, CA
91701). I’ve never really listened to the Chiefs before, but I’m pretty

impressed. This is a collection of their early 7" and comp tracks—all of

which are really difficult to find—so this is a great release to obtain. Though
it certainly shares traits with Cali bands such as Social D. and the

Adolescents (as well as a heavy Ruts influence), I don’t feel The Chiefs are

quite as good. Don’t get me wrong, it’s still a lot better than a lot of what gets

passed off as Punk Rock these days, it’s just not on the same level as some
of the classics. (CD)-McClernon

Chumbawamba “Un” (Koch, 740 Broadway, New York, NY 10003). I’m sure

I’m not the first to say this, but it’s such a shame that in this band’s 20-year

existence, that one song was their only hit. You know how it goes: “I get

knocked down, but I get up again. .

.” Chumbawamba is so political, hilarious,

and upbeat, it kind of makes you want to have fun hating the government.

One notable song, titled “On eBay,” was written about how a Baghdad

museum was looted while coalition forces just watched it happen; it states

the Iraq war is occurring also to destroy and exploit a complete culture, and

that you’ll be able to buy the personal belongings of Iraqis on eBay. This is

a perfect album to put out before the election; every politically-charged band

of every genre should do the same... and quick! (CD)-Cain

Coalesce “Give Them Rope She Said V2.0” (Edison, POB 42586,

Philadelphia, PA 19101). Coalesce will go down in my book as one of the

finest bands that pioneered the Metalcore scene. Seeing them play with At

the Gates still sits in my mind as one of the best shows I ever went to. Few
people before Coalesce had released an album that was so Metal but could

still be accessible to Hardcore kids. This is a re-issue of the band’s first full-

length, which I believe was their third release over all after two 7” EPs. The

album has been re-mastered by the original producer, all the artwork was
redone in collaboration with the band to re-introduce these out of print tracks

at the highest level. There is no arguing that this album is powerful. It is also

original beyond almost anything. There are no Swedish Metal comparisons,

no Combat Records revisits. At best, one could say they have elements of

Deadguy and Today Is the Day, but those are specific bands and those

bands were also original. I’ve always felt that pioneers of a scene were

essential owns and listens, even if they had been surpassed by their peers.

In this case, they are the pioneers and they may be better than all except a

handful to ever play this style. (CD)-Myk

Collide “Vortex” (Noiseplus, POB 565, North Hollywood, CA 61603). I

mean, if you are into stuff like Evanescence you’d definitely like this. I, on

the other hand, am not, so it really doesn’t interest me. It’s electronic stuff

with gothy-looking girl singer. Their names are “Statik” and “KaRIN.” There

are two discs with 1 0 different versions of each song—it’s super lame. Keep
your ears out for it next time you hit a third-rate goth club. (CD)-Cain

Corey Heaslip “Wire Ourselves Up” (Comsco, POB 228, N. Falmouth, MA
02556). Corey Heaslip is an amazingly talented dude; he sings and plays

most of the instruments here, accompanied by vocalist Brenna Oberton and

drummer Alex Stewart. At first listen, the songs come across as well-crafted

semi-acoustic pop tracks with an “adult” sensibility. After a few listens,

however, it’s evident that Heaslip is a bone fide guitar hero; the feedbacking

notes spark skyward, then float to earth in a gentle shower of embers;

ringing strings dance with ghostly voices. Best of all, Corey knows how to

twist a hook in his own quiet way, making it seem deceptively simple. A
sleeper on many levels, for those times when you feel like actually listening

to something. (CD)-Black

Cougars “Manhandler” (Thick, POB 220245, Chicago, IL 60622). It would

be easy to write off Cougars as a Rocket From the Crypt rip-off, but a

comment like that wouldn’t do this band nearly enough justice. It’s true that

RFTC is an obvious influence on the band (from the big Rock guitar sound

to the horn section), but Cougars are more technical in their sound, almost

like if you took all three of John Reis’ bands (Pitchfork, Drive Like Jehu, and

RFTC), cooked them in a stew, added a dash of Jesus Lizard, and voilal,

you’d have Cougars (my apologies for the Emeril type description, but I’m

hungry goddammit!). This five song EP is terrific, but simply not enough to

satisfy my appetite, so I suggest you go and pick up their full-length as well.

(CD)-McClernon

Counterattack “Step Aside” (Reality Clash, POB 491, Dana Point, CA
92629). In reading the album booklet for Step Aside, it seems to be that
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Counterattack is comprised of some nice, smart and friendly guys but I’m

not much for this kind of Punk Rock. It sounds like the instruments were all

recorded separately, and the croaking vocals make it hard for the words to

be understood. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Cypress Hill “Till Death Do Us Part” (Columbia. ..look it up in the phone
book). I never liked these guys but always tolerated them, and this disc does
nothing to change my initial perception You know that voice, you know their

sound, except now they’ve enlisted a couple of musicians a bit more
removed from Hip Hop to collaborate with. Most notable is Tim Armstrong,
who is still dabbling in music outside Punk. Rap has never been my thing

and Mr. Armstrong’s input on the first single doesn’t change my mind. I like

that Cypress Hill don’t take themselves too seriously, and that they never
wanted to get into wars and kill other rappers. Other than that, Rap will still

remain a mystery to me.(CD)-KevTV

DOA “War and Peace” (Sudden Death, Cascades POB 43001, Burnaby,

BC, Canada V5G 3H0). A greatest hits, so to speak, for the longest (if not

best known) Canadian Hardcore band. This disc celebrates DOA’s 25 year

anniversary with a collection of 26 of the band’s best known songs, including

“Disco Sucks,” “World War 3,” “That’s Progress” (with Jello Biafra), and “Just

Say No to the WTO.” This also celebrates the release of Joey Shithead’s

new book I, Shithead, a history of the band directly from the man’s own
memory. It is hard to be one of the select that owns every DOA release;

aside from the fact that they have so many releases, they also have been
around forever, so even someone like me (I was six when they released

their first EP) has a hard time getting everything; they also have a bunch of

hard to get European-only releases which are really hard to come by unless

you’re lucky or have a ton of money. This CD collects a lot of the tracks from

those hard to get releases and also serves as a sampler to newcomers, as
Sudden Death (Joey’s label) is slowly re-releasing everything the band has
done. DOA is an essential band, and this is a disc full of their most essential

song—where can you go wrong? (CD)-Myk

Dark Tranquility “Exposures: In Retrospect and Denial” (Century Media,

2323 W. El Segundo Blvd, Hawthorne, CA 90250). Whoa, this is some crazy

stuff! I’ve never heard of Dark Tranquility, but they’ve been in existence for

15 years, and this is all of their earlier, hard-to-find recordings re-mastered

and sounding great. There is even a bonus DVD! Go buy it if you love this

band! (CD)-Cain

Dark Tranquillity “Exposures: In Retrospect and Denial” (Century Media,

2323 W. El Segundo Blvd, Hawthorne, CA 90250). If I was not such a huge
Katatonia fan, this would be the best re-issue that Century Media has ever
done. It features Dark Tranquility’s next to impossible to find demo and their

first EP represented for the first time on CD and re-mastered. In addition to

that, it features seven unreleased tracks from their last three recording

sessions for a total of 12 tracks. It’s well worth the price of admission,

especially since Dark Tranquility is one of the best Gothic Metal bands in the

world. In addition to that, this includes the audio version of the band’s new
DVD as a bonus second CD that features 1 9 live unreleased tracks. You get

31 tracks for the price of a single CD, and it’s probably one third the price

of the band’s demo alone. This is essential for any extreme Metal fan or

Goth kid to own. Fans of Paradise Lost, Katatonia, Tiamat, and Lacuna Coil

should get their ass in gear and score some truly powerful music that is just

too good a value to pass up. (CD)-Myk

The Deadly Weapons (Jonny Cat, roadtoruindistro@comcast.net). The
accompanying bio refers to the band as “GG Allin meets the Ramones with

chick vocals.” I don’t disagree with that description as long as early

Ramones is meant, since the songs are short and production is sludgy. This

is energetic and would probably be fun to catch in a live setting, but not

necessarily what you’d want to hear in the midst of a hangover. (CD)-

Paltrowitz

Death Before Disco “Party Bullet” (Good Life
,
POB 114, 8500 Kortrijk,

Belgium). A Hardcore band with an adventuresome spirit at its core, Death
Before Disco mixes a variety of styles to fit under their banner. The opener,

“Dear Escalated,” begins with a swirling, distorted vocal and steps into a

more aggressive wave of music, mixing both clean and screamed vocals.

The music is fairly interesting and the clean parts certainly bear a striking

resemblance to Jupiter-era Cave In (“Blink, Brake” even uses the space
noises). Some songs border on radio-ready Rock (“Putting Power to the

Pauze”), even if it has a breakdown at the end. This is Hardcore somehow
teetering between creativity and more wide acceptance, because the sound
of the record is a bit too restrained; the guitars area bit too low, and some
of the better riffs don’t stand out like they should. Oh, and it also contains

the almost-mandatory hidden acoustic track. (CD)-KevTV

Deceased “Rotten to the Core” (Malt Soda, POB 7611, Chandler, AZ j
85246). Some people scream a little too loudly about the old days. King
Fowley of Deceased is one of those people, but he’s done something about
it. He and his cohorts have produced a cover album featuring some 17
classic Thrash and Punk songs. The bands covered include Cro-Mags,
Plasmatics, English Dogs, Excel, Dead Kennedys, Suicidal Tendencies
(secret track), MDC, Sheer Terror and a bunch more that are all equally as
good. It’s put up or shut up, and Deceased most definitely have put up. All

the songs still have their original flair, but with the Deceased sound, which,

if you’re not familiar with them, is just an old Thrash sound anyway.
Deceased fans will most benefit from this record as I’m sure they will

discover bands they’ve never heard of and will instantly love these tracks.

(CD)-Myk

Deicide “Scars of the Crucifix” (Earache, 43 West 38th
St., 2nd FI, New York,

NY 10018). Once Upon the Cross was to be this band’s greatest album, or

so I thought. The last two full-lengths seemed nothing more than an effort

to clear their contract with Roadrunner, mere shadows of what the band had
once achieved. Now with a new label, Deicide apparently has a new outlook

on existence. This is debatably the most ferocious album Deicide has ever
released. It’s not that they do anything blazingly new, they just seem a little

tighter. A little faster. A little more pissed off, and lastly, they seem to have
taken a little extra time to write these songs. This is the kind of album that

led Deicide to its legendary status. The band has returned and seems to

have the ability to destroy all in its path this time. (CD)-Myk

Demons “Demonology” (Gearhead, POB 421219, San Francisco, CA
94142). There are a lot of bands that—out of nowhere—play tough guy
Rock music; some of them are pathetic, and some are really good. Demons
fall into the latter category. This album is a collection of old out of print 7”s

and various compilation tracks. There are a lot of covers on here, like

Misfits’ “She,” The Stooges’ “You Don’t Want My Name,” and The Pagans’
“What’s This Shit Called Love?” but, it’s the bands originals that really won
me over. The recordings sound real grimy, just the way I like, and there’s no
sense of bullshit Rock posturing— these guys are the real deal. Lead singer

Mathias writes a good little piece in the liner notes, explaining all the shit the

band’s been through since its inception. I recently went on Gearhead’s
website and learned that Demons’ equipment had been stolen from their van
in front of Gearhead headquarters, so if you live in or around Oakland and
can shed some light on the matter, contact them, because there’s nothing

worse than getting your shit stolen... especially for a hard working Swedish
band touring the States.(CD)-Cyst Vicious

Descendents “Cool to Be You” (Fat Wreck Chords, POB, 193690, San
Francisco, CA 94119). Much as with the ‘Merican EP, I’m kind of at a loss

for words. When perfection is reached, my job is made fairly easy. I mean,
the Descendents have been around forever and just know how to write a

song clocking out at two minutes that can sum up exactly how I’m feeling at

any given moment. They are so unabashedly honest and sincere that it kills

me to see these new jack bands making it big with songs vastly inferior to

those written by a band that directly or indirectly influenced their entire

sound. Where as 1996’s Everything Sucks was extremely catchy and more
straightforward than previous recordings, Cool to Be You combines the best

of all worlds, where the melodies remain huge in true Descendents fashion,

but the hooks are more subtle than were found on Everything Sucks. From
the opening track, “Talking,” to the final gut-wrenching tune “Dry Spell,” Milo

and the boys haven’t missed a step, and lyrically they’re still at the top of

their game, singing about broken hearts, unrequited love, being a nerd, and
of course, their first love, coffee. You know you’re going pick this up, so stop

listening to what I have to say and go buy it. NOW! (CD)-McClernon

Desperate Measures “Never Enough Time” (Youngblood, POB 236,

Ephrata, PA 17522). I don’t know where Youngblood continues to find these

bands that play late ‘80’s to early ‘90’s styled Hardcore. Each one is a band
that I would have worshipped at that time. Now I love them, but with more
of a fondness because I’m just not going to as many Straight Edge shows
and fingerpointing and stage diving. It does take away a bit from the overall
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effect. These guys have a vocalist who very much reminds me of the guy
from Jughead’s Revenge. The music sounds a lot like Chain of Strength,

Bold and a couple of the bands that used to be on New Age Records. Not
for one second do I think these morals and objectives are any less important
than I did then. My life has led me in a different direction that I thought it

would at 18, but it makes me feel good that bands like Desperate Measures
exist to give some kids the same direction and (hopefully) meaning that the

bands I grew up with gave me. I guess Positive Hardcore is still important
to me, just in a different way, and musically I still love it. (CD)-Myk

Detachment Kit “Of This Blood... ” (www.Frenchkissrecords.com). Parts of

this album sound like a PT Anderson soundtrack, other tracks have the

fast/slow dynamic that’s been a tad overdone. There are some songs that

would make shoegazers blush, and some pretty strong Fugazi-influenced

tunes. Mix it all up and you have an album that sounds like a poorly

coordinated compilation. Individually the songs aren’t that bad, but as an
album this doesn’t make sense. (CD)-Thee Republicrat

Die Hunns “Long Legs” (Disaster, POB 7112, Burbank, CA 91510). Die
Hunns is an old school Punk band with a super hot punk chick with big

boobs (and even hotter tattoos) on bass and vocals. This album features

Corey Parks of Nashville Pussy and Duane Peters of US Bombs. Yeah,
they’re a lot more punk and a lot better than the latest Distillers album. Die
Hunns sound kinda like X-Ray Spex but more up-to-date— but it’s still very
old school-esque. I could picture Die Hunns being really popular (but still

punk) because of this one song “Hate and Love” ... “it’s all you need!” (CD)-
Cain

Division of Laura Lee “Das Not Compute” (Burning Heart/Epitaph, 2798
Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90026). DOLL’S second full-length is yet

another step closer to the band finally achieving the masterpiece I know
they’re capable of. Their first full-length, Dark City, was a very good, unique
Rock record with New Wave-ish Joy Division undertones that didn’t quite fit

into the grand scheme of things, perhaps because I felt that those tunes in

particular were kind of weak on the whole. With their second album, DOLL
has refined their sound, combining for smoother transitions between their

more straight up Rock tunes and their New Wave leanings, which are
considerably better than on Dark City, and actually make for some of the
better tracks, as on “Breathe Breathe.” Das Not Compute is a Rock n’ Roll

record to be sure, but it’s the sultry, sensual dance beats layered throughout
each tune that make this record a cut above the rest, and worth your time.

(CD)-McClernon

Division of Laura Lee “Das Not Compute” (Burning Heart/Epitaph, 2798
Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90026). This is a far superior record to their

first offering, which I totally didn’t care for; it’s far more stable and has more
of a direction. The members of Division of Laura Lee have really gotten into

the ‘70’s Iggy style Rock and mixed in some ‘80’s style Goth/New Wave like

Love and Rockets and later Damned tracks. They have far surpassed fly by
nights like the Strokes and White Stripes with their generic hipster banter.

This is technical and well-written, while creating an atmosphere that’s a
modern day equivalent of what their forefathers brought to the table. This is

a real album, not a bunch of recycled tracks more geared towards fashion
than pure emotion. So, all you dolts out there with the stiff dark denim
jackets and the t-shirts sized to fit my two year old son should get off your
high horses and check out some real music instead of the GC flavor of the

month. (CD)-Myk

Dope Stars Inc. “10,000 Watts of Artificial Pleasures”
(www.dopestarsinc.com). Part-Metal, part-industrial, part-Pop with a
seemingly contrived “dark” interest and a Billy Idol cover. When it comes to

music that’s supposed to be heavy and computer-like yet poppy I’ll stick with

Andrew WK, thanks. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Down to Nothing “Save It For the Birds” (Thorp, POB 6786, Toledo, OH
43612). Something is just off about this CD. As I listen to it, I hear a
distinctly old Hardcore style, but it’s off. I think it’s the vocals... it sounds to

me like the vocalist is always out of time; either by accident or for effect, it

isn’t working for me. It makes the whole album sound discordant (in a poor
way), and makes it hard to pay attention to. It’s like Busta Rhymes’ third

album where he decided he was just going to fit as many words in a frame
as he could whether it matched the beat or not. I’m very picky with my old

school Hardcore. It isn’t hard to play, but if you do, it’d better be perfect. To

me, this isn’t. (CD)-Myk

Dresden 45 “Paradise Lost (Expanded)” (Arclight, 1403 Rio Grande St.,

Austin, TX 78701). Paradise Lost (Expanded) is a 20-track, skull-exploding

compilation of various Dresden 45 songs culled from a couple of their EPs
and LPs that were originally released in the late ‘80s and early ‘90s. Even
though I’m a natural-born, native Texan, I must ashamedly confess that,

until now, I’ve never even heard of Dresden 45 who are also as purebred
Texan as armadillos, Lone Star Beer, and JR Ewing. My obvious lack of

familiarity with the band is certainly my loss, though, because Dresden 45
unleash a raging, flesh-scorching inferno of adrenaline-pumped Old School
Hardcore that possesses a heaving overload of bone-pulverizing Speed
Metal guitar riffs. It’s a furious, forceful, and unrelenting collection of

amplified anger, aggression, and balls-out attitude; the perfect incendiary

soundtrack for an earth-destroying nuclear holocaust. And in the end,
Dresden 45 are the only ones left standing. (CD)-Moser

Drop “Sucker Punch’YDar/c Star/Direct Impact, 1 736 Norwood Ave. Suite G-
1, Itasca, IL 60143). These guys thank “all the great guys at Clear Channel
Entertainment” in their liner notes. Need I say more? OK I will... I think they
forgot to thank the mirror for all the countless hours spent in front of it,

developing that tough guy pose for the album cover. (CD)-Thee
Republicrat

Dufus “1:3:1” (ROIR, POB 501, Prince St. Station, New York, NY 10012).
The daffy, strange, stomach-churning songs of Dufus are nothing more than
annoying psycho-babble protest rants aurally awash in an avalanche of

insipid avant-garde Folk Rock. It’sartsy-fartsy, tree-huggin’, hippy commune
music recorded for the benefit of sandal-wearing, daffodil-sniffing slackers
who never bathe, never work, and never contribute a damn thing of any
worth to civilization in general. Instead, they incessantly bitch, bellyache,

and whine about the fucked-up world around them, all the while lazily

mooching off the very society that they petulantly rail against. Peace and
love, my ass! End of sermon... (CD)-Moser

The Dukes of Hillsborough “If Only We Had Someplace to Go” (ADD,
POB 8240, Tampa, FL 33674). This is the second time in as many years
that I’ve had the misery-swathed misfortune of reviewing a Dukes of

Hillsborough release, and I ain’t none the least bit happy about it; it’s a
sickening, wretched cesspool of Alternative Rock sludge that causes my
rectum to quiver and my manhood to shrivel and wither. I honestly can’t

fathom why anyone who possesses a reasonable amount of sanity would
want to subject themselves to the blatantly uninspiring noise contained
herein. If you derive some kind of demented thrill out of wallowing in the

lackluster depths of extreme auditory mediocrity, then this dud’s for you.

(CD)-Moser

Echobrain “Glean” (Surfdog/Chophouse, 1126 South Coast Highway 101,

Encinitas, CA 92024). One-time band of Jason Newsted, Echobrain soldiers

on without their noteworthy bass player and continues to pursue their

original and sometimes inspiring sound. Glean is a bit mellower than their

first, self-titled disc, but still offers an assorted outing. Echobrain songs are
well played and highlight some great musicianship underneath Dylan
Donkin’s soaring voice. Glean is a bit of a progression from their previous

CD, but still enjoyable. One question: where are some of the other

Echobrain songs that were written after the first album was released? I got

to see the band play while Newsted was with them, and they played a few
songs that weren’t on their first disc and aren’t on Glean either. Too bad,

because I remember a song called “Jupiter” being fantastic.(CD)-KevTV

Electric Frankenstein “We Will Bury You!” (TKO, 3126 W. Cary St. #303,
Richmond, VA 23221). Effin’ wow! What a growling, gargantuan monster of

a collection from a snarling, bad-ass behemoth of a band! You get 31

cranked-to-the-max, voltage-packed covers given the intensely loud Electric

Frankenstein treatment... two discs altogether with a widely varying array

of leering, sneering, amplified brashness recorded between 1991 and 2003.
Electric Frankenstein thunderously pays homage to an eclectic and
sometimes bizarre mix of legendary musical mavericks, including Circle

Jerks, AC/DC, Girlschool, X, The Dictators, Dead Kennedys, The Clash,

Supersuckers, Iron Maiden, Generation X, Fleetwood Mac, Dead Boys,

Aerosmith, Motorhead, Pink Floyd, Blue Oyster Cult, New York Dolls, Joan
Jett, Johnny Cash, and The Misfits. I can only compare the full-force,

destructo-crazed fury of We Will Bury You! to the explosive impact of a
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lightning bolt zapping the fire-farting ass of Thor. An absolute incendiary

performance! (CD)-Moser

Ensoph “Opus Dementiae” (Cruz Del Sur, CP 5109, 00153 Roma,
Ostiense, Italy). I believe this is like the band’s third album, but the first I

have heard. It reminds me a lot of bands like Kovenant, who play Black

Metal, but they also use a lot of Gothic elements as well as a good portion

of Electronica/lndustrial. The album has parts that sound like they could be
on a Dark Tranquility record, and then will almost immediately sound like a

Mayhem track. The album features a remix by Bruno Kramm from Das Ich,

which is one of the closest comparisons I could use for this band anyway.

It’s far more over the top than Rammstein, although there are parts that are

similar. Especially if Dani Filth did a guest appearance on their next album.

But, like I said, Kovenant and possibly Mayhem’s Grand Declaration of War
is about as close a description of Ensoph as you will get, even if it doesn’t

entirely nail them. (CD)-Myk

The Epidemic (Rodent Popsicle, POB 1143, Allston, MA 02134). Rodent
Popsicle brings us yet another thrashy Hardcore/Punk act, this time in the

shape of the Epidemic. This is like the grade school version of the Virus or

Defiance. You know, not as adept at their instruments, lyrics written by

someone at a third grade reading level, giving a big “fuck you” to religion,

war, anyone not a punk, blah blah, blah. Just remember folks: “You’ve been
pushed around your whole fucking life/Just for being a punk and that ain’t

fucking right/What you’ve got to do is stand up and fight/That way you won’t

have to live in fucking fright.” I can’t make this stuff up. (CD)-McClernon

Evergreen Terrace “Writers Block” (Eulogy, POB 24913, Fort Lauderdale,

FL 33307). Doing albums full of covers is nothing new, but the collection of

songs that Evergreen Terrace has decided to cover is what makes this

album special. No classic Punk songs (with the exception of Operation Ivy),

no cheesy Metal songs that we really didn’t like in the ‘80’s and now find to

be cool and nostalgic. What you have here is a truly bizarre mix of tracks

that shows that either this band has really eclectic tastes, or tried really hard

to make us believe that. Tracks include Michael Sambello’s “Maniac,”

“Stars” by Hum, and “Sunday Bloody Sunday” by U2 among the 1 1 tracks

(10 are listed). I love this because it is so bizarre I can’t help but listen to

these hyper-Metal versions of songs I was never a huge fan; I now find

myself singing along to them and don’t question the thundering mosh parts

inserted randomly. If you have a sense of humor, this is a treasure. (CD)-

Myk

Exodus “Tempo of the Damned” (Nuclear Blast, 1453-A 14
th

St. #324,

Santa Monica, CA, 90404). Exodus being one of the original Bay Area
Thrash bands from the early ‘80s, listening to Tempo of the Damned one
can easily pull out certain aspects of early Metallica, Slayer, and even some
Anthrax (though not from the same region). Exodus is, of course, where Kirk

Hammett started out on his path towards Metallica, eyeliner and “self

expression,” and Exodus hasn’t had a new studio record in 12 years. Some
songs have the ingredients to be good (solos, drumming, and arrangements

all stand out in certain points) but there are two factors that limit this disc

from being better; vocals and the recording / production. Vocalist Steve

Souza is back in the fold after the unfortunate passing of original vocalist

Paul Baloff and Souza’s vocals just don’t flow as well as they could. My big

complaint goes to the general sound of the disc—it’s simply overproduced.

When I think Bay Area Thrash, I think of raw and abrasive recordings.

Tempo of the Damned is a bit too glossy and it restricts the bite the music

could have. Recording has come a long way and there’s no need for the

album to sound like it was recorded in a shoebox, but a bit more of the

classic Thrash sound could have inched this disc above the middle ground

it currently resides on.(CD)-KevTV

Exodus “Tempo of the Damned” (Nuclear Blast, 2323 W. El Segundo Blvd,

Hawthorne, CA 90250). Exodus returns from what seems like an eternity to

produce a new full-length album with long-time singer Steve Souza. For

those who don’t know, Paul Baloff, the bands original singer died two years

ago of a stroke, so the fact that this album even exists is amazing. What you

get is a return to the old days. A Bonded By Blood / Pleasures of the Flesh

style album that is 100% total Thrash. There’s no junk as with Fabulous

Disasters, although some of the vocals on this rewrite the definition of

hokey. But it almost isn’t about the words; it’s about the music and it’s about

Exodus (besides, they were never known for their stellar lyrics). This album

is everything an Exodus fan wants, and if you are into what Machine Head

is doing on their new album with a return to their Vio-Lence roots, then you
will surely love this as well. It’s a shame Kirk Hammett will never look at his

former allies and see what direction bands should really go in and what
staying true is all about. (CD)-Myk

External Menace “The Process of Elimination” (Dr. Strange, POB 1058,

Alta Loma, CA 91701). This is a re-issue from 1997 of the first proper

External Menace album. In perfect Punk Rock form, it only took the band 1

8

years to accomplish this feat! The early 7" recordings were classic, and truth

be told, this record is the goods as well. Viewed as one of the original UK
’82 bands, External Menace never seemed to get their due in comparison

to say, Vice Squad or Blitz, but in my opinion they are equally good, if not

better in some aspects. This album still retains that ’82 sound for the most
part, albeit more melodic with a few Reggae type cuts, ala SLF, but the

remarkable thing is it really sounds like it was recorded over 20 years ago,

which is the best way to listen to these guys. (CD)-McClernon

Fear Before the March of Flames “Odd How People Shake” (Equal Vision,

POB 14, Hudson, NY 12534). Odd How People Shake is a re-issue of the

band’s debut album on Rise Records. There aren’t any bonus tracks I am
aware of, but it is a better distribution network and the band has signed onto

Equal Vision for their next full-length. Fear Before the March of Flames is

the prototypical Screamo band. Elements of bands like Don Caballero are

splattered through out their album. There are twin vocals, one of clean

sincerity while the other is a chaotic scream fest much like Burnt By the Sun.

The music is a cross between Hardcore, Emo and the occasional metallic

blast. While a comparison to current giants like Thursday, Thrice and Poison

the Well are probably deserved, FBTMOF has far surpassed the latest effort

of Thursday and is far more chaotic that Thrice. Best suited for a

comparison to early PTW, this band is at the beginning of a long successful

run. (CD)-Myk

Finntroll “Nattfodd” (Century Media, 2323 W. El Segundo Blvd, Hawthorne,

CA 90250). The usual Euro-Metal from Century Media, only this one carries

some polka influence— I kid you not. I don’t know whether to laugh or

respect the originality. (CD)-Paltrowitz

The Forsaken “Traces of the Past” (Century Media, 2323 W. El Segundo
Blvd, Hawthorne, CA 90250). Traces ofthe Past is the third US release from

this Swedish five-piece. For those of you who picked up the import that was
released this past November, you lose, because the US version has five

bonus tracks. This includes two Metallica covers, a Slayer cover, a Grave
cover, and a song that appeared on the Japanese release of their last

album. This version clocks in at 15 tracks and is a crushing return to the

roots of Gothenburg Metal. Very similar to early In Flames and At the Gates,

The Forsaken, use speed, blast beats, true melodic Metal guitar and a much
more guttural vocal style to escape the current stereotypical Swedish
release. At times, Anders vocals would seem more at home in a Black Metal

band than The Forsaken, but on the contrary, it also brings the element of

danger we all felt the first time we heard The Haunted. We have tons of

American bands now playing Metalcore and Gothenburg style Metal, so at

times it is hard to distinguish who is playing what. The Forsaken have put

together an album that will stand alone; you will know it by the violent,

almost Grind-like attack on your ears. It will stand alone, and it will bring

back people who have long since thought that bands like In Flames and

Soilwork have sold out back into the fold. (CD)-Myk

Freezepop “Fancy Ultra Fresh” (Archenemy, POB 802. Allston, MA 02134).

Let me tell you, I’m embarrassed that this is actually playing in my stereo

right now. It’s some weird suburban Synth Pop over the most ridiculous,

simple female vocals. Freezepop is the Avril Lavigne of Indie. It hurts to

listen to it. There’s a song the vocalist stalking a “dude who works at the

indie record store.” There’s a song along the lines of “don’t play with me, I

am not your game boy.” Don’t forget the song about falling in love in the

food court at the mall. Discovering that their fans are solely internet nerds

doesn’t really score points, either. Never, never listen to this. (CD)-Cain

From A Second Story Window “Not One Word Has Been Omitted"

(Blackmarket Activities, 23 Rand St., Revere, MA 02151). This is the debut

from this Ohio/Pennsylvania Hardcore/Grindcore outfit (apparently they live

on the border of both states.) Five songs about loneliness, despair, and

anything but happy thoughts. The singer has a pretty badass scream; he

also has the very low arrrggghhh! scream going on. There’s some melody
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on here, and some fast grinding too. This should please Hardcore/Grindcore
fans. (CD)-Cyst Vicious

The Gamits “Antidote” (Suburban Home, POB 40757, Denver, CO 80204).
Melodic and straight-forward Pop-Rock from a power-trio; even the choruses
are memorable. Most of the songs are uptempo, which unanimously falls

into the “fortunately” category. Sense of humor aside, this is somewhere
between Cheap Trick and Nerf Herder. Hopefully the big-guitar sound is

easily recreated in concert. The art is great, and the more high-tech listeners

will enjoy enhanced CD stuff. (CD)-Paltrowitz

The Gathering “Sleepy Buildings (A Semi-Acoustic Evening)” (Century
Media, 2323 El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, CA 90250). The impression I get
is the Gathering normally rock a hell of a lot harder than this release

indicates. This is sort of like their own version of MTV’s Unplugged. I don’t

think the majority of loyal UTV readers will enjoy this (but what do I know),
and I can’t really say this is my cup of tea either. The music is mostly
acoustic (see the album title) versions of songs spanning their entire career,

with the main highlight being the angelic, melancholic vocals beautifully

sung by Anneke. If not for her hypnotic voice, I probably would not have
gotten through the entire disc, however her pipes alone were simply not

enough to make this enjoyable for very long. (CD)-McClernon

The Girls “The Girls” (Dirtnap, POB 21249, Seattle, WA 981 11). A group of

guys that call themselves The Girls, yep. This is lo-fi, retro-sounding (and
looking), and with a lot of attitude, yet I don’t really “get” it. People who like

Hot Hot Heat and other bands with androgyny, keyboard riffs and Brit-envy

likely will, however. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Give Up the Ghost “Year One” (Bridge Nine, POB 980052, Boston, MA
02199-0052). This retrospective chronicles the earlier efforts of the band
formerly known as American Nightmare. Building their sound upon the

framework of late ‘80s youth crew-era Hardcore, the band developed a
slightly noisier and more aggressive spin on that format, complete with a
semi-poetic lyrical slant, and a gloom-laden approach. Their second 7”

marked a more vitriolic and fast paced deviation from their first effort, and
helped to win the band an unprecedented amount of acclaim within certain

segments of the Hardcore scene. While their full-length effort failed to

completely deliver on the promise elicited in their more formative work, that

earlier work contained in this retrospective is still largely enjoyable in its own
right. The first and second 7”s are accounted for in their entirety on this

release, as is a nicely done three song live set recorded in London for the

BBC. Their notoriety has ensured that those with even a peripheral interest

in modern Hardcore will be somewhat familiar with the band. Those who are
not in possession of their formative work, however, and consider themselves
fans of the band will find Year One to be a convenient and economical
compilation. (CD)-Ramek

God Forbid “Gone Forever” (Century Media, 2323 W. El Segundo Blvd,

Hawthorne, CA 90250). God Forbid? More like Gaaaad damn! A solid

record with great production showcases New Jersey’s God Forbid, whose
rising status in the American Metal scene is quite justified based on this new
disc. Gone Forever could have been written on God Forbid’s tombstone, as
a break-up was almost imminent prior to and even during the recording of

this album. Armed with heavy, well-written songs that aren’t just

directionless offerings, God Forbid focused their talents. The disc moves
along rapidly, rarely letting up on its assault. Sibling guitarists Dallas and
Doc Coyle construct great riffs and appropriate solos, but Dallas also

contributes sung vocal parts to accompany vocalist Byron Davis’ roar. While
melodic singing hasn’t always been in God Forbid’s music, it’s a welcome
addition to their performance, not something simply thrown in to give their

music any hint of mainstream accessibility. Remember folks; progression
doesn’t automatically go hand-in-hand with selling out. With an upcoming
slot on Ozzfest, the die-hards can catch them at their pre-daybreak timeslot.

If the idea of breakfast and Metal isn’t you’re idea of a rockin’ good time,

listen to this disc until God Forbid comes back around for smaller shows.
(CD)-KevTV

The Great Deceiver “Terra Incognito” (Peaceville US, POB 707, Plymouth
Meeting, PA 19462). This is the second full-length, and third overall release,

from the band that features former At The Gates frontman Tomas Lindberg
and is cohort Kristian Wahlin (aka Necrolord) from pre-ATG outfit

Grotesque. So you don’t confuse this, they don’t really sound like ATG,

which people would have you believe there’s some primal relationship with,

which, aside from the obvious vocals, really isn’t there. This band, if

anything, is closer to Lindberg’s stint in Skit System if you played a 45
speed record at 33. The music has more of the Swedish/European Hardcore
sound than the Iron Maiden-esque qualities of Gothenburg Metal. This
album is more diverse than the previous effort, as I think the band found the
direction they were looking for. It also doesn’t hurt that’s produced by an ex-
member of Misery Loves Co. and Daniel Bergstrand, who is responsible for

such heavy hitters as In Flames and Meshuggah. The album has a lot of

Meshuggah qualities about it, especially in the song structures, but it’s far

more diverse and melodic, which causes a very dynamic relationship with

the Death Metal, growled vocals. I think fans of Pantera and System of A
Down—if they ever took their heads out of their asses—might really like

these guys. Fans of the last album and Tomas’ body of work in general will

also be very happy with this effort. (CD)-Myk

The Groodies (Red Line, 5420 S. Bishop St., Chicago, IL 60609). I have no
idea what the hell a “groodie” is, but it assuredly must be some form of

fiercely rockin’, savage beast of the female persuasion. The Groodies
spontaneously combust in an all-out conflagration of crunchy, roaring Punk
Rock recklessness that’s spunky, defiant, and commanding to a
motherfuckin’ tee. The rousing vocals alternate between honey-voiced,
vixen-style sweetness (not unlike Vice Squad’s Beki Bondage) and snarling,

hellcat growls ala Joan Jett or Courtney Love. The instrumentation is an
atomic, earth-shaking eruption of monstrous guitar rhythms, livid flame-
engulfed leads, rumbling tumbling bass expulsions, and a smashing,
crashing landslide of boulder-crumbling drums. Yeh, buddy, it’s a given! I’m

smitten and charmed to the bone with the tenacious and gritty musical sass
of The Groodies, and my ears are forever theirs unconditionally. (CD)-
Moser

Hammergun “Texas” (Stereo, POB 511495, Salt Lake City, UT 84151). I

think these guys were going for a Clutch thing. They have a slow sort of

dirging guitar style that is really fuzzy. Some Stoner influences are evident,

more ‘70’s style than say, St. Vitus. But the vocals on this are terrible; the
guy’s trying to ride the gruff and he just doesn’t have it. At times, mid-word,
you can hear the growls unfurl into a poorly sung ending. Not to mention
that after a while the dirge starts to turn into a virtual mosquito swarm that

is more pesky than interesting. There are too many good Doom/ Hard Rock
bands out there to bother with a mediocre new comer. (CD)-Myk

The Hangmen “Loteria” (Acetate, 1221 S. Burnside Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90019). The Hangmen sound like the type of band who pump gas for a living

during the day and perform in seedy, dimly lit bars late at night. They play

bare-bones, booze-fueled Rock n’ Roll that’s decked out in ratty, oil-stained

blue jeans and reeks of unrelenting, fuck-the-world attitude. If Tom Petty

were fronting Social Distortion with Johnny Thunders and Neil Young on
lead guitars, The Hangmen would be somewhat comparable in concept,
style, and spirit. But that complimentary analogy would still be selling The
Hangmen short in my opinion. Ya see, The Hangmen have managed to

keep the true, fiery essence of Rock n’ Roll alive and unfaltering in a day
and age when it’s been sliced, diced, and subdivided into pretentious

meaningless sub-genres, cliched riffs, and shallow glossy poses. Loteria

puts the crunch, grit, and bad-ass pomp back into Rock n’ Roll with a
startling abundance of unstoppable energy, emotion, and passion. These
are 13 songs that loudly blare from the soul... sincere raucous expressions
of heartache, disappointment, broken promises, shattered dreams,
addiction, dirty dealings, and shameless gutter decadence. The Hangmen
are musically hell-bound for glory, it seems, and if this is where Rock n’ Roll

is headed in the future, then, son, I wanna ride that train to perdition, too!

(CD)-Moser

Happy “Sincerely Without Wax” (Double Plus Good, POB 3090,
Minneapolis, MN 55403). I’m floored that someone named their band
Happy. Come on, can you step up to a microphone and profess, “Hey,
what’s up? We’re Happy!”? First off, the font used on the back makes the
song titles illegible, as each word curls and floats its way into another.

Thankfully Winamp was smart enough to know the titles of the songs, or I’d

be lost. The music is minimalist-rock; lightly distorted guitar, basic song
structures, etc. On one part in “Cat’s Palm” the vocals briefly sounded like

Walter Schreifels. If only Walter was around to inject some life here and
there. (CD)-KevTV
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Hawthorne Heights “The Silence In Black and White” (Victory, 346 North

Justine, Suite 504, Chicago, IL 60607). With a name like Hawthorne Heights,

for some reason I expected a band like you would find on Thorp Records or

a similar label: a kick in the teeth band hellbent on getting a show crowd to

just fuck each other up in a frenzy of power chords. What we have in reality

is something similar to Taking Back Sunday, but far more diverse, with better

written songs, a much better recording, and more varied influences a hell of

a lot more evident. You have the clean vocals that drive the girls crazy, the

screams that whirl up a frenzied pit at the very edge of the stage. Then, you
have guitar parts you would expect on a Gorilla Biscuits album and
breakdowns that sound like they were recorded at 45 and spun at 33. It’s

bizarre—they seem like they are too slow, but they are equally powerful. This

is a truly complete album, that not only equals everything that is out there

right now, but has the band’s own signature on it. That’s a big deal for a band
that’s just coming off their debut release. It give us all hope that music won’t

stay stagnant. (CD)-Myk

Hearse “Armageddon Mon Amour” (Candlelight US, POB 707, Plymouth
Meeting, PA 19462). Hearse features John Liiva, formerly of Arch Enemy, on
vocals, but the band sounds nothing like AE. Actually, I think they sound a

boatload like Carnivore. They have a similar bass tone and Liiva’s vocals are

very similar to that of Pete Steele. The opening track /‘Mountain of the Solar

Eclipse” already reminds me of “World War 4 and 5” and that’s right from the

beginning. I still think that the crossover era of Metal and Punk produced
some of the best albums ever. Hearse easily could have come from that

group of bands (Carnivore, Possessed, Ludichrist)
,
and should appeal to

fans of that era. (CD)-Myk

Hiernoymus Bosch “Havin’ Fun, Soundin’ Good” (www.hbosch.net). This

disc opens with an aggressive Surf Rock instrumental, yet every other track

has vocals and this Brooklyn trio sounds like an ‘80s “College Rock” band to

me. The other seven songs would probably appeal to fans of Husker Du and
The Replacements. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Himsa “Courting Tragedy and Disaster” (Prosthetic, 11664 National Blvd

#413, Los Angeles, CA 90064). Himsa procure another bout ofjagged Slayer-

esque riff sprawl with surprising forays into melody surfacing on this latest

full-length. The out and out chaos that made their early work somewhat
interesting is largely gone, however; so slick and composed is the production

and overall presentation here, so lacking are the spastic riffs and noise bursts

of their formative period that Courting Tragedyand Disaster ultimately proves
predictable and bland. Never groundbreaking, Himsa nonetheless was once
imbued with an ability to spin an intricate and creative web of metallic riff

haze, guttural growls/screeches, and noise convulsions. With these above-
mentioned factors absent from the equation, radio-friendly Metal is what
remains. (CD)-Ramek

Hognose “LongHandle” (Arclight, 1403 Rio Grande St., Austin, TX 78701).

Hands down and all bullshit aside, Hognose is the physical sonic embodiment
of thundering, ass-stomping Stoner Rock at its most dangerous, masterful,

and demanding. This hell-blazing group of musically apocalyptic Texans
ominously roars forth with a gloomy, doom-ridden assault of megaton, weed-
wacked audio warfare that’s as dark and heavy as the external forces of good
and evil duking it out during the final battle of Armageddon. It’s as if Black

Sabbath were caught smack dab in the middle of a cattle stampede,
whereupon a rattlesnake-breeding, trailer park messiah rustles up some
menacing, growling vocals that’d cause the devil himself to tuck tail and run

for cover. And, hell yeah, sludgy soot-saturated Tony lommi-style riffs are all

over this thing like stink-hungry flies on fresh manure! Hognose has got me
stoned immaculate big time, and I’m gonna keep on coming back for another

dose of LongHandle until I’m floating high and unaware in an altogether

different dimension. (CD)-Moser

The Hong Kong- “Rock The Faces” (www.etherdrag.com). The Hong Kong
sound like Hedwig and the Angry Inch meets Blondie, with a twist of “99 Red
Balloons.” Laser sounding keyboards and handclaps are all over this album.
It seems like a winning combination, right? Wrong. This EP started off good,

but I found myself snoozing by track three. (CD)-Thee Republicrat

Houston McCoy (Ernest Jenning, 68 Cheever PI, Brooklyn, NY 11231).

Houston McCoy have members ranging from a slew of east coast states such
as New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. The music is somewhat heavy
while remaining poppy. They’re both instrumental and intriguing with complex
and fast changes. Not one track is the least bit boring or predictable. This is

their first full-length which is surprising, seeing as it’s almost flawless in

nature. Houston McCoy have performed with bands like Against Me!, 90 Day
Men, Instant Death and the National. Hopefully I’ll hear more from them, and
soon. (CD)-Cain

Huevos Rancheros “Muerte Del Toro” (Mint, POB 3613, Vancouver, BC,
Canada V6B 3Y6). On Muerte Del Toro, Huevos Rancheros unleash a
tumbling tide of tangy and twangy Surf-lnstro insanity that’s musically

marinated with zesty flavorings of spicy, Tex-Mex “spaghetti western”

wildness. It’s an ear-sizzlin’, booty-twistin’ ride, thoroughly saturated in

rollicking, beach party giddiness and sunny, south-of-the-border festivity. And
here’s a shocker of a revelation for you: Huevos Rancheros are a cool-daddy,

Canuck trio from the Great White Northern territories! Who would have ever

thought that a group of sonically blazing Canadian desperados could possess
such a flamboyant flare for penning instrumental Surf Rock sleekness like

this! Feisty and delectable ditties with zany and amusing titles run absolutely

amok throughout the entirety of this wondrously riveting release, including

“Beach Blanket Blackout” (try saying that three times real fast, why don’t ya!),

“El Toro Muerto Con Queso” (which roughly translates to “The Dead Bull With

Cheese,” if my remedial high school Spanish studies serve my memory
correctly), “Bring Me the Head Of Billy Gibbons” (one of those facially fuzzed-

out ZZ Top geezers), and “Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump.” It’s a given,

folks: on this hearty platter of supreme musical beatitude, Huevos Rancheros
effortlessly ride Rock n’ Roll’s “big one” to a smooth-sailing, picture-perfect

finish. Indeed, Huevos Rancheros are undeniably the “Big Kahunas” of

instrumental aptitude, and I’ll certainly be forever awed by their arousing

audio agility. (CD)-Moser

Insted “Proud Youth: 1986-1 991” (Indecision, POB 6052, Garden Grove, CA
92846). Insted has finally gotten their discography! They were a major player

in the Orange County scene and it’s blooming Straight Edge scene in the late

‘80’s. They were never as popular hear on the East Coast, but that was
entirely an oversight. This disc includes theirfull length from Epitaph, theirfull

length from Wishing Well, their 7” from Nemesis. Some tracks from a

cancelled Workshed comp and a live EP that Indecision released. The disc

features 44 tracks of pure Youth Crew, finger pointing, head walking

hardcore. This is for fans of Youth Of Today, Bold, Chain Of Strength, etc.

For those of a you a little younger, bands like Ten Yard Fight and Trial will fit

the analogy just as well. The only think I was unhappy with on this release

was the total non-inclusion of the original artwork on this. The layout is really

nice, but the original stuff at least should have been pictured. But, since all

of these tracks have been out of print for years, I can’t complain too much.
(CD)-Myk

Into Eternity “Buried In Oblivion” (Century Media, 2323 W. El Segundo Blvd,

Hawthorne, CA 90250). Hailing from the Great White North of Canada comes
Into Eternity. This is the cleanest and most focused mix of Power Metal and
Death Metal you will ever find. At points the band sounds exactly like

Nevermore, and then rips right into something that sounds like Dismember
or one of the earlier Earache bands, even to the point of having verses in

their Death Metal style and choruses sounding like something off a

Queensryche record. They don’t miss a beat and their Metal has a pinpoint

accuracy in both styles that is just frightening. Most bands can’t master one
style, forget jumping back and forth. Fans of Ancient Rites, Iced Earth and
similar bands should really dig Into Eternity. (CD)-Myk

Jawbreaker “Dear You” (Blackball, 2745 16th
St., San Francisco, CA 94103).

For those who are long-time fans of the band, this is a re-issue of the band’s

debut on Geffen. I can’t tell if it’s been remastered, but it does sound
fantastic. The insert booklet is fantastic as well, with great cardstock paper
and tons of pictures. Jawbreaker is one of the forces behind the big Indie

Rock push at the start of the ‘90’s. The CD features 18 tracks and is proof

positive of Jawbreaker’s impact on bands like Lifetime, Promise Ring, and
Jets to Brazil. This is still poignant Rock music that just seems to take on a

new meaning with all the current fascination with bands like Weezer. (CD)-
Myk

Jeffie Genetic and His Clones “Need A Wave” (Dirtnap, POB 21249,
Seattle, WA 98111). A one-man band—featuring Jeff of The New Town
Animals—that is clearly influenced by Elvis Costello and The Clash. Sounds
like an authentic late ‘70’s/early ‘80’s album with a put-on British accent

intact. Very witty and very recommended if lively and lo-fi power-pop is your

thing. Ten tracks, 27 minutes. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Jet Black Joy (www.jetblackjoy.com). By gosh, there is a god... a god of

thunder, and it’s name is Jet Black Joy. These 12 electrifying tracks broil with
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the utmost of simmering, high-voltage heaviness and rugged, cast-iron grit.

The vocalist sounds like a fur-clad Viking warrior, bellowing from atop a

snow-capped mountain peak, and the ominously hammering instrumentation

is a billowing, spark-tossing display of unbridled skill and energy. It all

ultimately gels into a grungy, metallic squall of radio-friendly, Stoner-style Alt-

Rock that reminds me of The Cult, Danzig, Soundgarden, Stone Temple

Pilots, and a bit of Fu Manchu wacked out on a steady glut of primo weed
and a constant overload of deafening volume. Turn it up loud, kiddies, and

wait for the ground to quake and crumble beneath your feet. (CD)-Moser

Joey Cape & Tony Sly “Acoustic” (Fat Wreck Chords, POB 193690, San
Francisco, CA 94119). The frontmen of the ever so infamous No Use For A
Name and Lagwagon have come together to record acoustic tracks from their

previous and various recorded albums. Wait, there’s more! Two brand new
songs by the both of them, called “Stunt Double,” and “Violet.” That’s six

songs for each of the artists, 12 songs total, and 40 minutes of

awesomeness. This idea came from the downtime during touring and actually

worked out really well. Notable songs by Tony Sly are “Justified Black Eye,”

“On the Outside,” and “Exit.” And just as remarkable are songs by Joey Cape,

“Move the Car,” “Twenty-Seven,” and “Wind In Your Sails.” (CD)-Cain

Johnny Action Figure (19th North, POB 244, Reading, PA 19603). This

band claims that you can’t really classify their music in a specific genre. It’s

very easy boys: it’s called “Emo,” and you don’t play it very well. This sounds

like a Jimmy Eat World tribute band, not my cup of green tea. (CD)-Thee

Republicrat

The Judas Cradle “Too Bad They’re All Dead” (Eulogy, POB 24913, Fort

Lauderdale, FL 33307). Metalcore is so easy a term to throw around. There

was a time I remember when I only used it to describe Integrity and Kiss It

Goodbye. Now it seems like every other band is so similar it’s hard not to just

lump them in. Thankfully, The Judas Cradle was easier to deal with; there is

no “core” here. This is a straight up Thrash album. There are double kicks

with throaty vocals reminiscent of Chuck Billy just post cancer. Guitar riffs and

power chords, solos, breakdowns, it’s all here. This could have just as easily

been on Combat as it is on Eulogy. Of course, all the members look like they

are from a Hardcore band, so they will never be given a fair shake by the

Exodus and Dark Angel fans. But let’s call something for what it is: a record

I could just as easily bought this week as I could have at a time when I would

have been buying Assassin or the Combat Boot Camp series. (CD)-Myk

Jude the Obscure “The Coldest Winter” (OneDaySavior, POB 372, Williston

Park, NY 11596). Once Canada was known for bands like Propagandhi and

Chokehold. Now they seem to be an ever-producing source of Metalcore

bands. When at their most extreme, Jude the Obscure sort of reminds me of

the Locust, but they have also included some elements of the Post-Hardcore

and Emo worlds. There are parts with clean vocals, that while are appropriate

in the songwriting, aren’t the band’s strongest trait. Jude the Obscure is best

at is the highly technical style known as Math Rock that equates very specific

timing with tons of notes and riffing. With so many bands doing it now, it is

somewhat formulaic, but when bands like Dillinger Escape Plan broke in, it

was revolutionary. Jude the Obscure has talent, and have written some good

songs; they just don’t have enough to really pull them out of the giant pack

of bands playing this style. (CD)-Myk

Khold “Morke Gravers Kammer” (Candlelight US, POB 707, Plymouth

Meeting, PA 19462). If nothing else, this band has not changed one iota from

its last album. Maybe the recording is a tad better, but it’s debatable. It seems
like the members of the band sat down and tried to re-write Transylvanian

Hungerwith Tom Warrior singing and threw in a bit of early Satyricon to make
it current. This is grinding, mesmerizing, pure Norwegian Black Metal. If you

have ever liked a band on the Moonfog label (Khold’s last album was
released through them) you are guaranteed to like this. (CD)-Myk

Kid Dynamite “Cheap Shots, Youth Anthems” (Jade Tree, 2310 Kennwynn
Rd, Wilmington, DE 19810). This is a two disc set. The second disc is a DVD
full of career-spanning video and some excellent live footage of the band.

The audio disc is a collection of weird tracks and outtakes. It clocks in with

29 songs and features demos, some songs with Jay singing, covers including

Black Flag, Circle Jerks, Minor Threat and the Clash. Kid Dynamite was one

of the post Lifetime bands that used what Lifetime created then proceeded

onto great Hardcore and Emo stuff. Even a collection of rag tag songs is

better than the majority of the spineless crap out there. Kid Dynamite was a

band that ended way too early, and this is your last chance to check out a

band that never reached its potential. (CD/DVD)-Myk

Killswitch Engage “The End of Heartache” (Roadrunner... ) Let’s get the

mandatory stuff out of the way; Jesse Leach is no longer the vocalist; Howard
Jones from Blood Has Been Shed took his spot and this is (finally) the new
CD that features Mr. Howard on vocals. The initial jolt of energy that Alive of

Just Breathing produced was a much-welcomed shock in the American Metal

scene. The End of Heartache continues on the path, placing Killswitch

Engage at the forefront of real-deal American Metal. The opening track, “Bid

Farewell,” not only showcases Howard Jones’ vocal ability, it also flaunts the

impressive drumming of Justin Foley, the latest addition to the Killswitch

Engage menagerie. The lyrics veer in a slightly different direction than those

of Howard’s predecessor; whereas Jesse’s words dealt more with personal

spirituality, Howard’s lyrics touch upon death, loss, and love without feeling

that the words were forced upon him based on Killswitch’s more uplifting

past. “Rose of Sharyn” and “World Ablaze” showcase a very big Gothenburg

influence, and album closer “Hope Is...” has a great Hardcore gang sing-

along chorus. The End of Heartache on the whole has Killswitch Engage

sticking to their template for success in regards to song structures, but it’s

some of the record’s subtleties that separate it from its predecessor. This

band is well on its way to becoming a major force in Metal, and this disc

continues to show exactly why. Not even close to a letdown, The End of

Heartache lives up to my ridiculously lofty expectations. (CD)-KevTV

King Radio “Are You the Sick Passenger?” (SpiritHouse, 116 Pleasant St.

Suite 3410, Easthampton, MA 01027). Ahh fudge, I just wrote a whole review

and my prehistoric computer decided it was long overdue to freeze up in

Microsoft Word. To summarize: somber, mellow music with varied

instrumentation that doesn’t get me moving. It has a bit of an orchestral

texture and when that pops up I just picture old black and white movies for

some reason. “The Sick Passenger” is acoustic and gives off more of an Indie

Rock feel. Just ain’t my thing, ya hear me? I hear me. (CD)-KevTV

King Rat “Beautiful Songs For Ugly Children” (Hotshot Locksmith, 1525

South Holly #104, Denver, CO 80222). King Rat combines youthfully

euphoric bursts of energy with melodic, staccato-ridden musicianship and

joyously flammable harmonies that mesh into a tight and cohesive Pop Punk

romp. These 13 ditties are exactly the type of infectious aural wonderment
that gnaw their way into your skull and then stubbornly cling to your brain no

matter how vigorously you try to shake ‘em loose. Beautiful Songs For Ugly

Children is so utterly addictive and brilliantly shiny that I just want to leap

straight through the roof at this very moment in a fit of raw, boundless

jubilation. Wheeeee, ain’t life fun when the music’s as playful and refreshing

as this! (CD)-Moser

The Kinison “What Are You Listening To?” (LaSalle -Travis Barker’s label

as through Atlantic). Fans of Thrice, My Chemical Romance and other bands

that like to switch genres and levels of aggression will like this; as should

younger fans of Faith No More and At The Drive In. The song titles are witty

and the musicianship is there. My praise must stop here, as this CD does not

have any accompanying art or production credits. (CD)-Paltrowitz

The Legionnaires “Life In The Legion” (Step-1, POB 21, Tenterden, Kent

TN30 7ZZ, UK). The Legionnaires drive a harsh auditory bargain straight to

the jugular with their brash brand of European Street Punk. It’s all about gruff

ale-spirited vocals, drunken swashbuckling guitar shenanigans, distinct

plodding bass lines, and stumbling brick-heavy drum beats. Though not

necessarily treading new ground with anything innovative or original, I gotta

give it to The Legionnaires for just being themselves and energetically giving

it their best shot with all the musical might that they can enthusiastically

muster. Pints to ya, fellas, and may the road always rise with you. (CD)-

Moser

Lola Ray “I Don’t Know You” (Sony, 550 Madison Ave., New York, NY
10022). Unoriginal, but done well—like so many bands. Lola Ray has a

sound that would be expected to be on Sony Records, even if I’ve never

heard of them before. They’re very catchy and emotional, belonging to a

genre probably as simple as Rock. Lola Ray’s strength lies mostly in the

drums rather than the guitar. This album is recorded and produced perfectly,

I wouldn’t be surprised if they’re on the radio or TV as soon as next year.

(CD)-Cain

Macha “Firget Tomorrow” (Jetset, 67 Vestry St., New York, NY 10013). Some
of this sounds like what Reggie & The Full Effect is aiming to parody when
James DeWees goes into Euro-Pop mode. There are grooves, but I prefer

music that isn’t primarily coming from keyboards and programming. (CD)-

Paltrowitz
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laid-back style works just fine for him. (CD)-KevTV
Marathon “Songs to Turn the Tide” (Red Leader, POB 20836 Park West
Finance Station, New York, NY 10025). It is a shame that the term melodic

Hardcore generally implies “emotive,” whiny, mop-topped Rock in these

troubled times. This record from Marathon proves a somewhat tolerable

exception to this rule, however, maintaining an ever-present Hardcore

backbone, and at intervals infusing the hook-filled (albeit overly-slick)

presentation with a decent fast-paced drive that offers balance to the

otherwise saccharine formula. Even at its most redundant this is thankfully

not “Emo-core,” and is far more reminiscent of an amalgam of Hardcore and

SoCal Pop Punk than head-bopping scenester “Rock.” Comparatively, this

is a good thing, believe it or not. (CD)-Ramek

The Marked Men “On the Outside” (Dirtnap, POB 21249, Seattle, WA
98111). Featuring ex-members of The Reds (ofwho I was a fan of), I can say

with the utmost certainty that The Marked Men's On the Outside puts to rest

any arguments of which is the better band. With this release, the Marked Men
have stepped to the forefront of the Punk Rock scene with one of the best

albums in recent memory. Combining elements of Punk, Rock n’ Roll, and

New Wave, the Marked Men are like a more talented version of the

Ramones. Not that they try and sound like them, so much as they possess

that same energy, bringing a whole lotta fun to the table. Containing soon to

be classics like “Don't Lose It,” “Gone Away,” and “Broken Record,” The
Marked Men have secured a place in your record collection and CD player

for years to come. (CD)-McClernon

Martyr AD “On Earth As It Is In Heaven” (Victory, 346 N. Justine St. Suite

504, Chicago, IL 60607). Listen up Metalcore enthusiasts, this record’s right

up your alley. Not being a fan of the genre myself, Martyr AD has not altered

my quality of life in any significant way, though I must admit that the band is

far better and listenablethan most of what’s defined as Metalcore these days.

Technically superior, brutally fast, coupled with lyrics focusing on the worst

aspects of our society, Martyr AD will be a wet dream (musically speaking,

of course) for a large quantity of people. (CD)-McClernon

The Marvels “Cheat to Win” (Abbey Lounge, 3 Beacon St., Somerville, MA
02143). A decent Punk n’ Roll band that lacks the necessary chops. None of

it is all that imaginative, and when the eight tracks concluded, I wasn't in

much of a rush to spin it again. The Marvels certainly have potential, but I

doubt this release is going to turn many heads. (CD)-McClernon

The Means “The Divine Right of the Means” (Double Plus Good, POB 3090,

Minneapolis, MN 55403). This is Garage Rock with roaring vocals on some
of the tracks, and the Means certainly do seem a little perturbed. “Dear

Hendrie” begins this collection of various recordings and sounds like what

you’d expect from a band called the Means. Things get shaken up a bit with

more straightforward singing and even a piano-driven song, making the

whole collection quite eclectic. I enjoyed the pissed off tracks the most. Stick

to being the Means, not the Means-lite.(CD)-KevTV

Midlake “Bamnan and Slivercork” (Bella Union, 14 Church St., Twickenham
TW1 3NJ, UK). Synth pop with a heavy Coldplay influence, just lacking

somewhat in the talent and songwriting categories. (CD)-McClernon

Midtown “Forget What You Know” (Columbia. A label. A school. A fireball.)

If your press kit is going to praise a once-indie band’s album to no end, why
would you send a five-song sampler of a long-ago completed disc that

doesn’t play on computer or any form of digital CD-player? (CD)-Paltrowitz

Mitch Hedberg “Strategic Grill Locations” / “Mitch All Together” (Comedy
Central. ..y’know, that channel that has The Daily Show). You might not

recognize his name, but you’d definitely say “Oh yeah, I know that guy!” if you

saw him. Hedberg’s dry delivery has gotten him on a Comedy Central

special, television appearances, and a spot in the film Almost Famous. His

near-hippie look and unique delivery give his lines an added humor to them.

Just deadpan “I bought an ant farm. Those fellas didn’t grow anything” and

you’ll get an idea. Strategic Grill Locations is a re-release originally recorded

in 1999, and Mitch All Together is a CD/DVD combo (much like the Dane
Cook package, which I highly recommend). Mitch’s stand up style is in stark

contrast to about every comic out there, but holds his own in doing what he

should: being funny. The current comedy scene has a great array of talent

(Jim Norton, Dave Attell, Lewis Black, Jim Breuer, Brian Regan, Dane Cook;

hell, I’ll even mention Rich Vos, even if his teeth did sneak out of his mouth),

and Hedberg can be mentioned at the same level. Hedberg shows that you

don’t have to be wound up and give a raging performance to be funny; his

Monstrosity “Rise to Power” (Conquest, 4195 South Tamiami Trail #180,

Venice, FL 34293). Florida Death Metal was a very pioneering venture in the

early ‘90s. But after a while, too many bands—and people in other genres of

Metal—made it stagnant and boring. Some bands persisted, but just fell out

of the limelight. One such band is Monstrosity. Along with Divine Empire,

these two bands are the most technically adept since probably James
Murphy and Disincarnate. The guitar playing is just beyond description. It’s

hyper-fast and unbelievably technical, but unlike many bands today, it isn’t

so over the top that it can’t be done outside the studio. The vocals are like a

more dynamic Glenn Benton and the drumming (although sounding a little too

dependent on triggers) is amazingly precise. This is an album that can stand

up to your old Obituary and Death albums. This band will continue to prevail

because they put out monstrous (no pun intended) albums. (CD)-Myk

Mystery Girls “Something In the Water” (In the Red, POB 50777, Los

Angeles, CA 90050). The Mystery Girls are in actuality a sonically disruptive

quintet of booze-drenched, fiery-hearted fellas. Theirs is the primal, gnashing

sound of jittery Garage Rock noise soaked in a sweltering cauldron of robust

Psycho-Blues swagger and then whipped into a frenzy with plenty of fuzz,

wah-wah, and amyl nitrate. Imagine Muddy Waters being telepathically

channeled through The 13
th
Floor Elevators and then baptized in a boiling

lake of Jack Daniel’s and murky Mississippi River sludge. Sweaty, gritty, and

raunchy as hell, Something In the Water has stolen my soul and rocked me
senseless. (CD)-Moser

Narcissus “Crave and Collapse” (Abacus, 2323 W. El Segundo Blvd.,

Hawthorne, CA 90250). This 1 3 song disc starts off strong—the vocals sound

as equally pissed off as Deadguy’s Tim Singer and the music is heavy with

a touch of melody—but surely enough the band begins to delve into the more
generic Hardcore sound of today, aka, the Thursday and Taking Back
Sunday school of thought. The longer the disc goes on, the weaker it

becomes unfortunately, until the initial promise is all but a distant memory.
(CD)-McClernon

Nekromantix “Dead Girls Don’t Cry” (Hellcat/Epitaph, 2798 Sunset Blvd, Los

Angeles, CA 90026). This has my name all over it. Rockabilly Horror Punk?
What, did they raid my house for ideas? Take the Reverend Horton Heat,

have Davey from AFI write all his lyrics and have the band play at Hardcore

time signatures and you basically have the Nekromantix. Fans of bands like

Tiger Army, the Rev and maybe even the Squirrel Nut Zippers (if you have

a sense of humor) should totally dig this. (CD)-Myk

Neurosis “The Eye of Every Storm” (Neurot, POB 410209, San Francisco,

CA 94141). Neurosis was a band that I didn’t like until my ex-roommate Chet

forced them down my throat right after Souls At Zero came out so I didn’t

miss out on all that much. I was there for Through Silver In Blood the band’s

equivalent of Reign In Blood. Good music came after that, but the band had

hit its peak with that album. With The Eye of Every Storm you get an album

similar to its predecessor, A Sun Never Sets. Neurosis and its alter ego,

Tribes of Neurot, are on a crash course and each album that comes out is

more of an amalgam. This album contains many classic Neurosis elements,

but it showcases probably more of the slow paced, ethereal ideology of

Neurot. Not to say this isn’t a good album; it’s much better than Times of

Grace, but it is still more mellow than I would have cared for. Neurosis has

rabid fans, and those fans will like this album. They will like it as I like it; it’s

good, but it isn’t what it once was. Think Trial of the Bow, and you will have

a good idea what a lot of the structure of this album is like. (CD)-Myk

The New Breed “Port City Rebels” (Thorp, POB 6786, Toledo, OH 43612).

Very melodic Street Punk from Canada that reminds me a lot of what the

Hudson Falcons are doing. Of course I’m sure someone out there will say,

“What about the Dropkick Murphys?” To be honest, I don’t think they sound

anything like Dropkicks, which is really a positive because just about every

Street Punk styled band sounds like them now. If anything, these guys have

more English roots in their background. A little Business, and definitely some
Blitz, and a slightly newer element that at times almost sounds like early

Pennywise. It’s a good mix and all the tracks are pretty upbeat, even if the

lyrics aren’t. Not every record has to have bagpipes and here is a current

band that can prove it. This is good old fashioned working class punk. (CD)-

Myk

The New Mexicans “Chicken Head Talking Diamonds” (UTN, 1205 E. Pike

St., Suite 2G, Seattle, WA 98122). Not to be confused with the Ned Vizzini-
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included New Mexikans from New York City. I like the way this CD just

launches straight into the first song and like the witty song titles, but see
most of this is wasted talent. If these guys can play this well and the art is

designed so well, why can’t the melodies also be a breath of fresh air? I

would have to file this alongside the other bands with talking-esque vocals

going above an At The Drive-ln-like background; then again, some people
love that stuff. But undeniably to the credit of these folks, this disc was
recorded in 79 hours and the energy and passion are there. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Nine Pound Hammer “Kentucky Breakdown” (Acetate, 1221 S. Burnside
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90019). Like a fully loaded Peterbuilt 18-wheeler

haulin’ ass down the interstate, Nine Pound Hammer stirs up an ear-

mangling ruckus of epic, earth-trembling proportions. Kentucky Breakdown
is a 14-track sonic tornado of blazing, redneck-style Rock n’ Roll that can
only be created by four hammer-fisted, hillbilly hellions who obviously

listened to nothing but Johnny Paycheck and Motorhead when they were
youngsters. The vocalist roars with a thick, backwoods drawl that sounds
like he’s got a big ol’ chaw of Red Man chewin’ tobacco tucked firmly in his

cheek while slobbery globs of brown-stained spit spastically shoot out of his

snaggle-toothed mouth. The musical accompaniment is pure locomotive-

driven fury of the sort to be heard during a shit-stomping barroom brawl in

Hell. Hot damn, I’d be willing to swear on a towering stack of holy bibles that

these Kentuckian marauders probably occupy their spare time by breeding

coon dogs, hunting squirrel, romping through the mud in souped-up monster
trucks, and catching freshwater catfish with their bare hands. Betcha they

sup on nothin’ but possum roadkill stew, corn whiskey straight out of the jug,

and soggy, heavily salted collard greens for breakfast, lunch, and dinner,

too. Yep, Kentucky Breakdown is as Southern-fried and rockin’ as it gets,

so grab yourself a heapin’ helping of it today ifn ya know what’s good for

you. (CD)-Moser

No Turning Back “Damage Done” (Noizz Music, Spekstraat 44, 6223 BM
Maastricht, the Netherlands). Dutch Hardcore that’s aggressive, sincere and
recorded well, but not what I would listen to by choice. (CD)-Paltrowitz

North of Reason (www.northofreason.com) Not a lot of information was
given about this band. It’s just a three-song sampler, or demo rather. Three
emotional songs titled “Salutations,” “My Side,” and “Hold on to Goodbye.”
Packaging is very do-it-yourself and the songs and recording are premature,

but still very good. I wouldn’t go so far as to say this band couldn’t get big

without major self-promotion and networking. (CD)-Cain

Northstar “Pollyanna” (Triple Crown, 331 West 57th
St. #472, New York, NY

10019). I first found out about Northstar when interviewing 3/5 of Taking
Back Sunday in early 2002 when one member referred to Northstar as “the

best thing to ever happen to them as a band”—perhaps that’s because
Adam was their bassist at one point? I can’t necessarily praise this band to

that level in hearing Pollyanna, but this is a pleasant blend of Emo-Pop-
Punk that is destined for the masses. “Between Horns and Halos” could very

well be a hit in the making. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Number One Fan “Compromises” (Pat’s Record Company, no address).

“Compromises” pretty much sums up this Universal-distributed, unoriginal

piece of pop fluff. Yet another paint-by-numbers, over-polished Emo act

capitalizing on a tired genre instead of injecting anything new into it. If you
want Jimmy Eat World-lite, this might be for you. But it’s all been done
before, and infinitely better I might add. But goddamn do they have some
snazzy haircuts. (CD)-McClernon

The Obsessed “Incarnate” (Southern Lord, POB 291967, Los Angeles, CA
90029). Another posthumous release for a band ahead of their time (or

behind it possibly?). Featuring at one time or another members of St. Vitus,

Acid Kind, Beaver, and Kyuss, The Obsessed seemed like a superstar

factory. This CD collects 12 hard to get or unreleased tracks which seem far

more vibrant during the current Stoner Rock resurgence. These guys really

were the cream of the crop, finding a place between the classic bands like

Black Sabbath and the straight up Rock bands, and even some Southern
acts. They play real songs in a real time signature. There are more than 17

notes on the album, and the vocalist sings. Fans of bands like Pentagram
and ATP should love this, if they don’t already own it, as this is really a re-

issue of a re-issue as it first came out on the now defunct MIA records.

(CD)-Myk

Output “We’re All Wired” (Cube, 561 Windsor St., Suite A-308, Somerville,

MA 02143). Eighties European-style Dance-Rock music with guitars but

done through a computer. Not far off from Orgy, I’m sad to say. (CD)-
Paltrowitz

Over My Dead Body “Sink or Swim” (Indecision, POB 6052, Garden Grove,
CA 92846). This is good old fashioned Hardcore. No Metal, no “core,” just

a lot of positive lyrics and fingerpointing. It instantly reminds me of bands
like Brotherhood, Crippled Youth, and Upper Cut amongst a slew of others.

Thirteen tracks that include a classic drug free anthem. I find myself singing

the choruses and fingerpointing as I write this. For all of you out there that

miss Chain of Strength or any band you might have seen them play with, or

share a comp with, or appear on a flyer with, you know what this is about.

You’ll love this because it came out now rather than then, and someone
other than you hasn’t forgotten. (CD)-Myk

Pattern Is Movement “The (Im)Possibility of Longing”
(www.patternismovement.com). Released in February of 2004, this is quite

possibly the best album I’ve been sent so far. The (Im)Possibility ofLonging,

so I’ve read, is the representation of fractured hope. That is, mending a

broken relationship and the messiness of the truth of said relationship. The
brackets are an idea inspired by a French philosopher, Jaques Derrida, and
his concept of deconstruction. There is not only wisdom in the whole lyrical

layout of the album, but in the musical construction, too. There’s a beautiful

blend of harmonizing vocals in various languages, riffs sounding as Emo as
Mineral, and the song being rewound at certain points of the album. Pattern

Is Movement is something to fall asleep to, something to cry to, something
to be obsessed with. The best part about it—they’re not even signed to a

label. (CD)-Cain

Patti Smith “Trampin’” (Sony, home of the Walkman). If you’re into Rock n’

Roll and you’re from New York, you know who Patti Smith is. Perhaps the

original Riot Grrl, Patti Smith came up in the late ’70’s Bowery scene,

playing CBGB’s with all the greats: The Ramones, Blondie, Richard Hell,

etc., etc. On her new album, Patti shows that age is but a number and that

brilliant, pure music is created from heart and soul, and there is plenty on
Trampin'. I still prefer Smith when the guitars get a little louder than usual,

but it’s her words and delivery that will always grab my attention. She’s a

true poet in an age where words and meaning take a backseat to haircuts

and choreographed jumps, and as long as she doesn’t lose her focus, I think

we should expect plenty more from Smith over the years. (CD)-McClernon

Peachfuzz “About A Bird"(Orange Sky/Dionysus, POB 1975, Burbank, CA
91507). Peachfuzz play a very tiring brand of Indie Rock. This album has
some melodic moments, but still leaves a lot to be desired. This sounds like

the Rock band that your local nostalgic “Alternative” radio station would
play. (CD)-Thee Republicrat

The Peacocks “It’s Time For the Peacocks” (Asian Man, POB 35585,
Monte Sereno, CA 95030). A band comparing itself to The Reverend Horton

Heat, Rocket From The Crypt, The Clash and Elvis Costello in its one-sheet
is going to give you high hopes, and unfortunately that spoiled this disc for

me. The Peacocks are a Rockabilly-driven band from Switzerland with an
upright bass taking charge, but most of that genre sounds alike to my ears.

At least the songs aren’t encouraging people to take themselves seriously!

(CD)-Paltrowitz

Piebald “All Ears, All Eyes, All the Time” (SideOneDummy, POB 2350, Los
Angeles, CA 90078). Though I’ve heard bits and pieces of Piebald

throughout the years (and always liked what I heard), this is the first album
I’ve ever listened to all the way through. I’ve always thought they sounded
an awful lot like Weezer and this record is no different, but now they seem
to be branching out to include bands such as the Beatles and Superchunk
into their collective sound. Much like their previous material, Piebald works
best when they are playing the Rock, and when they are playing what
comes naturally, there are few bands today that can write a better tune, as
evidenced on “The Benefits of Ice Cream” and my favorite track, “The
Jealous Guy Blues.” However, it’s when they begin experimenting—though
I applaud and respect it—that things begin to go awry. There’s way too

much piano at times on this album, and I really wish that “Part of Your Body
Is Made Out of Rock” was never written in the first place. I find that because
of some of the weaker tunes I’m hitting the skip button more often than I

would like to, which is disappointing, especially because the best songs on
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this rival anything that was on their previous full-length, considered by many
to be their best. A few complaints aside though, this is certainly worth your
hard-earned dough. (CD)-McClernon

Piebald “All Eyes, All Ears, All The Time” (SideOneDummy, POB 2350, Los
Angeles, CA 90078). It’s unfair to compare one band’s albums to one
another as “better” or “worse” when the two were made under different

circumstances, but I do enjoy We Are the Only Friends We Have more than
All Eyes, All Ears, All The Time. However, the lyrics of All Eyes... are just as
witty, the song titles are as clever, and some of the songs are just as good.
It is admirable when a rock band is able to make you think and enjoy

yourself at the same time, and Piebald is one of the few radio-ready bands
that can. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Piebald “All Ears, All Eyes, All The Time” (SideOneDummy, 6201 Sunset
Blvd, Suite 21 1, Hollywood, CA 90028). This is the band’s ninth album not

counting splits or comps. That is a long music career in this day and age.

The band plays their own brand of Power Pop which doesn’t really fit into a

category. It’s sort of radio friendly, but there seems to be a big Brit-Pop

influence as well. I remember these guys being big at the college radio

station when I was there. The indie kids loved Piebald, and the band seems
to be playing the same kind of stuff that got them where they are, another

very commendable trait. Unlike a band such as Oasis, which just blatantly

ripped off the Beatles 30 years later, Piebald’s own past is their foundation;

this is more uptempo, more edgy, and but still draws on some punk
elements, making this an effective and original slab of Indie Rock. (CD)-Myk

Pig Destroyer “Painter of Dead Girls” (Robotic Empire, POB 4211,
Richmond, VA 23220). The band’s comprised of ex-members of Grind gods
(or is that devils?) Agoraphobic Nosebleed, AC, and Enemy Soil, so without

even listening to this I knew it would be brutal. I’ve never been much of a

Grindcore/Power Violence fan, but when it comes to this genre, I can usually

tell if a band’s the goods if they make me want to put my head through a

wall—and I’m pitying the wall as we speak. Seventeen songs in a little under
20 minutes. You know the drill. (CD)-McClernon

The Plot to Blow Up the Eiffel Tower “If You Cut Us, We Will Bleed”

(HCNL, POB 36997, Indianapolis, IN 46236) Eiffel Tower play an
experimental brand of Hardcore, reminiscent of At the Drive In, and The
(International) Noise Conspiracy. The biggest difference is that Eiffel Tower
play a lot harder, and they’re not as good. This CD comes with a couple of

live videos, and from the look of it, they put on a pretty mean show, but

seem a bit pretentious— much like the other bands mentioned. (CD)-Thee
Republicrat

Polish (contact address currently unavailable). Polish (as in “polish” my
knob, not “Polish” sausage! Hee hee!) is four Texas-sweetened gals who
decided to mesh their close-knit friendship with their profound love of music,

and this delectable dandy of a demo is the endearing, ear-tingling result. It’s

a darkly romantic Alt-Rock affair with a bit of a quirky New Wave feel tossed

throughout a few of the songs. But several of the compositions even verge
on the edge of being spunky Punk thrillers that had me giddily pogoing
barefoot off the multi-colored cushions of my sofa. The Breeders, early

Siouxsie and the Banshees, and especially Slant 6 come to mind with an
arousing combination of Deborah Harry, Chrissie Hynde, Joan Jett, and
Courtney Love on vocals. Damn, now I’ve got a raging hard-on the size of

Dallas thanks to Polish and this aurally splendiferous display of sultry and
provocative sounds! If you’ll please excuse me, I must now take an hour-

long cold shower and scrub away the goose bumps. (CD)-Moser

Psyopus “Ideas of Reference”(Blackmarket Activities, 23 Rand St., Revere,

MA 02151). This is beyond my comprehension, but for some strange

reason, I dig it. This is thee most fucked up music I have ever heard.

Imagine Rush being sodomized by Slayer and Steve Vai while solving

mathematical equations. All musicians here are extremely skilled. Fans of

the Metal/Grindcore/ Hardcore genre would love this shit. (CD)-Cyst
Vicious

R’N’R “The Infamous and Notorious” (Manic Ride, POB 42593,

Philadelphia, PA 19101). Blaring Rock intermingles with a punishing

Hardcore Punk backbone on the first full-length from New Bedford,

Massachusetts’ R’N’R. An elaboration on the band’s strong 7” debut, this

record offers a more intricate and powerful melodic sensibility, due in no

small part to the proficient dual axe assault from guitarists Eric Yu and Joe
Sylvia. The band seamlessly fuses massive AC/DC-style propulsion with

heftier inclinations while managing to avoid much of a kitsch factor. Vocalist

Joe Schumsky’s distinctive bloodcurdling screeches resonate throughout
these anthems, and though the lack of variation in his vocal presentation

does grate a bit, the underlying riff-shredding generally compensates for this

deficiency. Strong musicianship, particularly on the upbeat, chorus-filled

“Hardcore” and ripping “12FU” ensures a largely well-rounded effort replete

with memorable licks and caustic drive. (CD)-Ramek

Reigning Sound “Too Much Guitar” (In the Red, POB 50777, Los Angeles,
CA 90050). Too Much Guitar sounds like it was recorded in a vacant
basement club, circa 1966, at the end of a long night of gulping prellies,

guzzling beer, and gettin’ royally cross-eyed trashed in the process. It’s a

raspy, psychotic sonic reaction; an electrifying, fuzzed-out squall of ragged,

hyped-up Garage Punk Blues brought to you by Greg Cartwright (aka. Greg
Oblivion, formerly of The Oblivions) and crew. Indeed, Reigning Sound
noisily conjures the savage beastliness of The Yardbirds, Count Five, and
The Sonics being harshly hammered into shape by Howlin’ Wolf and a
demon-spirited contingent of snarling, drunken swamp rats. Just when I

thought my ears would never attain supreme heights of pleasurable ecstasy,

a life-altering release like this one barrels its way into my world and leaves

me a slobbering, spasmodic mess. This is as dirty, raw, and primitive as it

gets, folks! The ultimate, earth-shattering aural experience! (CD)-Moser

Rescue “Volumeplusvolumeplus” (Forge Again, POB 146837, Chicago, IL

60614). Intricate, Math-y Rock leanings that yield decent start-and-stop

acrobatics and an often angular melodic sensibility are wholly marred by the

distinctive College Rock Emo whine. That nasal, generic croon so prevalent

today in the world of Hardcore and Punk effectively invalidates what is

otherwise a tolerable musical display. I cannot over-emphasize the degree
to which this generic, faux-poetic yowl casts a grim shadow over all that it

touches. In this case, a fairly creative, layered aural backbone is diminished

considerably by this excruciating vocal work, rendering this project stale.

(CD)-Ramek

Rhythm of Black Lines “Human Hand, Animal Band” (Gold Standard Labs,
POB 65091, Los Angeles, CA 90065). This is Rhythm of Black Lines’ fifth

album. It is trippy and experimental, probably to be compared to Radiohead
or Pink Floyd... some call that “Existential Rock..” You can call it whatever
you want; I’ll call it “great!” Chances are if you love Radiohead (like the

majority of the population), or even Blonde Redhead, then you’ll definitely

be into this. A little information about who they’re associated with: they’ve

toured with At The Drive-In and Knife In the Water, and are planning a tour

with The Mars Volta later this year. (CD)-Cain

Rock’s Role “After Ryoanji” (Art In General, 79 Walker St., New York, NY
10013). True story: I put this in my stereo, waited for some music to start

and only heard weird noises. I thought my speakers were broken or

something, so I put it into my computer. Fast-forward... still, only weird,

weird noises. What is that? It sounds like someone’s playing pool. I’m so
confused, I think to myself—until I find the literature on it. Art in General,

Sound Art? Oh, it’s the sound of one of those Japanese Zen rock gardens,

ay? If you don’t know what a Japanese Zen rock garden is, it’s a sandbox-
type structure with big rocks and some sort of rake. I’m not too sure on the

background of it. I just know because my friend works at a Martial Arts

place, a zen garden also makes an appearance in the first Kill Bill where
The Bride kills all of those people on top of one. I understand things like

Stomp, I just don’t understand this... maybe it’s just too abstract for me.
(CD)-Cain

Scarlet “Cult Classic” (Ferret, 167 Wayne St. #409, Jersey City, NJ 07302).

Scarlet has taken Math Rock to a whole new level. Seldom do you hear the

same set of notes twice. This is like having a flamenco guitarist play Metal;

the fingering and time signatures are just mind boggling. These guys have
taken what started with Deadguy and Kiss It Goodbye and forced it to

graduate; it’s like trying to compare a high school diploma to a graduate
degree. There is so much going on that it is hard to wrap your mind around.

If that wasn’t enough, the lyrics are equally mind boggling. Part poem, part

psychotic rants, this is really a thinking person’s band. You cannot casually

listen to this album; it takes real effort to absorb it, because few things like

this have existed before. Fans of Cephalic Carnage and Benumb should

really check this out, as they have similar events going on in their
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recordings. (CD)-Myk

Seven Wiser (Wind Up, 72 Madison Ave. 8th
FI, New York, NY 10016). I

think this band got on the Creed train a little too late. They should know
what’s cool now—bands like Brand New and Modest Mouse, not bands with

crazy intense guitar solo-ridden ballads. Seven Wiser is from Long Island,

so singing about pizzerias makes sense. They’re definitely mainstream
material, much like Puddle of Mud—hardly anything to enjoy locally. Their

single titled “Take Me As I Am” is featured on the new MVP Baseball 2004
video game. ..that’s the first sign of a future K-Rock band right there. (CD)-

Cain

Sex Positions (Deathwish, Inc., 32 Congress St., Salem, MA 01970).

Besides having one of the coolest band names in years, Sex Positions have
also accomplished the feat of producing a phenomenal Hardcore record.

What makes it so great is that it’s so much more than Hardcore, combining

Black Flag fury, larynx shredding vocals, hints of Blood Brothers quirkiness

and New Wave keyboards, luring large amounts of people to the floor,

where they’ll dance sweatily all night in a variety of ways. The hype’s for real

on these guys, and this record will launch them to the top of the Hardcore
heap. (CD)-McClernon

Silent Drive “Love Is Worth It” (Equal Vision, POB 14, Hudson NY 12534).

This sounds like typical, pleasant Emo-Pop-Punk fare to me, but the album
title is evidence that this is holds its own lyrically. I enjoy Silent Drive’s use
of dynamics without predictability and also without losing melody, but the

occasional screaming is a turn-off for me. I can’t picture anyone beyond
their early 20s truly connecting with this, but I’ve been known to be wrong
every now and then. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Silent Drive “Love Is Worth It” (Equal Vision, POB 14, Hudson, NY 12534).

I’ll give these guys some credit. All the members come from some of the

most punishing Hardcore bands in the scene today, including Bane, Dasai

and Drowningman. They put together another band to do a different style of

music instead of putting out a poor release with their regular bands.

Sometimes people who refuse to do side projects destroy their bands going

in “experimental” directions. Overly sappy songs with some signature

Hardcore chunk and screams thrown in? More often than not I do not

subscribe to the “contains members of’ tag. If I like a band, usually what
comes after just doesn’t hold up in comparison. But like I said, this is a

different release. It isn’t geared toward the Hardcore kids. This is geared
towards the Coheed and Anterrabae fans. In reality, I think the biggest

problem with this record is the vocals. They are whiny and at times nasally,

which does nothing for me. Structurally, this record reminds me a lot of

Farside’s Monroe Doctrine which I actually thought was their worst album
(that’s a lot for me to say because I worship Farside).You can have heavy,

you can have mellow, and you can be artsy, but it takes someone special

to really put them together. This album is a collection of parts, not complete

songs. You have some really great sections of songs that don’t necessarily

go together, but are connected here. (CD)-Myk

Skinless “From Sacrifice to Survival” (Relapse, 1720 State Rd, Upper
Darby, PA 19082). I wasn’t a big fan of this band’s last album. I thought it

had a good recording, but I wasn’t floored by it in terms of them making a

distinct statement. This album is different. Skinless has far surpassed their

potential with this release. The vocals are as brutal as you will find without

becoming silly. The song writing is what really is over the top. They have
powerful barchord progressions, but have managed to work in a groove and
tempo changes that few bands of this genre could match. The recording is

top notch and really showcases the band’s accomplishment. The blistering

array of drum beats brings to mind Morbid Angel and Pete Sandoval. This

is the kind of record that really could bring Skinless into the forefront of the

scene with stalwarts like Cannibal Corpse and Morbid Angel. The album is

that good. (CD)-Myk

Slowlands “Demo” (www.slowlands.com). Hailing from Long Island (?),

Slowlands comes through with some nice Indie/Alt Rock stylings, coupled

with jangly guitars and vocals using bands like Pavement and Modest
Mouse as a jumping off point. With only two songs present here, it’s hard to

get a good read as to what to expect from the band in the foreseeable

future, but I’d have to say it’s looking bright. (CD)-McClernon

Slumlords (Perfect Victim, POB 52084, Boston, MA 02205). Slumlords

sound like a Maryland version of Two Man Advantage, without the hockey.

They’re more Hardcore than Punk, and not as funny as Two Man. Also, Jeff

Perlin of Breakdown is on vocals, making it sound almost exactly like Freddy
Madball. Slumlords have played with all sorts of Hardcore bands, including

Agnostic Front, Blood For Blood, and Madball. This is their debut album,
self-titled with 16 tracks about beer, Hardcore and circus freaks. They’re

probably the best band to go see drunk in Maryland at a cheesy bar—what
else is there to do in Maryland? (CD)-Cain

Speedealer “Bleed” (Dead Teenager). According to the liner notes, this

album basically was recorded in one day when the band set up, played and
recorded it in one afternoon. They were attempting to capture the real “live”

sound of the band. The disc definitely has a raw quality to it that wasn’t lost

in mastering. The songs have a much more nasty feel than on the last

album, and they have a really early Zeke feel. These tracks are much faster

than I remember the band being before, and I think it’s a big positive for

them. They have a slightly lessened Motorhead influence on this album and
a little more straight up Rawk n’ Roll. I think this record reflects what ‘70's

Doom bands would sound like with their big fuzz if they had been exposed
to more Punk Rock in that era. (CD)-Myk

Speedloader “Steady Hookin’” (Arclight, 1403 Rio Grande St., Austin, TX
78701). Possessing all of the brash rage and thundering stomp of a freshly

branded bull, Speedloader mercilessly attacks their instruments with a fitful,

shrapnel-flinging wrathfulness not heard since the dawn of time. Steady
Hookin' is a cacophonous, catastrophic cross-pollination of Metal-tinged

Hardcore, Stoner Rock, and all-out grinding Noise... a skull-splittin’, ass-

rippin’ roar of primal, manic fury that shatters glass and splinters wood if

cranked too loud. Indeed, the scalding, unrepentant intensity of Speedloader
has blown my ears wide open and splattered thick coats of earwax all over

the walls from ceiling to floor and every nook and cranny in between.

Absolutely searing, hot damn! (CD)-Moser
The Spits (Dirtnap, POB 21249, Seattle, WA 98111). A long intro on track

one might be a hassle after the first listen, but otherwise, this is another

great example of retro-sounding Punk Rock from Dirtnap Records.

Anthemic, harmonious vocals are in both the verses and choruses, which

gives The Spits a lot of liveliness. It’s very lo-fi with its kitwork coming from

the Tommy Ramone School of by-the-basics drumming. Nothing a beer-

drinker couldn’t possibly like, as this is great, raw and energetic noise,

although no two tracks are the same—especially track nine with the drum
machine. (CD)-Paltrowitz

St. James Gate “Bar Stool” (tjadow@aol.com). St. James Gate (from

Denver) sounds like a European Punk Rock spectacle drenched in

American-bred barroom-brawlin’ swagger as seen through the bottom of a

pint glass in a dank sailor’s pub on the seedy side of town. The vocalist

drunkenly warbles like a jolly giant of a fellow while the instruments excitedly

mingle in a bottle-clanking torrent of boisterous revelry. My absolute favorite

cut of the 1 1 skull-rattlin’ tunes contained herein is the hopped-up, rocket-

paced “Down Load,” which makes me wanna carelessly lob myself around
the room like a flailing rag doll with the body of a slinky. So away I go
bouncing into oblivion now! (CD)-Moser

Stereotyperider “Under the Influence” (Suburban Home, POB 40757,

Denver, CO 80204). I’m all for bands showing their influences and making
covers their own, but if songs written by The Cure and Archers of Loaf were
made to be hardened, I’m not sure that those of Fugazi, Seaweed, The
Descendents and Quicksand were. The nearly-dead-on cover of The Pixies’

“Where Is My Mind?” is my favorite of the seven tracks. It’s good to see
Seaweed and Archers of Loaf getting their due, of course, and I’d be curious

to hear more from the cleverly-named Stereotyperider. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Takaru “There Can Only Be None” (Alone, POB 3019, Oswego, NY 13126).

Lots of screaming and double-bass. These guys have some pretty good
dynamics on a few songs, but nothing that won me over. The screaming
gets a little redundant after a few songs too. (CD)-Thee Republicrat

Taxpayer “I’ll Do My Best to Stay Healthy” (Ernest Jenning,. 68 CheeverPI,

Brooklyn, NY 11231). Taxpayer is a band full of guys who, aside from

working day jobs, wanted to record an album, so that’s what they did.

Inspired by Queens of the Stone Age and Radiohead, although Taxpayer is

a new band, they’re still very confident sounding. They’ve shared the stage

with such bands as Cave In, Ted Leo, and Joan of Arc. They’re definitely an
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inspiration for the working class, and should be supported by everyone who
has to pay taxes. So, pick this up, now! (CD)-Cain

Ten Foot Pole “Subliminable Messages” (Go Kart, POB 20, Prince Street

Station, New York, NY 10012). This is flat-out awful. A veteran band like

Ten Foot Pole should know better than to release something this wretched
and if they don't, then they should never be allowed to play another damn
note. From the music to the artwork, it all looks like it was thrown together

at the last minute with no thought as to whether any of it was any good or

not, especially the lyrics. The album starts off with “Wake Up (and Smell the

Fascism),” and I swear it sounds just like Sum 41, complete with rap-like

vocals, singing “I was the kid with the backpack full of revolution/ listing the

crimes like genocide, slavery and mass pollution/ with footnotes and
documentation/ so I could argue with confidence at hockey rinks and bars.”

Uh-huh. But wait, no longer the political activist, the next song kicks off with

“Kicked Out of Kindergarten,” which starts off with, “Outside of Vons,

Gabrielle and I crouched behind her dad's Plymouth Duster sharing Ding

Dongs, with chocolate smeared on both our chins and noses.” And it doesn't

get any better, I promise you. Not one tune on here sounds original in the

least bit, just a retread over the fast-paced melodic Hardcore sound that

made Ten Foot Pole a household name nearly 1 0 years ago. The best thing

Scott Radinsky ever did was ditch these guys and form Pulley. The band
has been tumbling downhill since Epitaph dismissed them, and this should

be their swan song. (CD)-McClernon

Texas Terri Bomb “Your Lips... My Ass!” (TKO, 3126 W. Cary St. #303,

Richmond, VA 23221). The scowling, trashed-out queen of Bowery-style

Rock n’ Roll decadence is back with a voracious vengeance, folks, and my
ears couldn’t be any more dazzled and enraptured than they are now! Each
and every song on here is a snarling, juiced-up kick to the groin... a gritty,

switchblade-slashed stroll on the wild side where sex, sleaze, and street-

walkin’ sultriness reign supreme. As usual, Texas Terri growls, screeches,

and yelps like a strung-out, alley-roamin’ strumpet who stuck a hypodermic

needle in her arm and then ripped out a vein, screaming from the flesh,

without even flinching. An amazing array of “guest” musicians provides a

scorching, red-hot outburst of high-octane instrumentation and wildly

animated back-up vocals. Wayne Kramer, Sonny Vincent, Marc Diamond
of the Dwarves, Dave Teague of the Dickies, and Cherie Currie of The
Runaways are just some of the legendary sonic hedonists gathered together

to give Texas Terri their undivided musical support. “One Hit Wonder,” “Dirty

Action,” “Never Shut Up,” “Dream Wrecker,” “Love Hates Me,” and a

raucously crazed cover of The Stooges’ “I Got A Right” are my personal

fave picks, but I can honestly say without a doubt that all of Your Lips...My
Ass! is a frenetically charged audio skull-thumper to behold. It’s sinful, tasty,

and shocking from start to finish, an unrivaled Rock n’ Roll performance of

the highest hell-stompin’ degree. (CD)-Moser

Texas Terri Bomb “Your Lips. . .My Ass” (TKO, 3126 W. Cary Street #303,

Richmond, VA 23221). Texas Terri’s back with an all-star cast backing her

up, including Wayne Kramer (MC5), Sonny Vincent (Testors), Marc
Diamond (the Dwarves) and Dave Teague (Dickies). With this lineup, you
expect these 14 cuts to be the goods—and they are—but not necessarily in

the most memorable sense. Rather, this is an excellent record to launch a

party into full gear, and by the second track everyone will be asking what
that sonic boom is. But when you’re sitting home, all by yourself (like yours

truly), it doesn’t have the same effect. On an interesting tangent, the song
“Oh Yeah,” written by Terri, was featured in that Rock movie with Gina

Gershon, Prey for Rock n’ Roll. How about that? (CD)-McClernon

Thrills “NAFITC: Original Boston Punk, 1977-1981" (Dionysus, POB 1975,

Burbank, CA 91507). “Hey! (Not Another Face In the Crowd).” Yeah that’s

the catchiest tune in my batch of reviews thus far. Barb “Wire” Kitson

sounds like Ann Wilson, (you know... “ooh, Barracuda”.). GG Allin was this

band’s original drummer, and his brother Merle (the Hitler mustachioed one)

was the bassist. This CD is a compilation of the band’s early demos and live

recordings. A must have for fans of the New York Dolls, Ramones,
Stooges... you get the point. Now pick this up, post an ad to start a band,

and cite the Thrills as an influence. (CD)-Cyst Vicious

Tiles “Window Dressing” (Inside Out, 1601 Banksville Rd. 2nd FI, Pittsburgh,

PA 15216) Tiles is a cool Progressive Rock band from Detroit, which makes
so much sense. Members of Jethro T ull and Dream Theater love them. This

is their fourth full-length which is produced, mixed, and engineered by Terry

Brown, who also worked on albums from Rush, Cutting Crew and Fates

Warning. Overall they’re very talented musicians, writing great Progressive

Rock songs with stimulating and melodic hooks. If it just so happens that

you’re into that sort of music you should check Tiles out. (CD)-Cain

TOC “Loss Angeles” (Inside Out, 1601 Banksville Rd. 2nd FI, Pittsburgh, PA
15216). I’m a little upset because there weren’t any pictures sent to me of

TOC, formerly knows is Throne of Chaos, because they sound like they’d

have big hair, make-up, and girl’s clothes on—and that is very, very

awesome. Old School Black Metal (or so they call it), and so I love it. Not in

The Darkness kind of way, but in a genuine kind of Kiss way. At some
points, songs get heavy and crazy, but for the majority of the time, the songs
are straight up ‘80s hair band Metal. I know it’s out of the time, but it’s great

to hear this stuff once in a while because it makes for good laughs, but still

to be taken seriously! TOC is so psychedelic; I think I’m going to smoke
some weed now. (CD)-Cain

Too Hip For the Room “What Am I Doing On the Moon?” (Cosmik
Funnybone, POB 1300, Bellmore NY 11710). This is a witty, almost-folky,

semi-acoustic trio with harmonies to be envied. The liner notes are funny,

honest and thoughtful, and the covers of Blue Oyster Cult (featuring vocals

by Buck Dharma) and John Lennon are interesting. Nothing threatening, but

fun. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Total Devastation “Roadmap of Pain” (Arctic, 400 SE 9
th

, Fort Lauderdale,

FL 33315). There are few bands that can truly pull off Industrial-Death. Fear
Factory only truly did it with one album. Perpetua did it on one album then

disappeared, and every once in a while you hear someone like Idiot Stare

pull a quality album out of their ass. Total Devastation is just another one of

those bands. There are some really good elements floating around this

album, but the minute the electronic drums kick in or the atmospheric

keyboards start looping, I instantly lose interest. The vocals are

ferocious—at times almost pushing the Broken Hope realm of heavy—but

for much of the album the vox are very monotone. The guitar progressions

are decent, but are usually only three or four chords, and in classic Industrial

style are beaten to death by constant repetition. The keyboards are the

worst though; a lot of bands from Finland have some hokey sounding

keyboards (I don’t know why) and when they come in on this album all I can
think of is some shitty children’s show soundtrack. Well, I have enough of

now that I have a son— I don’t need it in my Death Metal as well. (CD)-Myk

Twisted Roots (Dionysus, POB 1975, Burbank, CA 91507). Twisted Roots
feature ex-members of the Screamers and The Germs. If you have never

listened to theses guys, don’t expect the Germs, or a gritty Punk album.

Roots have more of a New Wave sound; keyboards, Reggae rhythms, Punk
Rock guitar, and dance beats are scattered throughout this compact disc.

Twisted Roots’ music shouldn’t be overlooked, or considered just a footnote

in punk history, because this shit is really good. (CD)-Cyst Vicious

Two Gallants “The Throes” (Alive, POB 7112, Burbank, CA 91510). It’s

admirable that this disc sounds like it’s recorded naturally, but this group’s

frontman reminds me too much of a protesting Folk singer.. ..although, you
could say the same about Jeff Tweedy and Wilco... (CD)-Paltrowitz

US Roughnecks “Twenty Bucks and Two Black Eyes” (Hellcat, 2798
Sunrise Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90026). This reminds me of early Suicidal

Tendencies yet also melody-free Rancid (it’s on Tim Armstrong’s label). It’s

Punk Rock, but the chord progressions are predictable and the vocals aren’t

particularly enticing to these ears. (CD)-Paltrowitz

Undying “At History’s End” (OneDaySavior, POB 372, Williston Park, NY
11596). Holy crap! Is there a school out there somewhere for women with

nothing but classes on how to growl Death Metal style? Think Candace from

Walls of Jericho can rip? I think she’s been bested by Undying’s new
vocalist Logan. She has got the goods, almost bordering on Black Metal

style with some of her screeches. Undying definitely comes from the

Darkest Hour/ At the Gates school of Hardcore/Metal. Lots of Gothenburg
style riffing and ‘80’s Metal song structures with lots of distortions, power
chords and breakdowns. While Undying do invoke this sound, they are

pretty far removed from the As I Lay Dying and Black Dahlia Murders of the

world. No doubt this is heavy and no doubt fans of Ferret and Trustkill bands
will love them. Undying just needs to be heard by the tried and true Metal

crowd to get their real due. (CD)-Myk
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The Ukrainians “Istoriya: The Best of the Ukrainians” (Omnium, POB 7367,

Minneapolis, MN 55407) Featuring members from 80’s indie rock pioneers

the Wedding Present, the Ukrainians sound can be described as a mix

between the Pogues and old Eastern European traditional folk music, like

something that gypsies would play or something. Though the music is

impressive enough, what amazes me is how fluent the vocalist is in

Ukrainian, allowing the tunes to flow effortlessly, even in their surprisingly

accurate cover of the Smith’s “Bigmouth Strikes Again,” as well as in covers

by the Sex Pistols and Velvet Underground. This “best of features twenty

choice cuts spanning the band’s colorful history, and though a lot of people

will not like this, any fan of folk will be happy to give this a spin. As for me,

I’ll keep listening to this because it reminds me of the Czech beer garden in

Queens. How I yearn for summer. (CD)-McClernon

V/A “BYO Split Series Volume 5: Alkaline Trio/One Man Army” (BYO, POB
67609, Los Angeles, CA 90067). This is the fifth installment in the BYO Split

Series and I can honestly say it's as good, if not better, than any that came
prior. I'm a huge Alkaline Trio fan (yes, even of the new stuff) and their six

tunes here (five originals, one Damned cover), while maybe not their best

material, is still terrific. AK3's songs here span the spectrum of their career

sound-wise, split between their poppier, brighter side, and their more recent

dark, New Wave leanings. The real surprise here was One Man Army. I've

heard plenty from them in the past and nothing really could sway my opinion

of them as a poppier, low-budget Stiff Little Fingers knock-off. With their six

tunes here, it seems after all these years they may finally have come into

their own. While one or two of the tracks may be below average, the other

four are true gems, and while they still remind of SLF more than anything

else, it comes across more as an influence now than as a tribute. If you're

a fan of either band or of the poppier side of Punk Rock, you can't go wrong

with this. (CD)-McClernon

V/A “Bring You to Your Knees: A Tribute Guns N’ Roses” (Law of Inertia, 61

4
th
Ave. #125, New York, NY 10003). This CD has the best Who’s Who

lineup of the current Metalcore/Hardcore scene you will probably find on any

one CD. The problem is, not one of these bands should ever play a Guns
N’ Roses song ever again. I love Bleeding Through, Dillinger Escape Plan,

Most Precious Blood, and Unearth just to give a short list, but this comp is

awful. Either that, or it proves that the whole word is wrong (except me
‘cause I always hated GNR) and Guns N Roses really couldn’t write songs

but it wasn’t evident until someone else tried to play them. Whichever, this

really just isn’t good and I’m sad because I wanted to like it with the cast

they assembled. (CD)-Myk

V/A “Boston: A Punk and Hardcore Compilation” (Rodent Popsicle, POB
1143, Allston, MA 02134). Well, the name pretty much explains everything.

This two-disc comp has over 60 songs from Boston area bands like The
Profits, A Global Threat, Toxic Narcotic, CZOLGOLSZ, Midnight Creeps,

and The Spitzz. All the songs have been released already, so don’t expect

anything new here (that’s why it’s not that expensive). (CD)-Cyst Vicious

V/A "Chunksaah Records: Here We Go" (Chunksaah, POB 974, New
Brunswick, NJ 08903). You should own this comp for two reasons: 1) It

rules. 2) It's free. With that said, what you have here is like a Who's Who of

New Jersey Punk Rock over the last decade or so. Much like when you hear

a band from Virginia or California, bands from Jersey have really developed

an inherent regional sound, and one that I've been a huge fan of, from

Bouncing Souls to Sticks & Stones to Lifetime, all of whom are represented

on this here disc. What you also will find on this comp are killer tracks from

Johnny X and the Conspiracy (a band I always thought would be huge), The
Arsons, Paint it Black, Let It Burn, Fortunato, Zero Zero (who years after I

dismissed them as awful I actually seem to be warming up to) and the

Malconents (who I know nothing about except that the vocalist sounds eerily

familiar, making this reviewer, an obsessively huge fan of Lifetime, very

excited. That's all I'm gonna say). Sure there are some weak tracks by the

likes of Worthless United (who still sound like a third-rate Rancid) and Vision

(think it's time to call it a day fellas), but that's to be expected on a comp of

this size. Even the poorest bastard out there can afford this record, so if ya

find one floating around, reach out your grubby little hand and grab it. (CD)-

McClernon

V/A “The Gearhead Records Thing Maker” (Gearhead, POB 421219, San
Francisco, CA 94142). Great fucking comp. I’ve been listening to this

everyday driving on the Grand Central Parkway, and it made me sane. The
Wildhearts, The Dragons, New Bomb Turks, The Hives, and Demons all

have great tunes here. I said earlier in this review section that The
Wildhearts’ “Putting It On” has been stuck in my head for weeks now. (CD)-

Cyst Vicious

V/A “It’s Not Just Boys’ Fun” (Wolverine, Kaiserwerther Str. 166, 40474
Dusseldorf, Germany). First, let me get a bit of well-deserved bitchiness off

my chest and out of the way (a friendly public service announcement of

sorts): in the future, it’d be highly advisable if the various labels who send

promo materials to UTVwould adequately enclose each disc in a protective

sleeve of some kind (enough of the shoddily packaged CD-Rs already!).

Case in point, the first disc of this otherwise extraordinary compilation is

scratched, beat-up, and mutilated beyond repair (in fact, the damage is so

extreme that the CD is no longer playable!). Gggrrrr! And now back to our

regularly scheduled program: my ears are uncontrollably throbbing with the

utmost of gleeful satisfaction, thanks to the rip-roarin’, red-hot tunes

contained within CD Two of this double-disc package of auditory dynamite.

It’s a spicy, tongue-wagging collection of the very best of today’s explosively

titillating girl-powered Punk. Such sensuous, phlegm-tossing, femme-fronted

bands as Fabulous Disaster, Bambix, Piss Ant, Kathy-X, Nanny Goat, White

Trash Debutantes, and The Hi-Tops hike up their skirts and prove once and

for all that the fairer sex possesses balls big enough to ferociously rock as

vigorously as any of their testosterone-built male counterparts. Some of the

bands on CD One include The Heroines, Tilt, The NY Rel-X, The Camaros,
The Vageenas, and The Flipsides. What an amazing, cram-packed

collection of sonic sultriness to behold! Two discs with 46 bands total and
more estrogen-fueled energy than you can possibly shake a stick at! My
ears are enraptured, infatuated, and madly in love to the highest fuzzy-

hearted degree! (CD)-Moser

V/A “KRS 401 Tracks and Fields” (Kill Rock Stars, 210 NE State Ave. #418,

Olympia, WA 98501). This is a two-disc, 43-track, awesome compilation

filled with such bands admired by Kill Rock Stars as Sahara Hotnights, The
Decemberists, Measles, Mumps, Rubella, Xui Xiu, and Superchunk. Tracks

and Fields is the follow-up of the 2002 Fields and Streams
;
the third is due

out in 2005, titled Roads and Tracks. And for your information it’s a play on

the Kill Rock Stars release Kill Rock Stars/Stars Kill Rock/Rock Stars Kill in

the ‘90s. Even though this label is post-Bikini Kill, Sleater Kinney,

Bratmobile, Heavens to Betsy, and The Bangs, they’re still exposing some
awesome and well-alive bands. If you want to catch up on what this label is

up to nowadays, you should check these compilations out. After all, it’s the

only decent indie that hasn’t been touched by mainstream record

companies. (CD)-Cain

V/A “Old Skars & Upstarts 2004" (Disaster, POB 7112, Burbank, CA 91510).

Twenty seven raw and abrasive Punk tracks! Could it get any better? Well,

no. Bands like Monster Squad, Street Dogs, Knuckle Head, The District,

The Fucko’s, and what seems like a million others on one 70-minute CD.
Well, to be honest, I haven’t heard of one single band on this compilation,

but it’s really awesome. If street punks weren’t so few and far between, I

guess I’d marry one. (CD)-Cain

V/A “Old Skars & Upstarts 2004” (Disaster, POB 7112, Burbank, CA 91510).

If there’s one specific Punk comp series that I most eagerly anticipate to

arrive in my mailbox every year or so, it’s without a doubt the blistering,

ballistic Old Skars & Upstarts collection. This 27-song 2004 edition is the

most raucously disruptive Disaster sampler yet, and it’s more than

guaranteed to rip your backside wide open and give you the fieriest, most

hard-slammin’ reaming of a lifetime. Pure, abrasive Punk Rock barbarism

is the special of the day, and Disaster serves up a meaty, heaping platter of

Beach Punk, Street Punk, Skate Punk, Junkie Punk, Euro Punk, New Wave
Punk, Cow Punk, and, of course, a steaming, tongue-wagging feast of Old

School Punk. Some of the bands that especially knocked my ears for a loop

and twisted my nose into a permanent sneer include The Briefs, The
Revolvers, Radio One, Butcher’s Bill, The Hunns, Hellside Stranglers, The
Briggs, Throw Rag, Hollowpoints, Nightcrawlers, Union 13, KnuckleHead,

Dl, The Roustabouts, The Insaints, and Monster Squad. Duane Peters sure

knows how to pick 'em when they’re ripe, ready, and primed to rage. Fast-

paced, loud, and furious all the way through! (CD)-Moser

V/A “Round One: Street Dogs/The Dents” (Abbey Lounge, 3 Beacon St.,

Somerville, MA 02143). For those unaware souls, Street Dogs is the new
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band featuring Mike McColgan, original singer of the Dropkick Murphys, who
sang on all the early 7"s and the classic first album and fan favorite, Do or

Die. And though I think the Dropkicks rebounded extremely well after

McColgan's departure, listening to the two Street Dogs tracks here certainly

makes me a little nostalgic for the early Murphys material. The Street Dogs
basically sound like a cross between the Dropkicks and the Bruisers, giving

a Rock n’ Roll effect overall, but I think fans of either band or the Street Punk
genre will love this. On the flipside are the Dents, a female-fronted Rock band
from Massachusetts that are pretty average, I guess. Not bad by any means,
just kind of forgettable. They contribute two songs, but if you're gonna pick

this up, it'll probably be for the Street Dogs side. (CD)-McClernon

V/A “San Diego Is Burning” (Loud and Clear, POB 5768, Santa Barbara, CA
93150). This 1 9 song compilation features the next wave of bands coming out

of that hotbed of Indie Rock talent, San Diego. When the Gravity Records
sound was becoming huge, San Diego was the place to be, but in the years

since then, it seems that plenty of bands have shot up and taken their music
in several different directions, spanning the genres of Punk, Emo, Indie, and
Rock n’ Roll. While some bands seem to have a promising future, sadly more
will remain in the garage. So while not everything on here is stellar, expect

to hear more from Comfortable For You, Kill Me Tomorrow, Via Satellite and
No Knife in the near distant future. (CD)-McClernon

V/A “Saved By Punk Rock Vol. 1” (Rezistl, 4300 Price Lane, Longview, TX
75605). Anarchy, rage, beer, skateboards, and plenty of anti-corporate, “old

school” attitude make this cacophonously turbulent compilation one of the

most insolent and pissed-off Punk Rock outbursts of our generation. In a

blatantly lazy musical era when insidious and spineless Pop Punk fluff

softens the ears of today’s youth, it’s not very often that an unruly Punk
collection of this caliber comes along and sonically sets the world ablaze.

Such angry, snot-spittin’ bands as Knocked Out Stiffs, Paraplegics, Mala
Vista, Sore Losers, Civilian Outbreak, Out Crowd, Swine System, ANS, The
Goddamn Ditchdiggers, The 13

th
Victim, and Yanked (amongst others)

furiously unleash a shrapnel-tossing torrent of drunkenly brazen, anarchic

noise that’s sure to get a mosh pit stirring in your living room in no time at all.

These 18 random acts of auditory vandalism are the menacing equivalent of

an insurgent army of stiff middle fingers aggressively assaulting mainstream
society with an unrelenting vengeance. A rockin’ riot! (CD)-Moser

V/A “Shite'n’ Onions” (Omnium, POB 7367, Minneapolis, MN 55407). A lot

of people have put a pox on bands like Dropkick Murphys and Flogging Molly

for creating the whole Irish Punk movement. As for me, I still enjoy it. I grew
up listening to all the Irish traditionals, and I enjoy hearing the bands of today
putting their own spin on these great tunes. Granted, you still have to

separate the wheat from the chaff, but the combination of Punk Rock and
Irish Folk seems to work incredibly well, especially for someone that likes to

drink....a lot. This comp features 15 bands, mostly unknowns, doing both

covers and original material, and for the most part, it’s pulled off remarkably
well, getting me in the mood fora pint of Guinness as I type this. Some of the

notables include the Mahones, the Skels, Nogoodnix, Blood or Whiskey, and
the Tossers, but you can’t go wrong with most of it. (CD)-McClernon

V/A “Suburban Home Records and Distribution Music Sampler” (Suburban
Home, POB 40757, Denver, CO 80204). Twenty two tracks from assorted

albums released and/or distributed by Suburban Home. Some of these songs
are unreleased or forthcoming, thus adding value to an already-inexpensive

disc. It’s nice to hear Action Toolbelt and The Gamits on the same disc as
The Independents and Straight Outta Junior High. Nice liner notes from Virgil

of the label as well. (CD)-Paltrowitz

V/A Midnight Creeps/Capo Regime (Rodent Popsicle, POB 1143, Allston,

MA 02134). Hearing the Midnight Creeps previously, I expected them to suck,

and they fulfilled all my expectations, but it seems like it’s time for Capo
Regime to hang up their boots as well, because their five songs are just

awful. The Creeps style is more Rock n ‘Roll than most Rodent Popsicle

bands, but they are most untalented and the vocalist should have the mic
permanently taken from her, by force if necessary—especially on her GG
Allin tribute of sorts, called, duh, “GG.” And Capo Regime sound like they just

came out of retirement to record five songs that took approximately two

minutes each to write and lay down. Nothing about this release is appealing,

from the tunes to the packaging. I wish I had something better to say,

but. . .(CD)-McClernon

V/A Midnight Creeps/Capo Regime (Rodent Popsicle, POB 1143, Allston,

MA 02134). I’ve listened to people put down Midnight Creeps, and after

listening to this split I’ve learned that those who put them down are fucking

insane! Songs like “Can’t Get It Right,” “The Kids Are Screaming” and “GG”
are the kind of tunes that make you want to rip your own liver out. I heard that

Creeps lead singer Jenny is the offspring of Iggy Pop and Patti Smith

—

sounds about right. Capo Regime fills up the rest of this split with catchy
Cocksparrer influenced tunes that shouldn’t be overlooked due to the Creeps
half of the album. (CD)-Cyst Vicious

V/A Southern Gun Culture / Super Heavy Goat Ass (Arclight, 1403 Rio
Grande St., Austin, TX 78701). This is an utterly amazing, ear-crumpling 8-

song split effort between two heavily rockin’ bands that actually share the

same drummer. Both Southern Gun Culture and Super Heavy Goat Ass
crank out a monstrous, heaving maelstrom of sludgy, high-powered Stoner
Rock that’s thickly shrouded in a smothering cloud of marijuana smoke and
fiery electrical currents. As a unique twist on the usually male-dominated
genre of Stoner Rock, a seductive-voiced gal (bassist Amber L) takes on
some of the vocal responsibilities on a couple of the SGC tracks. The
mercurial, flame-showering sound that each band flawlessly pummels out of

their instruments is an overpowering nuclear conflagration of amplified

intensity not heard in this region of the entire universe since the dawn of time.

Indeed, ya can’t even mix something up this pure and addictive in a mobile
home meth lab. What an electrifying rush! (CD)-Moser

VPR “Aural Assault” (Squirrel Heart, POB 5871, Arlington, VA 22205). To my
ears this is an outdated kind of Punk Rock that shows passion but why not

have a wheezing singer on echo? I’m not sure about VPR’s lyrics as they’re

not included in the booklet and are ultimately hard to understand, but I’m

guessing that songs like “Whiskey Dick” and “My Girl Turned Into A Lesbian”

are funny. At least it’s not boy-band Emo! (CD)-Paltrowitz

Where Eagles Dare “To Come From Nowhere” (New Day Rising, POB 1383,

Miller Place, NY 11764). These guys sound like American Nightmare with

Mike from Brother’s Keeper singing (yes, the guy from the AKA’s, but when
he did Brother’s Keeper he had a different vocal style). They have a real old

school Hardcore feel in their song writing, but they play it with a new
Hardcore sound. It makes for some fresh tracks that will appeal to fans of

both. It would be like the Cro-Mags getting on stage and using Atreyu’s

equipment to play a song. They’d have the right structure, but would
inherently sound different. Not your typical Metalcore album, or a boring old

Hardcore record. It’s what bands aspire to achieve. (CD)-Myk

The Wildhearts “Must be Destroyed” (Gut, POB 9214, London W9 2BR, UK).

This is a pretty tough-sounding band for coming from England. Not that music
from the UK is generally sensitive in nature, but they sound pretty American
bad ass, and I’m not talking Kid Rock, either! Some songs are totally tattooed

motorcycle gang Rock n’ Roll, other songs are just as poppy as if inspired by
every day Brit-Pop, and some songs are really Clash-sounding. It’s just so
cool. The Wildhearts write all different sounding songs like “Someone That
Won’t Let Me Go,” “Get Your Groove On,” and “There’s Only One Hell.” This

band makes me love English music more than I already do. (CD)-Cain

The Wildhearts “Riff After Riff’ (Gearhead, POB 421219, San Francisco, CA
94142). Hard riffs and sweet hypnotizing choruses best describe The
Wildhearts sound. Shit, “Putting It On” has been stuck in my head for the past

two weeks! I believe these guys are, or were, on tour with the Darkness?
Whatever, we’ll let them slide on that one. For best results, play in your car

at full volume. (CD)-Cyst Vicious

X-Girl “Endangered Species” (Alternative Tentacles, POB 419092, San
Francisco, CA 94141). A very odd album here, something you can only

expect from Alternative Tentacles. X-Girl sounds like Cibo Matto trying to

write a Queen album. It’s good to listen to if you plan on taking a strong

hallucinogenic and locking yourself in a room. (CD)-Thee Republicrat

Zeke “Til the Livin’ End” (Relapse, 1720 State Rd, Upper Darby, PA 19082).

Without a single shred of doubt, this is the best album I will review this issue.

This may be the best record I have reviewed this year. I’ll qualify this... I love

Zeke; they have been a kick ass Punk Rock force for years. I love Motorhead,
they have been a kick ass element of my life that has forever shaped me. For

this album, Zeke apparently borrowed Motorhead’s instruments and must
have let them ghost write the album, because this just totally shreds. It has
the exuberance of Overkill and the recording of Orgasmatron. The songs are

distinctly Zeke, but they just seem super-charged here. They have taken

themselves to another level in a way few bands ever will. This is the best

album Relapse will put out this year, and you should buy it now. (CD)-Myk
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MUSIC
Adolescents “The Show Must Go Off! Volume 10” (Kung Fu, POB
38009, Hollywood, CA 90038). This is the 10

th volume in Kung Fu’s

The Show Must Go Off series and it is by far the single most

important piece of the whole set. Adolescents prove they are still

viable after all these years. This is the band without founding

member Casey (currently still in Dl) and the replacement drummer
who is ex-Social Distortion. This includes a DVD and a CD version

of the show as a free bonus (I believe this is the only one of the

series with this). Also on the DVD is some classic footage from

around 1 982 which makes this mandatory . The disc also features an

audio commentary of the show, a photo gallery section and a multi-

angle section which allows you to watch the entire show from

whichever camera you like. The show features 19 tracks with

obvious songs like “Amoeba.” To boot, the film is even directed by

the Vandals’ Joe Escalante. The Show Must Go Off is quickly turning

into one of the most important video outlets in Punk Rock today and

here is your chance to get one of the most important segments of

this rising series. A winner! (DVD)-Myk

Devo “Live” (Rhino, 3400 W, Olive Ave;, Burbank, CA 91505). This

was easy. It’s DEVO! This is a video of one of the band’s

Lollapalooza performances in 1996. The closest they came to New
York was Ohio, and I didn’t go because I wussed out. So for me, this

is essential. It’s a bunch of greatest hits live by a bunch of guys that

prove Rock can still be fun. Songs like “Whip It!” (yes people, they

had more songs than just that) “Satisfaction” (a Rolling Stones cover)

and “Gates of Steel” are all presented in Yellow radiation suits and

red energy dome hats. The bonus feature is a chance to watch the

entire concert from each of the multiple cameras used for the show.

5. 1 sound make this perfect and the fact that it is Devo makes it fun.

I don’t know why anyone would want to live without this. (DVD)-Myk

Dio “Sacred Heart” (Rhino, 3400 W, Olive Ave., Burbank, CA
91505). This is a re-issue of the video of the same name which has

been out of print for several years. Unlike it’s Judas Priest

counterpart, there is little in the way of extras—little more than an

updated interview with Dio and Craig Goldy. The DVD is about an

hour and showcases some of the fun stuff that was ‘80’s Arena Metal

like swords and giant dragons on stage. It features classic tracks like

“Holy Diver,” “Rock N Roll Children”, and even the Sabbath classic,

“Heaven and Hell.” This is great for any Dio fan, but if you already

have the video, there is no need to rebuy it unless you just feel the

need to have the DVD. (DVD)-Myk

Goldfinger “The Show Must Go Off! Volume 11” (Kung Fu, POB
38009, Hollywood, CA 90038). If you like Goldfinger, this is an

essential purchase. You get a full concert, commentary, some bonus

videos and Kung Fu-related extras. The sound is probably better

than what you heard at the concert, and the video is crystal clear—it

could be that both received post-concert magic as John Feldmann
handled the audio mix! If you don’t like Goldfinger, this isn’t going to

sway you to the other side, even if the quartet truly shines on a

stage. (DVD)-Paltrowitz

The Hellacopters “Goodnight Cleveland” (Music Video Distributors,

POB 280, Oaks, PA 19456). It’s the Hellacopters, so if nothing else

you know that this is fun. Actually, this is a really well-done band
documentary that is packaged with a ton of extras, making for an

even better DVD. The film is a documentary of the band’s 2002 tour

of the United States. The filmmaker basically just follows the band

around and films the weird shit that happens, from groupies, to

practicing with the Gaza Strippers, to hanging out with homeless

junkies at 4:30 AM. This really shows you the guts of underground

touring; even a band that is signed to Universal doesn’t necessarily

have a limo, a big hotel room and excellent food. These guys have

a Motel 6 if they’re lucky, a $15 per diem and a van with trailer; it’s

a look at the real life of European rockstars in the US. The
documentary also features a “Spaghetti Western” alternate

soundtrack, which is basically the documentary with The Good, The
Bad and the Ugly music playing under it. This is totally bizarre (I

don’t get it) but it’s there. There is also a band commentary, which to

be honest, made the documentary a hell of a lot better. The band
gives some really acerbic commentary about how they really felt in

the situations shown, as opposed to how they acted. This is the part

you don’t want to miss. Lastly, there is about 1 00 minutes of unused
footage as a bonus feature. Most of it is live performances, so this is

for the music fans. But if you watch through all this, at the end there

are several minutes of footage from 1992-1994 of the original line up

rocking out at different shows. Some of the footage includes guest

appearances by the Backyard Babies and members of The Hives. It

is the secret gem of the disc that the diehard fans are rewarded with

for buying every release. I think, in reality, I’ll end up watching the

extras again and probably skip the documentary. It’s a one time view,

but the rest of the disc is a keeper. (DVD)-Myk

Judas Priest “Electric Eye” (Columbia, 550 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10022). This is a re-release of the Judas Priest: Live video

that came out in 1986. It was a tough time in the band’s career as

they tried to fit in with the Glam era, but still keep their old fans. It

didn’t always work, as they looked silly and some of the newer tunes

weren’t very good. But when they played old classics like “Living

After Midnight” you knew why they were the Metal Gods. What
makes this a must own is the fact that as bonus material, all the

band’s videos and BBC appearances from the 1970s are included.

There is enough for a whole second video compared to the original

release. Priest is one of the top five most influential Metal bands of

all time, and on this DVD you really get a chance to see the band

develop and make their mark. A real history of British Heavy Metal,

this one is. (DVD)-Myk

Misfits “Project 1950” (Ryko, 30 Irving PI, 3rd
FI, New York, NY

10003). This is the first album featuring the all-star “Misfits cover

band” including Jerry Only, Dez Cadena (Black Flag) and Marky
Ramone. In keeping with the cover band aspect, this album is

nothing but 1950’s covers. Tracks like “Diana,” “Runaway” and

“Magic Moment” where already oldies when I was a kid, so it’s a little

weird to hear a Punk band playing them now. But the point is, the

Misfits released their first recording when I was five, so these songs

are a little closer to the band members’ generation. This was a

project done out of nothing but love, a tribute to the things that made
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these guys listen to music, much like bands now pay tribute to the

Misfits with covers. It is a way to get this older music to a new
generation. The CD also comes with a bonus DVD of videos of the

band doing these songs live, which they have been doing for

sometime now. One bunch of videos come from a snowboardfest

and includes a snowball fight that is kind of funny. What the DVD
does have though, is a whole lot of Balzac footage. This is a

Japanese Horror Punk band much like the Misfits, that are being

released domestically on Misfits Records. To tell you the truth, I don’t

think all that much of them. They’re okay, but this is shameless
promotion for a band that I don’t think anyone would really care

about if Jerry Only wasn’t doing an over the top campaign for ‘em.

When I buy a Misfits release, I’m buying it for Misfits, not a garage

band re-using someone else’s persona. (CD/ DVD)-Myk

Pixies (www.4ad.com ). Well, the ‘90s are over, and it seems like the

bands from the ‘90s that “changed” everything, really didn’t change
much at all. We have a new Bush in office, we’re back in Iraq, and

Michael Jackson is still petting kids. On the other hand, the Pixies

reunited and came out with this wonderful DVD . This puppy
showcases the Pixies set at London’s Town and Country Club, circa

1988. It also has all the band’s videos, and two documentaries. The
first is shot by the band themselves in the their early days on tour,

and in the studio. The other documentary pretty much consists of

David Bowie, Bono, and Thom Yorke kissing the Pixies’ arses. The
live show is the guts of this package, documenting one of the most
exciting times for this band, as their success is just starting to

skyrocket. The band plays an unbelievable 1 5 song set that includes

“Bone Machine,” “Gigantic,” “Nimrod’s Son,” “Tony’s Theme,” and

The Beatles cover, “Wild Honey Pie.” So if any of you can’t afford (or

find) tickets for their reunion tour, then pick this up and see the band
in the element they should be seen in. (DVD)-Cyst Vicious

Unearth (Metal Blade, 2828 Cochran St. #302, Simi Valley, CA
93065). This is a three song preview for one of Metal Blade’s newest

signings, except Unearth really doesn’t need an introduction. The
songs were recorded at the Downtown here on Long Island, and
shows your typical Unearth crowd kicking the crap out of each other

as the band rips through a blazing set of Metalcore madness. The
DVD also features a little interview with the band, but it is the kind of

thing you watch once. The songs (“My Heart Bleeds No Longer,”

“The Great Dividers,” and “Black Hearts Now Reign”) are something

you will probably watch over and over, and with a budget price on the

DVD, it is like buying a visual EP. This band will be a must for fans

of As I Lay Dying and Black Dahlia Murder, their new labelmates.

(DVD)-Myk

V/A “New England Metal & Hardcore Festival 2003” (Trustkill, 23

Farm Edge Lane, Tinton Falls, NJ 07724). This is the best live

compilation I’ve ever seen. It’s consistent, the sound is good (with

the exception of a couple of vocal drop outs here and there) and the

video footage is fantastic. It has the best of the best from both the

Metal and Hardcore worlds: Opeth, Lacuna Coil, The Haunted,

Unearth, Shai Hulud, and I could go on... There is a total of 27 bands
on this video comp; some have multiple tracks and many have
interviews. It’s over three hours in length, and features great

moments like the Lamb of God-directed killfest that looked like a

game of Red Rover for psychotics, and members of Converge
beating themselves with belts. This looks to be the first in what will

now be a yearly release based on the annual festival. This is the

underground at it’s highest point, and they even managed to do it in

5.1 sound to make sure the sound is as heavy at home as it was at

the show. An extremely high quality release. (DVD)-Myk

Zebrahead “The Show Must Go Off! Volume 12” (Kung Fu, POB
38009, Hollywood, CA 90038). This DVD gives you a 20+ songs in

concert and some extras. Unfortunately, Zebrahead sounds like an
entirely different band on each of its three albums so its songs aren’t

consistent, but such is made up for with the humor of “Goldtoof.”

While I said that I didn’tfeel Goldfinger’s Show would make the band
any new fans, I feel that Zebrahead’s would persuade you to check

out a concert. After all, there must be a reason why they’re so big in

Japan... (DVD)-Paltrowitz

OTHER COOL STUFF
“City of Sin” (Anime 18, 250 W 57th

St, Suite 328, New York, NY
10107). This is both rough and short. Anime 18 continues to explore

the most extreme elements of the human psyche through Japanese
style animation, and this one is no exception. This is the classic

fairytale story of a princess who marries the king of another realm to

keep peace between him and her homeland. You remember this,

don’t you? The one where she marries the king, gets raped, and then

is given to a prison guard to do whatever he likes? This king, you
see, advocates raping and pillaging and wants to take over the

continent with his depraved mentality, starting with his new queen’s

homeland and her teenage sister. By Anime 18’s standards, the 30
minute running time is a little short, but the action is instant and
continuous. They aren’t kidding when they say this isn’t for kids, and
call this the Xtreme Series. This should interest the fans of Nacho
Vidal style porns, while the animation actually looks very similar to

the Maetal series. (DVD)-Myk

“Halloween: H25” (AnchorBay, 1699StutzDr., Troy, Ml 48084). This

is the re-issue of the film for the 25th
anniversary of its release, and

it’s a double DVD set and has its advantages and disadvantages.

The first disc is strictly the film and the audio commentary; the film

transfer is awesome and the Divimax treatment makes this an
amazing presentation. The audio commentary sounds like the got

Carpenter, Curtis and Hill in three different rooms and spliced them
together—it’s very disjointed. My first problem is, though, this version

does not include the TV footage. They should just combine it at this

point and present the film all together. The second disc is full of

extras like a new 87 minute documentary, which is excellent, a revisit

to the film site with PJ Soles, and then all of the stills, trailers and
bios that Anchor Bay always does such a good job on. My one
problem with this disc is that despite the great new documentary
presented here, they don’t include the documentary from the

previous DVD release, so if you’re a completionist, you have to keep
both. Stores aren’t carrying both versions, so when you do a re-

release you should include everything. People will buy a second copy
for the extras, but the people who don’t have the original just get

gypped. If you have the last DVD, you may not feel compelled to pick

this one up. If you don’t, this one really is a better presentation of the

actual film, and should be even in the most minor horror fan’s

collection. (DVD)-Myk

“Mephisto” (Anchor Bay, 1699 Stutz Dr, Troy, Ml 48084). This film

won the 1 982 Foreign Language Academy Award and rotates around

an actor who is trying to act his way through Nazi Germany. The
story is very good; it really depicts a good chunk of humanity that

says war “doesn’t apply to me.” Actually, if you realize how much of

the world said this during World War II, it makes this film all the more
disturbing. I did feel the film was a little long and dragged at times.

Also, as in many foreign language films, a bit of the emotion is lost

due to the need to read subtitles. The acting is superb and you
actually start to dislike Hendrik (the main character) by the end of the

film for being so self-centered and non-committal to any cause. This

is one of the best German films I’ve seen since I watched the original

expressionist films like M and The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. We
snobby Americans refuse to read subtitles, so we miss a lot of good
film; this is one of those films that should be rented just to expand

your mind. (DVD)-Myk
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